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This Su>>Iment to the Januar 1975 Re !1 z-'t. n Active and Planned
Spacecraft an Experiments provi es EREraft 	 of spacecraft an
experiments that were not listed in that report or that have changed
significantly since it was published. It also updates the operational
status or planned launch datesfor all spacecraft and experiments,
active or planned, as of March 31, 1975.
Ile would like to acknowledge the cooperation of the acquisition
scientists and others at the National Space Science Data. Center (NSSDC)
in obtaining information and offering suggestions for this supplement.
Ile are most appreciative of the efforts of PMI Facilities Management
Corporation, the onsite contractor at NSSDC, in preparing this docu-
ment for publication. Also, the cooperation of the project offices
and experimenters in supplying current documentation of their spa-.e-
craft and experiments is gratefully acknowledged. Ile are particularly
pleased with the many constructive comments and corrections we have
received from interested readers.
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	 This document updates the January 1975 Report on Active and Planned
^acorft and Experiments to March 31, 1975. DOCUment availability,
defiintions, abbreviations, and acronyms described in the original
report generally apply here.
Section 2, "Supplementary Descriptions of Active and Planned
Spacecraft and Experiments," contains descriptions of spacecraft and
experiments that have become known to NSEDC since the original report
or that have changed significantly.
Section 3, "Cumulative Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft
and Experiments," is an alphabetical listing by spacecraft name,
including both common and alternate names, of all spacecraft and
experiments described in section 2 of this document and the
original report. It also updates status of operation and launch
dates to March 31, 1975.
it






2. SUPPLEMENTARY DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVE"• AND
PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
This section describes spacecraft and experiments that have become
known to NSSDC or significantly changed since the January 1975 report.




spacecraft listing, experiments are sorted by the principal investi-




NSSDC common name is not known, it can be found in section 3 by
checking an alternate name.
t
For information on the contents of descriptions, refer to page 5















SUPPLEMENTARY DESCRIPTIONS Of ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
W
u rrurnuu uru rrMOUrrr AD-A ru rro nrFr.. q ro uruuHr
SPACCCOAFICO MMON KAKC- AC.A
ALY SR NA 19 NAMCS- EXPLORCA 19, 0071.
NSSCC IQ- 6J-053A
LAST MEPOQTtD CTAt1- LAUNCHED AND CPCRATINO PARTIALLY
At A SVU5FANDARO CATA ACOU11111011 RATE SINCE I!/19JOJr
LAUNCHDATE . 12/19/61	 IPAt CCPAPT .EICNt . 	T. KG







	 EPOCH DATE- 12/10/6)
URDIT PERIOD- 111.9 MIN	 INCLINATICN.	 YE.62 D94
PCNI.PSIS- 749.000 MM ALT	 APOAPSIS. 2022.00 KM ALI
RECENT MOTT PARAMETERS
09011 TYPO- 4EDCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 01/27/12
CRDIT PCRIDD . 112.02 MIN	 INCLINATION- 13.9205 094
1'CNIAPSI6-	 074. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS-
	
1710. AM ALI
SPACCCRAFT PERSONNEL IPMPPPCJECI MAMICCA. PS-FROJICT ICIENt ISTJ
PM - CJ. COFFEE. JR. .....uu NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
PS - R.F. FELLOWS .............NASA HEAD06ARTERS
WASHINGTON, OC
SPACECRAFT 93 IEF DESCRIPTION
G1h.0 PEP VI WAS THE SECOND IN A SERICS (I 2.66-M
INPLATAULE SPHEA CS PLAC CD INTO ORBIT TO DETERMINE ATMOSPHERIC
DLNSITICS, SAPLORER 19 WAS LAUNCIICD HIL! NAPLOPCR 9. THE
FIAIr SATELLITE IN THE SE1195t WAS STILL ACTIVE. SO THAT
DENSITIES IN TMU DIFFSAENT OCATICNS DP THE ATMDSPHEPE COULD BE
SAMPLED SINUL
	 UTANCOUS. The SATELLITE CONSISTED OF ALIERNATING
LAYERS OF ALUMINUM 1014 AND PLASTIC FILM. UNIFORMLY
DIStifcuu D OVER IHf ALUMINUM CUTER SURFACE MOVE 5.1-CM DOTS
OF MNITE PAINT FOR 111190AL CONTROL, A IJ6.620-PHI TRACKING
DEACON. WHICH WAS POMIREO DY FOUR SCLAR CELLS AND WAS MOUNTED
ON JHC SPACECRAPT SKIN, USED 111E ELECTRICALLY SEPARATED
1904II8PHERE0 OF TNC OALL02N AS IN ANTENNA. u1C SPACECRAFt WAS
SUCCESSFULLY ORU:TCO. OUT ITS APOGEE WAS LOWER THAN PLANNED,
Toot DEACON 010 NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT POWER TO Be RECEIVED BY
GROUND '9ACKI1IG St RICNS. MAKING IT NECCSSARY TO RCLY SOLELY
ON flit .A0 BAKER-NUHN CAMERA NETWORK PO4 TFACKI04. EXPLORER 19
IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN IN ORBIT AND USCPUL POP PASSIVE DENSITY
ITK%CK114r OBSERVATICNS UNTIL 1916.
------- AD-AI JACCHIA -----------------------------------------
EXPERIMEnT NAME- NCNSYOTEMATIG CHANGES OF AIR CENdIYY
NSSDC TO- 62-053A-01
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCPMALLV
AT A GUUSYANOAAG CATA ACQUISIT1011 PAT! SINCE 1219/63.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPIePP NICIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL.TCA 3 LEADER
01-OTHEP INYCSTIOATCR, T..IEA. AnHHERI
PI - L.U. 	JACCHIA .............GAO
CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
11113 EXLCRIMChT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE NONSYSTEMATIC
CHANGES OP UPPCR ATPOSPHCNIC DENSITY BY CONOUCTIXG STUDIES OF
THE DRAG ON A 3.6-M DIAMETER. LOW-DENSItV SPHERE CAUSED BY
SHORT-TERM VARIATIONS IN SOLAR ACTIVITY, DENSITY VALUES NEAP
PERIGEE WENS PECUCTO FROM SROUCNTIAL O'SSCRYATIONS Of THE
SPACECRAFT POSITICH USING OPTICAL IDAKER-NUNN CAMERA hETWORKI
AND RADIDJPADAN TRACKING tECMIGUES. THE GENERAL TECHNIQUES
USED TO DEDUCE DENSITY VLLUCS MOON SATCLLITE DRAG DATA CAN UC
POUND IN SMITHSONIAN ASTCOPMYSICAL 0115ERVATCRY SPECIAL PEPOPY
NB, I09 BY JACCHIA AND ELDAEY,
AD-A. 1EAIIN6
EXPERIMENT NAM!- SYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY
NSSDc IR . 6J-633A-02
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CPEPATIhO NOFMALLY
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12119163,
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL.TEA4 LEADEN
01-CIPER INVESTIGATOR. TMREAM MEMBER$
PI - O.M. KBATINC .............NASA-LAPC
HAMIA TCN. VA
01 - MW. O . SWLLIVAN. IF. ..... MASK-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
01 - C... COFTEC. JP. .........NASA-LAPC
MAM.TDII. VA
BXPCRIMENT BRIEF OEBCPIFTIEIN
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO DETERMINE
ATNOSPHONIC DENSITY AS A FUNCTION CP ALTIT40E. LATITUDE. AND
TIME BY MEASURING ATMBDPHURIC DRAG ON A LCM MASS-TO-AREA RATIO
10.7080 MO PCP SQUARE PeTEAI SPHERICAL SATELLITE. THE ORBIT
PAS SUN SYNCHRONI2C0 SC THAT NEAP-POLAR DENSITIES WOULD ALWAYS
BE OBTAINED ALONG MUCH ANO MIDNIGHT MERIDIANS.
.....00................... AD-C ................SAO..m....
SPACCCRAFT COMMON RAMC- JD.0
ALTERNATE NAMES. LL-60JJ. EXPLORER J9
03337
NSSDC TO- 06.066A
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING RAN fIALLY
At A SUPSTANDA40 DATA ACQUISITION PAYS SINCC 06/00171.
LAUNCH DATE- 0610616D	 SPACECRAFT .E IGIIT-
	
9.. KO





0401T tYPC- CE000NTAICEPOCH DATE- 06108160
ORBIT PERIOD- 110.1 MIN	 INCLINATIO.- 00.611 DEC
PERIAI-510. 663.000 AM ALI
	
APOAPSIS- 3026.00 KM ALT
RECENT CHBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH DACE- 01 1127.
OBD1I PERIOD- 110.03 MIN	 INCLINAt-JN-	 00.60 DEO




SPACCCRAFT PERSONNEL IPM r PRNECY MANAGER. PS .PROJECI SCICNtf$tl
PR - Co.. COFFEE. JR. ......... N.SA-LARC
HAMPTON, VA
P5 - nor. FELLOWS .............NASA HEADQUARTERS
.AOHIIIUTON. PC
SPACECRAFT BPIEP DESCRIPTION
C.PLCPEn	 39	 WAS AN INFLATABLe APHEREI 3.66 M IN
DIAMETER. IT WAS ORDITED to MAKE DEIISItY ATMOSPHERE
DETERM INATIONS. 11 10 SPACECAAPY WAS SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCPED INTO
A NEARLY POLAR. HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT. It MASPOLO CO AND
CARRIED INTO ORBIT, TOGETHER WITH CJCCTIDN AND INFLATION
EOUIP.ENT. AS PAR  OP THE PAYLOAD OF EXPLORER 40 INS6OC 10
60-00601. TWO DENSITY EXPERIMENTS WERE PERFORMED. ONE INI1AVEG
THE STUDY OF SYSTEMATIC OENAliV VARIATION. AND THE OTHER WAS
CGNCEFfl!D	 WITH
	
NONSYStEMATIC DENSITY CHANGES. THE UPPER
ATMON191CRIC DCNSl I1CA .ORE DERIVED FROM 59000NTIAL
OBSERVATIONS OF THE SPHCP0 BY USE DP AN ATTACHED IJ6.620-MRS
RADIO TRACKING BEACON AND OV OPTICAL TRACAIN6, TIPS RADIO
DEACON CEASCO TNANSWITTINO IN JUNE 1971. SINCE THAT TIME It
IBS BEEN NECESSARY TO RELY SOLELY ON the SAO BAKER-NUHN CAMERA
NCTYOPK FOR TRACKING, EXPLORER 39 HAS AN CAPICIEC CAPITAL
LIFETIME Of 50 YEARS.
------- AO-C. JACCHHIA
EXPERIMENT NAME- NONSYSTEMATIC CHANCES OP AID DENSITY
NSSDC to- 65.C66A-61
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNC1190 AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 1210311..
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI . PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL.TCAM LEADER
01-OTHER INVESTIGATOR. TMr19404 MEMUCRI
PI - L.6. JACCHIA .............SAO
CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO OCTCRMINC NON-S1'STCIIATIC
UPPER ATMOSINICPIC DENSITY CHANGES, TIIE DATA IS OCRIVED FROM
STUDIES OF THE DRAG ON A 3.6-MITER DIAMETER LOW-DENSITY CPIICRC
CAUSED BY SHORT-TERN DIFFENENCES IN SOLAR ACTIVITY. DENSITY
VALUES NEAR PE111696 WERE DEDUCED FROM SEQUENTIAL C65CPVATtON5
OF THE SPACECRAFT POSItICH USING OPTICAL (BAKER-NUNN CAMERA
NETWOR91 AND RADIO ANOJOR RADAR TRACKING TCCIINIOUCS. TIIE
GthenAL TECHNIQUES USED TO 09D000 DCN31TY VALUES FROM
SATELLITE DRAG DATA CAN Be PORNO IN SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY SPECIAL OCPORT NB, 100. UY JACCHIA AND 6LONEY.
THIS EXPERIMENT HAS DETERMINED RCA50NAULC DENSITY VALUES. AND
15 CAI-ABLE OF YICLC.NG LONG-TERM ATMOSPHERIC 3ENSITY VALUES.




EXPERIMENT NAME- SYSTCRATIC CHARRED OF AIR DENSITY
hS5DC 10. 68.0061-02
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/0311..
tXPERIMCNT PERSONNEL IPI . PPINCIPAL INVESTISATOR.'TL . TCAM LEADER
Ob OTNCN INVESTIGATOR, TM . TEAM MEMBER)
PI - 0... BEATING .............NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
0I - C.Y. COPFEC. JR. ......... NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
01 - ..J. O-SULLIVAN. JR. .....NASA-LAPC
HAMPTON. VA
EXPERIMENT BRICI PCSCRIPTIUN
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE SYSTEMATIC
CHANCES Of AIR DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE. LATITUDE,
AND TIME OF PAY. BY MEASURINGTHE DRAG ON A 3.6-METER DIAMETER
LOW-DCNSITY SPHERE WITH GROUND. TRACKING,
I
E




n e.n.A. u..a a ••uoo u.. APOLLO 11 LM/CASO P ...............




AM 0 69 01001. APOLLO 11 L1
N{609 IOW OV.0194
LAST PCPONFCD STAID tALME4111LC
SIN 't IO11A1e9
LAUNCH PATC- 01/1010{	 6PA000PAPT MC1^"i •	 4110. MO
LAUNCH SITC- CAPC CANAVERAL$ VNITCO STATf3




SPACECRAFT PCRSONNEL IPO4PROJCCT MANACCRI PO • PAOJFCT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.F. 91CIIEL-AN ...........NASA-JSC
"GLITCH. IM
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TIC LUNAR M NULE ILMI WAS A T.0-STAGE VCHICLE CESIGNED
FDA SPACE OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON THE MOON. the LO SIDED 1 M
HIGH ANTI WAS 9.4 M VICE $DIAGONALLY ACROSS fro g LANDING GEAR).
told A5C[N1 AND DESCENT STAGES Of THE LM OPERATED AS A UNIT
UNTIL STAGING, WHEN TIIC ASCENT STACK FUNCTIONtO AS A SINCLC
SPACCCRAFT POP RFMC91VOUS AND DOCKING WITH TIIC COMMAND MODULO
IC I). INCLUOEO IN ?be OESCCNT ITAOB 0909 Tilt EARLY APOLLO
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE $EASCPI CAPfRIMKMTS. WHICH MERE
SELF CONTAINED, ALSO CARMICO ON THE LM WEPE IMO LUNAR SURFACE
SOLAR WIND CO MPOSITION. THC 6CIL MFCHANIC$o AND THE IAMPLC
COLLCCTIDN EXPERIMENTS.
	 The CMSP EWPCAIMENTS INCLUDED THE
PASSIVE SEISMOGRAPH. 7110 COST DCtCCTOA.PhD THE LASER RAN41NO
AE?HQRCFLECSOR.	 714 LM LAUDED ON THE LUNAR SURFACE 0 11 JULY
20, 1969. TIIE EAEIP CIOERIMENTI FUNCTIChEO NORMALLY PLR ONE
LUNAt10N AFTER WHICH 111E EAW POWCA FAILED. THE hCh-POu4M00
LASER RCTROPCPLCCTOA CONTINUES tO as USEFUL. THE LM WA$ Ch
tA6 LUNAR SUPPACC JULY 20. 11. 1969.
APOLLO It LM /EMEP. ALLOT ................ ----. ....... .
EXPERIMENT HAMC- LASER HANDING NCTROREPLECICA
NSSDO SO- 69-0090-04
LAST ACOORT60 STATE . LAUNCHED AND OPeRA71N0 NCPMALLY
At TAC STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PATE SINCE 071101690
49PIRINENT PCRSONKCL IPI oNA INCIPAL IHNESTICATCR. TL.TEAM LEADEN
aimar"C" tNVLfTIGATOR. TM o TEAM MCMNER)
PI - C.O. ALLEY .. .............4 OM MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK. MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Tilt LASE R P440144 RETRORCFLECtOR ILRRB) MNICM WAS LCCT
ON THE LUNAR 1C.Poce BY THC APOLLC 11 C4EM WAS A
RETROR91LECTOR ARRAY WITH A FOLDING SUPPORT :HNCTOAC FOR
AIMING AND ALIGNING THE ARRAY TCHHHu dooR tol. THE ARRAY WAS
BUILT OF CUBES OF FUSED SILICA. LAICR RANGING BEAMS FROM OARIH
WERE REFLECTED SACK 70 THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN FCR PRCCISE
MEASUREMENT OF GRIN-MOON DISTANCES. MOTION OF THE MUGNo6
CENTER OP MASS, LUNAR RADIUS, AND CARTH GEOPHYSICAL
INFORMATION. THIS AEFLECTOR HAS OPERATED PON A NUMBER OF
YEARS. AND NAS RCTURMED DODO RESULTS TO DATE IAPNI4 19701.
Uu.o.n gou.•b n.n u. APOLLO N Lo(/ALSEP u.o oou.o.
SPACECRAFT COMMON MME. APOLLO 14 LMJALSCP
ALTCRNAft NAMES- ALSEP IU LEM IA
04900. APOLLO SAC
NSSDC ID. 71-TONG
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CPtRATINO PARTIALLY
AT A SYOSTANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PATE SINCE 03/25115.
LAUNCH PATE- Wa"Vl	 CPACCCRAPT .CIONf • 	 1151. NG
^AUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES





SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM.PAOJECT MANAGCA. PS .FROJECT SCIENTISTI
PM - Y.F. EICHCLUAN ...........NASA-JSC
HOUSTON. TX
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLO IA LUNAR MODULE ILME CONSISTED Of A LUNAR
LANDINGCRAFT AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EMPEPIMCL S PACKAGE
TALBERT THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC CKPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE APTCR COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OP
THE MISSION. THC LM .LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGNI.AND6 IS DEC 39
MIN I SEC 5 LATITUDC, 17 DEC 21 MIN 56 SEC . LONGITUDE). THE
NUCLEAR POWERED ALSCP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING SITE AND
INCLUDED CXPCAIMCNTS TO FTUDY THE SCISMIC WAVES. MAGNETIC
FIELDS, SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION AND INTCAACt1CN WITH THE MOOR.
LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. AND IONIC LhVIPONMCNT, THC LM ITSELF MS ON
THE LUNAR SURFACE FEBRUARY 5-6, 1011. IN PEBOU.ARV. 1915 UPLINK
COMMAND CAPABILITY WAS LOST.. ENGINEERING AND HCUSE-KEEPING
DATA ARE STILL REINS RECEIVED AS CF APRIL 17. 1975.
------- APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP. FALLCR ----------
EXPERIMENT NAMC- LASCP RANGING RETRNCFLECTCR
NOSOC ID- 71-ODOC-09
LAST REPORf9P STAIC- LAUNCRID AND OPERATING NORMALLY
At root STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION AATC SINCE 02103/ q
 .
EAPEAIMCNf PERSONNEL I1 6 I6PNINCIPA4 INVESTIGATOR. TLWICAW LCADEM
01.OfK- INV16fl OATOR. TMAtt AM 1CMBEAI
P1 - J.
	 FALLER .............. Wfl4CYAN U
MIDOLETC.N. CT
IXPKRIMENf B RICF OtSCRIPTION
1110	 PORPOSk	 OF	 wills	 CRPCMIMENt	 WAS	 TO PERMIT
GNOUNO-BANCO STATIONS TO CONDUCT SHORT-PULSELASER RANGING TO
A CORNER HEFLCCION ARRAY ON Tilt LUNAR SURFACE AT THE PRA MAURO
SITE. tHiS INSTRUMENT AND THOS[ AT APOLLO 11 91HAPIQUILITY
BASC) AND At Tilt APOLLO 13 PIT{ IN 101E HADLCT/APCNNINC REGION
PAGVIDED ANETWCAK IMtu-SEPARAttO IN LONGITUOK AND LA?ItUDE1
OF STA T IONS TO PCAH1t A COMPLEI4 09O49TRICA4 RP AAtION UP We
LUNAR LIDRATIONA, THK REFLECTORS PE"W)ItCD A DISCNIMILATION OF
THE 3-YR PHYSICAL LIORAf1UNS, IIICI ALSO PROVICCO INFNMAtIUN
AODWT TIIE EARTH AND Its C0111 INENTAL DRIFT MOTIONS LL WILL AS
COULD PC OCTCMMINLD TO PLUS OR MINUS 15 CM. THE INCIRUMCNT WAS
AN ARRAY CF 100 SM ALL FUSED-SILICA CORNEA CUOCS CACTI LC CM IN
DIANCT94. It WAS OEM OYCO ON THC FIRST EVA. 00 M WIST OF Tilt
CENTRAL ITAT17N 1300 M .CST OF THE LM1 WAS I.6VCLKU. AND WAS
FACED TOWARD TIIC CARYH. CAC$. CCMUCA CUTE NCFLECTED LIGHT
PARALLEL TO b2 INCIDENT DIRECTION. ENSURING THAT THE
ROPCCCF90 LASER PULSE RCIURNCU TO ITS PLACE OP ORIGIN N THE
10ATh. SUCCESSFUL RANGE MEASURED OCRs PINS? OBTAIhCU FROM THE
MCDJNALO C06CAVATORY IN TEXAS 0.: ICORUARY O. 1971. role DAY THC
KAPOPI MCNY WAS DEPLOYED. NO DEGRADATION MS SUFFERED FAN THE
LM LIPTOIP.
u Wlu H.. o.o........o... APOLLO IS LM/616CP .u4..M.600006
SPACCCA APt COMMON NAME- APOLLO IS LM/ALSCP
ALTERNATE hANE6- APO4LU INC. ALSEP 10
LEM 15. ROVER )5
05266
NISDC 10- 71-0630
LAST REVORTEC STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQU I SITION MATE SINCE 01/]0/71.
LAUNCH DATE- 07/201?1
	 APACICRAPI WEIQIIt-	 13700. NO
LAUNCH SITE. CARD CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES




OPACCCRAFT PERSONNEL (PH.PNDJECT MANAOt Ro PS.PMOJCCI SCIENTIST)
PM - W.F. CICNC.MAN ...........NASA-JSC
NDLETON. TX
SPACECRAPT 1191FP DESCRIPTION
THC A EOLLU It LUNAR MODULE $LM)CONSISTED CF A LUNAR
OVLANDING FNAPt. A LUNAR RING VEHICLE ILRV1. AND AN APCLLU
L UUAR SUPPACC EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (AL5601. T04AT CONTAINED
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO CC LEFT ON THE MCON AFTER COMPLet10N
OF THE MANNED PORTION OF ro4 MISSION. IOC LA LANBIO 11' THE
NORTH CENTRAL PART OF THE MOON I96 BCD A MIN I. SEC N
LATITUDE. 3 DEG 39 MIN 30 Ste t LONGITUDE). AT 711E POET OF the
APCNHIHE MOUNTAIN RANGC. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOVEO AT THE LANPINO
$179. 111E LRV WAS USED OV41NG file EXTRAVEHICULAR AC11VItlCS
IEVA) TO CAt9HD Tole AAN4C OF MANNED LUNAR AXYLCRATIQN. TIIE
NUCLEAR-POWERED	 ALSEP CONTAINED SCISMIC. MAGNETIC HICLUM.
NLUNAR ATMOSPHORIC CRUSITION. ION COMPOSITIO4. LUNAR DUST.
SOLAR WIND CONPOSITION.FEAT LOSS. AND SOLAR CELL NAOUIIDN
DAMAUC CXPNIMENTS. file LA ITSELF WAS Oh IRE LUNAR SUPPACC
JULY 30-AUGUST E. 1971
------- APOLLO 15 LMIALSEP. FALLER ----------
EXPERIMENT NAME- USCR RANGING RETAGAEFLECTOR
ASSOC ID- 11-062C-08
LAST REPORTED STATC- LAUNCHED AND OPCRATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 01120111,
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI.VHINCHLAL INVESTIGATOR. N oTEAM LEADER
OI.UfNER INVESTIOATORi TA.tEAM MERCER)
PI - J.	 PALLOR ...............C5LCYAN U
MIDDLETOWN# CT
CXPERI M ENT BRICF DCSCRIPTIOh
THE LASER RANGING REIROREFLECTN EKPEAIMCNT ILRRRI. PART
OF THC ALSEP PACKAGC. WAS A CORNEA REFLECTOR FOR LASER RANGING
FROM CAN}H, THE RANGING DATA O H TA INCO INCLUDED INFORMATION ON
LUNAR MOTION$ LUNAR LIONATIONS. AND EARTH NOTATICH. Tilt LRAM
EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A FOLDED PANEL SIRUCTUMC INCORM RATING
300 INDIVIDUAL FUSCO-SILICA OPTICAL CORNEA RE FLECTORS, A
DIMPLE ALICKMLHTILEVCLING CCVIR. AND AN AIM .IIANDLC MECHANISM,
THE LUNAR ROVING VCHICLC (L N VI WAS USED f0 CA AN1 THC LRAA TO
THE HADLEY RILL SITE. THE LA RR HECAMC PASSIVE AFTER
DCPLCYMENT. A H ASSCLULAD ELECTRIC DATA CAMERA 160-MN LENS) WAS
USED TO PHOTOORMH TIIC CAPCRI NEHT, THE LRAA CAN HE USED
INOEFIN ITCLY	 AND	 WILL PROVIDE DATA TH AI. WHEN USED IN
CCNJUNCTION WITH DATA FROM THE APOLLO It AND. 1A CAR"
EXPERIMENTS *
 WILL PEPMIT MORE REPINED DISTANCE PEAWRE1CNt5
THAN WEAL PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE, NOW THAT SMALLER TCLCSCOPES
















I..................1q...... ATD 0 ..............lnu....ou.
S PA CCCRAFT COM M ON APE • Are LA LTCRNATC NAMES- P L• 3913, ATS.0
0400n
NSSOC to- Oq.049A
LAST AIPORTCO 11I4fl- LALNCLCO .60 CPCRAtING PARTIALLY
At A SUOSGNDARD CAIA I(G'JISITIUN PAT, DIMCC UWVO III,
LAUNCH SITE. oBJI Ve9	 CPAEECRAFf .E1411T.	 8,1. ASLAUNCH SITC• CAP& CANVERAL. UNITED STATED
LAUNCH VCHIQE- AILAS•ACCN
SPONSORIN4 CLUNTRYeACENCY
AN YTIU STARS	 NIOA•OA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMSICPI
Dealt TYPE. GEOCENSRIC
	 CPOCO CAIC . OMA00A.9
U g bli PlMI00• )EEL MIN	 INCLINATION-	 4.6 DEGI'6RIAP q O • ], IA O.t MM ALY	 APGAPIII. 36M9400 A M ALT
Recent DMOTT PARAMIIERI
DRAFT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	 CPDCM DAf E- OEA,)JTCRUET PIAIUO. 1416. M IN	 INCLINATION.	 1.414 OCOPCPIAMSI4- JS71V. AM ALT
	 APDAPGIS- J5904. AM ALT
SPACCCRAFT PCRSUNNOL (PM.TR4JCCI MANAGER. PlafACJt, SCIENTISt)PM - O.V. FORDVCC ............. NA54-GSFC
0aIChOLLfr MD
PS . T.L. 4050H ...•........... HASA.CSFG
 Gg ECNUCLT. RDS P ACCCRAFT 041EF OCSCRIFf10N
ITS S WAS AA ICOAfCRIAL-ORBIIINO, SYKCNNCNODS-ALf1TUOE
TECHNOLOOV SATELLITE INTENDED TO Te0t VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS
AND SANTA OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEMS. ALSO INCLUDED ON BOARD MGRS
PAWTICLt. ELECTRIC F;ELO. AND MA4hETIC P19LD ICPEPIPCNTS.
OCCAUSE OR A MALIUNCTION. TIIC EXTENDED GRAVITY CMAOIENTSIA01419ATION M OCMANIS.. CCULD hot Be DCPLOYCP. AMC At$ 5 .AASTADILIIEO IN A SPINNING MOOS ABOUT SPACCCRAFT 1 AXIS ATAPPROXIMATELY It RPM. ALL C.PIRIMENT MMICH DEPCNGCD. CM NHL
PLAITED CRAVITY GRIC I tNt S pA1LIJATICN ERE ADVCNSCLY AFFCCICUTO VARYING DEGREES. AND TH, FISSION WAS DCCLANIB A FAILURE.
HOWEVER. SOME OF INS SCIENCE EXPCRIMENfl. INCLLDING THE
MAGNETIC FIELD MCNITOR AND 1113 PANYICLE CIPERI.tNT1 PEYURhtDUSA04C DATA DURING tK OPERATIONAL LIFETIME OF THE MISSION.
ITS 5 WAS PO5ITI16CO IT AUCVI 103 DEG M LON4IT000 OVER tiltPACIP " OCCAII. DATA .CRC RECORDED AOGU'C 00 PERCENT OF IHC TIMETH R UM  MOST nf It, EPACICRAFt . S
 OPERATICNIL LIFETIME, *RICHOX lEN0C0 TO JUNE I. 1973. APTON WHICH IHE ACQUISITION PATEDECNEASCO FURTHER.
....... ITS D. 0X4051 .........................................
1906"lMCNT MINN. PICIC CCACCN
N35M ID- 69.049A -19
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED ANO CIIC.ATIAO ACA.ALLY
AT A SUDITA40ARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 03110"5.
tWPCRIMCNT PFNSONNCL IPI•PR1161P44 INVKATIGJIOP. IL
. t1AM LEADER
W I NONA 11IVeSTIGATCM. IMITOAM MEMUCNI
PI - A.V. DAROIA ..............STANFORD U
ITW(I.D. CA
DI • O.M. GARRIOff ............SUNFCRO U
STANFORD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF o60Ca1PTlch
P113 EXPCRImew CONSISTED OF PHASE-COHERENT PAD10FNEQU UNCIED CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED AT 147.300 AND 411.050
MIIC IJPO HARMONIC). THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG TIIC
PROPAOA7104 PAI11 .19 CALCULATED BY ANALYSIS UP THE FARADAY
ROfATIUN ANGLE .LISUREMEMIS ON TIIC LO.EN FHCDYCMCY. OP
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL OOPPLOP PRCOUENCY RECORDINGS OF BOTH
FRCUDFHCIe3. IO,IOSPPARIC IRREGULARITIES AND SCINTILLATION WAS
ALSO OBSERVED.
------- ATG 51 POAEP
EXPERIMENT NAME. TI-EIBECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR
NSSOC 10- 69-069A -04
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCAMALLY
At A SUOSTANOAMD DATA ICOUISITIOH RATE SINCE 03110175.
EMVERIVENT PERSONNEL IPI-I IXINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL.TIAM LOADER
01'0TH1R INVt6TIGATUR: TM . TCAM MCMOERIFI - I .e. MO1CN .. .....r....... P OP C LIP . pEHACLGY
UCRKFLEY. CA
CMPEPIMCNfBRICF OICCRIPTION
THIS I M PERIMChl CONSISTED 01 THREE E53ONTIALLY IDENTICAL
SCINTILLATION PHOTCMULTIPLIER CCTECTORS, EACH INTENDED TO
MCASURC ISEPARATELY) ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THREE CNEPGY
WINDOWS CENTERED RESPECTIVELY AT 40, 71. AND 120 KEY AND
60,110, AND 163 KIV. 110 DETECTORS, LCOKING IN CPPOSIIC
DIRECTIONS. V2PC TILTED BY 11 Bea FROM THE SATELLITE E AXIS
AND ONE VAS ORICNTCC PERPENDICULAR TO THIS CONFIGURATION, OVER
MOST OF EIS DATA COLLECTING LIFATIMC. THE 5ATELLITE WAS
SPINNING ABOUT ITS I AXIS, WITH A 611H PERIOD OF Oda SEC. QUA
To AN UNPLANNED SPACECRAFT SPIN SOON AFTER LAUNCH. A SNUTTCII
SYSTEM WAS ACTIVATED THAI' RENDERED THE PERPENDICULAR DFf1CTOR
INEFFECTIVE.	 TUERCFURE.
	 MEASUREMENT	 Ya pe MADE ONLY IN
O8ACCTIONS APPRUSIMATELY PARALLEL AND ANTIPARALLLL TO IRA
LOCAL MAChAtIC FICLU. 111E SPECICS ANALYSIS SAE p LRFORM,, CY A
TSO4 9-4AAhh1L PUL19 1 0tIGHT ANALVRR. AND PARIICLC CCUNfS FLNL
TCLKNETGILD IN SMITHANALOG AND DIGITAL WOol$. ?HtINTCQRAtION
TIME FOR CAIN C.ENNCL WAS 0.01 INC. .NILE ESC OCADCUT FAIL FOR
AKY CNt CHANNEL VARIED YOUR 0.3 VO 5.1, ;CC, UC p EMOIhG ON ACCMMANOAULE RAADCT MODC. IOM FUNTMCR IhPORMA110h CONSLLT01VELOPMINT OF ACCnLI N,A Rn[D SCIhTILLAIOR eCA ECMANATING
AND OCTtCTIN4 LOA-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS. , OY Fr S,MOLCF. F. H. 1104017. AMC Cr Y. OARS. Joe, late IMAMS. ONNULL. SDI.. VOL N11-10. P 1+4, 1965.
....... 476 0. SHARP ................ w........................
910901 .11 NAME- PROYCh ELECTRON 0919CTCH
NSSCC ID• 09•069A.00
LAST FCPORIC) STAtt- LAUNCHeO AND OPCNAIIHO hONMALLV
AT A CUTESTANDARU DATA ACOUISIt1Ol NATO CINCC OOJIOAT.
CXPCAIMENT PCRIONNCL IPIPPRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TLO19AM LEADER
DI • OfHCR INVLSTIGATDM, YM.TCAM MEMIEN)
PI - N.O. SHARP .... I...uu... LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI	 J.U. P LO A N ....u.r..,rr., PALOLOCKHALTO, CASea PALU ALTO
lXPER1MCNT ER	 104IEF DESCRIP	
PALO ALTO, CA
11118	 TAPIMIM	 CAP CONSISTS11
	 1;DIIALOCICC	 .TIN CONTINUOUSUOUSS CHANNEL	 ICALLICRCAi AO THEFi 6CTRNSCLCMSNTNITL PC WP	 OEILCTURS MAGNETICALLY ANA	 ELECTRONSI ACV.
	
PROTON
IN SL OT O
 CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INIEIVALi OEP
	
0,






    FOUR	 0 R
H9 TENTH
 INTEGRAL PROTON PLEASE TQUV0
	 &D.	 Y AND 1000  REV.q 	 .II YlM	 ER
DEt 
Od OR M C40UHCS PROTONS ADOU
	 KEY. fil
	
Y! S KEY.	 l PROTONIS A MATCHERAU OtICCION A SASUflI NG BRIM 	 CINS.
S.









MIT,	 I LI TIE LASTTN UEYC N4ONS ARENE PLACED ATAt CL E	 .1tol nCIPECPLDP CI LU THE DATE N
KEY JULY . 110 THE DC TEGYOa MEASURINGER ENO PCOION EDb Alloys 20All etACV pA1AD. A I p4( TIME. ANOTHER DeTECTON FAILED OUT ETELEAYEUA	-AE THE
	
EMA INDER O0	 THIS	 IYCCTOC -AS COMPLETELYPIRU60MNt.
	 C RCMCINDIN OF IB
	 CglC	 (gIpCNT IQN,IhUCTIh0&E IOPERFORM NOR M ALLY IMAPCN I 19711•
. WIINUOI................A ATS 6 ou............... I........
SPACECRAFT CO M MON NAME . All a
ALTERNATE N AM ES- PL-7214, ATO-F, AtS-F
NSSOC lo- T-O39A
LADY PCPORTCO STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT ITV STANDARD DATA A CQUISITION BATC SINCE 05,30,74.
LAUNCH 04 'a. 00/30JM
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-
	 9410. KOLAUNCH STYE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITED STATES





ONA1T TVI I C- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH DATE, 05130174ORBIT PCPIDD- 1.40. MIN
	 INCLINATION-	 Y.a3 DEGMERIAPSIB- 42161. AM ALT
	 APDAPEI3- 11163. KM ALT
NECCNT BANDIT PAMMETCPS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH DATE- 02fa3elsORDIT PCPIOD- 1436.1 MININCLINATION-
	 1.127 DEG
PERIARSIS- 35763.4 MM ALI APOAPSIS- JBaOa.l MM ALT
SPACECRAFT PCPSOhNEL IPM-PROJECT MANAGUA, PS.PROJECf SCIENTIST)
PM - A.N. SAIIELNAUS ...........NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MO
PS - E.A. WOLFF I .............. NASA-GSFC
ONEENUELT. YOSPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IANPRIMARY OUJECTIVIS OF ATS-6 (APPLICATIONS TLCIING400Y
SATELL NYC) VARa TO CSCCT IN DROIT A LARGE hIGH-GAIN STCERIBLC
ANTENNA STRUCTURE CA PA OLI OF PRO VIO ISO A GOOD QUALITY t 
SIGNAL TO A GRCUNO-BASED RECEIVER AND TO MEASURE AND CV ALUATC
THE PERFORMANCE OF SUCH AN ANTENNA. A SECONDARY OSJCCIIVC WAS
TD OAKONSTRATL NCW CONCEPTS IN SPACE TCCHhOLUGV 111 THE AREAS
Of AIRCRAFT CONTROL, LASER COMMUNICATIONS. AND VISUAL ASS
INPRARED MAPPING OF TIT! CARTMIATMOSPMCRC SYSTEM. TIICSPACECRAFT WAS ALSO CAPABLE DO 111 MEASURING RADIO FREQUENCYIh TWERENCC IN SMARCD FREQUENCY HANDG AMC PRCPACATIONCMARACTERIStICS	 OF	 MILLIMETER




I.PCNIMENTS. AND (3) MAKING PARTICLE AND RADIATION
.,IASURE MANES OF 711E 0t00YNCHPONOUS ENVIRONMENT, CONFIGURED
SOMEWHAT LIKE AN OPEN PIRASOL, THE ATS-6 SPACECRAFT CONSISTED
OF FOURMAJOR ASSEMOLICS -- (I) A 9,10-M-OIAM DISH ANTENNA.
121 TWO 5OLA q
 CALL PADDLES MOUNTED AT RIGHT ANGLES TO EACHOTHER ON O pposite SIDES OF AN UPPER EQUIPMENT MODUIE, IJI IN
EARTH-VIC.ING CQUIPMENT INAUIC IIVMI CONNECTOR DY A TUIULAR
FAST to T149 UPPER EQUIPMENT MOCULC. AND NI AN ATTITUDE'
CONTROL AND STABILIZATION SYSTEM. THE eVM. IN ADDITION TO
MCUSING TIIC EARTH-VIEWING OXPERIMCNTE. PROVIDCD SUPPORT FOR
TNA PROPULSION SYSTEM AND TANKS, BATTERIES. A MULTIFFIC QUCNCY
TRANSPONDER, AND TIIC TELEMETRY. COMMAND. AND THERMAL CONTROL
SYSTEMS. THE UPPER COUIPMCNT MODELS PROVID90 A PLATFORM FOR
THC SPACE-VIEWING EAPCAIMENIS, INERTIA WNICLS .ILL Be THE
f
ORIGINAL PA_GL I





ASIA  OCANS I" IC SWING THE SCho 00111 HfOPAJIht
AND AMMONIA AOLII, II THAUEICN SY6TCMS INCLUDED TO PMOVIDN DIE
NECESiARY YOROYES TIM UNLOADING 1.9 Otti,B. ALSO IACLVOCO 15
A [MALL CNVINOh.(hI MEASU1e .94T PACKAGE CLNIAININO A
MAGhtTONE19R AND SCVCRAL P ARIICLC ESOCRIMCNIO. CICRVtICN CA
file SPACECR AFT MAE S[Ek SUCCE60FVL FROM LAL6CW VK UYILLIft
13 LOCATED AT 94a Al CLD M LONG11479.
....... ATf 1. OUN.CFLV .... . ................. ....u............
(FPIRIM(Nt NAY(. MAN CELL RACIAI(CN DAMAGE (APLRIPCAT
ASIDE lo- 14-OIQA•16
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CP90ATING FCFMALL.
At flit OTANDARO DATA OCOUISIT504 9419 SINCC 05100/7s




POIHCR IRV9STIOATC00 TMOTIAM M9MRIRT
PI - V.	 GYrRLY ..... .... HVGHC6 AIRCRAFT CO
CL SEGUNDO, CA
(XPERIMCNI SAINT , 0I54MIP710N
T111t LAPIRIMCNt VAS FLOWN YD ISOLATE THE PRIOOMIFAhl
O.G4ADATIONMCC"ANISM191 ASSOCIATEO MITH PPIACNTLY LSCO SOLAR
CLLLII AND TO Ckl0lb'19 ASOVALOUS DATA 110 1 CV(11 INCREASED DATA
POINTS AND $.PROVED INSTRUMENTAIIUN ACCURACY. A TOTAL OF 00
SOLAR	 CCLLS	 WEREINCIVIOU ALLY MO"IICR[D ON TAE FLIGHT
E90CRIMCNT.	 TWELVE CLRRCNT.VCLTACE POINTS AND 19MPERAIUMO
DATA FOR CACH SOLAR GILL 0949 TRAHS M ITICO TO GROUND CA A
DEAL-TIME 0A S1Ss FIVE SOLAR CCLLS 00 1S TYPES .41V9 D994
INCLUDED TO PROVIDE A STATISTICALLY MCAFIkOFLL SAMFLE flit. A
SOL AA ASPECT 5914309 INSUNEO THAT THE SUN 1S hCNMAL TO 799 TEST
CCLLS AT Tilt TIME CF 109 PCAIURIMIhIS.
....... AT$ 61 CHAIN ..........................................
9APtNlMtNT FAME. PCII71CHo LECATIDk AND AIRCRAFT
CCMMUHICAIION EXVERIMCNI
ASSOC ID- 74•039A-19
LAST REPORTED StAt6- LAU44HID AND CPERATIMG MC'-ALLY
AT 1119 SIANDARO 0010 AGOU IIITIDN PATE OIMC& 05030070.
VPCRI.CA PERSUFNLL SPIN	 He AL INV94T IBA SCR. TLWTIAP LC4090
01401"911 INVESTIGATOR. 1MWICAM PEMULN)
At - A.F. ONA1S .............. NAIA-4SFC
GPLCNUCLT. MD
E9PPIMPT URIEI DESCRIPTION
INC POSITION LOCATION AND AIRCRAFT CCMMUNICATICN
ERP[RINtHY (RACC) WAS USED TO DCTERMIKC T11E OPERATIONAL
FEASIBILITY CM AI R TRAFFIC CONTROL AND MARITIME SAfCLL114
SYSTCMI OPERATING IN INC 19PONAUFICAL L-GANG. 	 101 FIRST
OOJtCI1Ve WAS 10 PROVE IHF FEASIBILITY OF T.0-.AY
COMMUNICATIONS RELAYED AT SATCLLITE YET.CCN GROUND 1tEMIFALS
AND AIRCRAFT CS 'PIPS. INCLUDING -- 11 111E LSE OF All 0 AS A
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE FOR RELAYING COMMUFICATIO14L E) THE USE
OF THE AERONAUTICAL t-DANE FOR SATELLITCIAIPIRAPT AND
DATCLLITC/$NIP LIkNi. 31 TIIC USE DF ODIN VOICE IND UIGITAL
TAO-WAY COMMUNICATION. AND L) file USE of A SATELLITE FOR
hIRCRAFTFOPOUNO AND IHIPISMORC MULTIPLE ACCESS CCMMUhICAIIONS,
THE SECOND "JEC11VC WAS TO INVC6TIGATC INC FEA9101LIIV AND
TO EVALUATE INC AOSOLUTC AND RtLA11VE ACCURACIES OF SEVERAL
POSITION LOCATION TECHNIQUE[ USING tAIILLITE6• THESE
TECHNIQUES R ILAY VARIOUS SIGNALS FROM THE AIRCRAFT UP SHIP VIA
THE SATELLITE TO THE CONTROL CENTER FOR CAIN PROCESSING AFD
POSITION DCTCRMINATICN.
....... ATE 6. Hf HRV ------------------------------------------
CAPIRIMENI NAME- RADIO FRI0U9NCV IN79RIOPENCZ 9APCRIVEhI
ASSOC ID- 7.4-039A-11
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING 6CFMALLY
AT INC STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION NATO SINCE 00130/74,
E/PEq PERT PERSONNEL IPI .PNINCIPAL INVff Sit QAIOR. fL.TEAM LEADER
DI . RTHOR INVESTIGATOR, TO-YEAM MEMOCPI
PI - V.F. HENRY ....•.•...... NA15.691C
GPEENOCLT, MD
CKPLRIMENT "WEEP DESCRIPTION
fig	RADIO	 PRCCUEHCY	 INTCRFCRCNCE (ART) FAP'JRIMCHT
PROVIDED REALISTIC DATA ON MUTUAL IF INTERFERENCE IN T"C
C-DAHD
	
SPECTRUM $PARED BETWEEN SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SISTERS. THC CKPEPIMINI MEALUFED AND
EVALUATED Tilt CFFCCTS OF RFI IN TIIC SHARED COMMON-CARRIER
FROWENCY GANG. 5930 TC 4425 414. THE TECHNICAL OOJECIIVES OF
THE C-OANP AFT EXPCQIMEN7 WERE TO -- DETERMINE THE FLUX.
DENSITY Of THE 6-4HC INTERFERENCE POWER AT THE SATELLITE.
ESTAUL95H PRACTICAL CAIN-TU-NCIIE RATIO LIMITS FOR THE
SATCLLITE, CSTABLISH OCA41STIC SATELLITE PROTECTION ANTICS,
OCTCRMINC GOTH GEOGRAPIUCAL AND FREQUENCY DISTRIBUf1CN UP
TERRESTRIAL RP Hulot SGURCES. AND TO INVBSTICATE THE
FEASIBILITY OF ESTACLIIHIMG MAIHCKATICAL MORELS FCP PREDICTING
RFI.
....... AT$ 6. HUNTER -----------------------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- CESIUM GONUANOMENT ION ENGI6E EXPCPIMCNT
h55DC IO- 74-039A-14
LAST REPORTED STATE, LAVNCN90 AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT 111( STANDARD GAIN AS40ISlf1O4 RAT& 01149 OOIJ0II4.
EXPLAI MCHI 01150%0(4 IPI100IHCIPA6 INY9511GAVOOP TNi9AV LOADER
OIRCIPEH INY[STIUATURI IRVICAM Mt MOERI
PI - R.E. OUR too.n.n.I...Y.NASA-4OFC
414.
 0I.:Li1 MD
CEP90IMENT NItF 09..4IMf IDA
119 110 6 1011 ENDING (AP(RIMC I.T $.1 PICWN ID OtMCNSTRATO
NOR DI•SOVfN STAY IDN'99"INQ CF A 4106YNC"ACNJVO OPACCLMAr1.
IRS lob 9"GINC 9.09NI l6Ft PERrafPco AITIIWU6 9AA61.6M6 Abu
UNLOADED MOMENTUM .1119LS VSIN4 It$ IIIIUDT VECTORING CAPABILITY
TO CLVELDP IOROUtt AOOUT 1Pt SPACECMAr VIS C[Hi[P•OF•YAOf.HE
THE	 THRUSTER OUOOYDICM ANO THE CONTROL L0411 ANC NOWCH
CONDITIONING	 SURSY5TLM.	 f0	 ACLU	 file	 CHANGE	 IN 711E
6PA000HAPI.S ORWIT INCLIN ATION f0 Ic"O. EACH Of felt to ION
THRUSTERS Went OPERATED AL19ANATELY SO )HEIR UVIU1f
CCMPONINTS. AIDUNA4 TG INC 0001TAL PLANE. bike 6VMME1RICALLY
APPLIED AUOUI flit NODAL CPC6011105. INC . fSIVM •WMgIREM4 bf 1011
J.RUSICR	 Otto	 A	 MAOHIIULLECIMUSI A IIC PLAIMA CCN IAINMCNI
PRINCIPLE.
....... All 6. HYOC ...........................................
CAP6RIMENT NAME . COR66I PMOPAOATIUN 9XP9R IIJ-ANO 16.0"!1
ASSOC lo- 71.03OA-21
LAST PEPONFZD STATE- LAUNC"IO AND OPERATING NCPNALLY
At Tilt STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATC SINCE 05130114.
[04RI MCAt PCRSOMIdL (PI .PRINCIPAL INVCSTIGATOR. TL.fCAK LEADEN
01801090 IMVES11GAtCH. THMTEAN RIN9ER)
PI • 0.	 HYD9 ................COMMON SATELLITE CO.P
CLARKSBUROI MU
CFPLRI MCNT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Tilt PUQPG59
	
; file EXPERIMENT AS TO COLLECT SUPPICICNT
LCNG-TERM DATA CA PAGPALATIDN ATTENUATION CAVOCD SY
PRCCI017 A IT:H PO4 A LARGE NURSER OF LOCATIONS IN TNC D.$•
1016 . ILL Y9R . IT DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM-PORCH MA40146 NCCOCO
IN 6PACt CPk1T COMMUNICA11ENe 51519.5 DPCPATIN6 AT PPCCUENCIb
ABOVE 11 01.1.	 TIIC CAPCPIMCNT WILL INVOLVE ANALYSIS Of DATA
hX.19ACD FROM 15 WIOCLV StPA.AICD OVAL-r"QQCNCI 51156. AND
AMCFlo9 Tilt UNIOUC CAPAHILIIY OF MAKING INSTANTANEOUS
JS.EL411aht OP SIGNALS UEI.Eg A ANY INVADER OP STATIONS. INC
E9PeNI M CNtAL SYSTEM CONSISICO Or TNAC9 MAIN PARTS -- U I IS
SMALL. NICELY SCPINATRO IGRCAICR THAN 100 MILLS APART) EARTH
STATIONS. CACH tRANS AHTTlh' AT APPYOAI.ATCLY 13 AND 16 6111,
AND NINE CLOSELY SPACED [LESS THAN IS MILES AVARI) IS-GHL
TRANSMITTING TCNMINALP, 121 A SPACECRAFT TPAN61 10110ER PECEIVINO
FROM THE SMALL-SAKI" TRANSMITTING TCPMIHAL6 AT APPHOAlrAIELY
13 1110 IS CHI. AND RETRANSMIT71110 THESE SIGNALk At ARGOT A
GHZ. AND 13) ONE A-GHC EARTH STATION FOR NECLIVIH6 WHO
RECORDING THE PROPAGATION DATA PROM THIS L.PIRI.ENT.
......- ITS 0. IPPOL 170 ...I. ...................................
EXPERIMENT NAME. MILLI ME19" WAVE PAGPAOITION EXPER90961
ASSOC TO- 74-039A-13
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
At TIRE STA'JOARS DATA ACQUISITION ANTE SINCC 00X017*.
CkPERIMENT PLRSCNNLL 1111.PRiNCIPAL tNV96714ATOR. 1407FAM LEAUCN
01.OfHCR IN N STAGATOR. tM.IEAM MOMENT
PI - L.A. 1PPOLIYO ...11....0 'NSA-GSFt
GRCCHOELT.. NO
EXPERIMENT OPICF UCSCNIPFI06
7119ITS 6 MILL14CIER PAVE IM ..I PROPAGATION CAPCRIRENT
[VALUATED The PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF 6PACC-EARTH LINKS
CENTERED AT 20 AND 36 CHI DURING .905"90 MCI9CNC4 WIC AL
CChOl11ONS. INC ODJECIIYES OF THIS CIPCOIMENT .ENE f0 --
PNOVIOC CNGIHCEPISO DATA 04 SPACE-EARTH CCMMQNICA7IIN5 LINKS
OPERATING	 tt	 N AND 30 4112, INVESTIOATC ISCH IGUE$ FOR
PREDICTING MN. PN:. '.:ATIDN EFFECTS FRO. 1401nEC1 MLAh3 SUCH AS
HAOICORTR1'i	 SKY - 1CMPCNATUP9	 AND MARK. OICMSCAIIP. AND
ESTA041SH	 A	 MODEL	 FOR	 Tilt MM. CHANNCL ORDER OSFINCD
MCfCOROL001CAL CONDITIONS.
....... ITS 6. ISLCY .....• .....................................
CFPCRIMCNT ^IHB- SPACECRAFT AITITUDF. CONTROL C.P[FIPINT
NISOC 10 . 14-0391.30
LAST RtPOR TSD GTAIC- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RAT& 51KO OW301H.
EAPE43MENT PEASOHNCL IPI W PAIACIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL.TEAM LEADER
OIACIHEN INVESTIGATOR. TMATEAII M9MOCN1
PI - W.C. RILEY .............NASA-GSPC
GREENBELT. MO
CAPDRI.CNT enter De SCPIPTIDN
'THC SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE PRECISION POINTING AND SLE.INO
ADAPTIVE
	 CCNTRO4 9XPERI M 911T (SAPPSACI 40JCCYIVZS .CPC 10
OCMpNStRATC -	 11) INC ABILITY TO MIINTIJA PRECISC ATTITUDE













TutANICNNII IN A ?1410 DI MI CIICN. PCN AN 141INUCO PLNICD CP
I I MC IN 114 UNt01NCC UP ALL PIITVAUl64 IhPUfO. hCh USING TiIC
PRECISION AtIIIVOK STJOILIIATIUN D. THE EPAC[CAhrt, 141 tOt
AMIO IV SO MENFCNM A 6f11GL9•AIf ITGb[ SLCWINO MAh%UvtM PCT.aCN
TWO REPRPCNCI GROUND LCCAIIUNS IN A MAhwA PA90CRINtO $ OUCH AS
MANLUVau	 11-01
	
NCACt1UN	 J41.PA0[[LLANI	 C.•LNuir 1.
MOAW N••WS+E FT	 SPRCC CIlANCES. MAXIMUM AkLOAflSLC ,v TITUDC
MNib OR IN VIRICUI CC UHIKATIONS1. 111 IRS ASILIIT TO
69NCAATC PMCCCO10tO CNDIIND PAItCM11S. SVCM At ANTENNA MAPPING
At A UADUIIO STATION PM IIWtp WCUhO IMACA GChC441I0ht IPI Tilt
AOILIIV N 'NICK ANOIHCR COJCCI IN fLiGRT Ih A MANNCN THAT
.1NI.IP0	 J91 •IMICOILLANI	 SIPehDIf VRC	 CM	 .MCCL•101to
VAMIATIURS. 1?1 TER USS 91 SAPP44C FCN P06ILAUNCH 011Gh06TICS.
SUCH At VLR I F ICATICN DI X04 AY.IUN tlUC PRCf ILt4. PCACTIGN-ACT
M911AV104, MO M!NTV bIHL1L OtOAVICRr 4G .•P ACLLCAR J111E4. AND
SCN10x 09116VIONr AND TAI IIIC AGILITY OF tQ VBINED IWO.STAtIch
INICNFLIUMCICR	 AND	 IARIF	 04NOCR	 1014	 THR99-41A110N
IYt WPEMO iNi PI GPCkhO 1 949 NC1 M Y 10 CVILPPlht MCAL A IPC 04411
LIME•
....... AT[ 61 KAMPINEKY ..... .. •...
EXPERIMENT NAME .
 P.h INI[RF[df M CT[d S48GYE1[V
h0400 ID- 14.091.10
LAST REPORTCD StAtt- LAUNCHED AND CPCNAtIMO hGNMALLV
AT fnC DIINDAMO DATA ACUUISItJON 0411 SINCE 06,30174.
bnCR IMENT PERSONNEL IPLPP INt1YAL IN VL6l IQAICN. 1L.ICAM LLAOCNp lADln(x INVC 4f IGATDPI 1VWI SAY YC MIIINI
1'1 . A. 	 KAMPINSKI ........... NADA•a6Vt
OREehOCLT, YD
ClPt4lMENt Sifter assmoIIOh
THE RADIO FREQUENCY IRIS R?LAC*GTCP IFF11. .Nall USED 111
C014JUNCTION •111+ TLC GROUND 'RAK141 I1[RS. PAOYIOI$ INa PIANO
Of	 OCTaNMIHING	 IPACICAAFI ATTITUDE Ih POLL, PI ICE. AND
•IFIIIN A 94,5 .OEG CChICAL SOY AHD ID PLUS IN K INVD 0,090 PMM
•111111 A 30-DCQ CONICAL TOY CCNTPCP ON IPI EPACECRAPT C-AXIS.
114 INTEPVRROMCTCO C06TAINCU .. 111 AN ANTENNA ARRAY. MHICM
CDIISISIED UP IMF CNTT04OhAL OASCLI149S 41 NA CU NCO Oh The
CAAfI+•VIIWING 6UNFACE Of TIC EARTH VI900i4 PODULC. ICI A
TWO-!TOWNIE AICCIVER. CNC TCP PirCRINCE CLONAL AND ONE FCO
COMPARISON OIGNALr (JI A SPACECNAIf DATA CCNVSAfeR. WHICH
MEASURED THE PHASE RFLATICHCNIP 01 the OCC91VCR DVIPLI SWALE
•SIN MCSPCCT IF I CONEReNT RSrePCNtt 014NAL. AND WMCN
C01IVCRTED 111400 OCAOUP9094TS 10 DIGITAL ICON WNICN CAN Ot
TLLEN&TCRLO TO GPDUNO 00 CC4Vk CftD10 THE ALTIIUCC CCNTNCt4YOTE M IA COMPLETE M9AS4NtPFhT CAN Me MAGI CVdAV SAO *SEC ANU
IELCMERRCO MCC CV94Y 3 GEC', AM1D(41 AN INTIAOCPO.ETCP
D1414 .SPICO DATA LINKS
	
RICH WAS "a 14CA41LIANT 041FUT 0? Tilt
OOItA1. CONVC094 INASE-COUNT DATE AND A 4•0H1 06Gi LLAMR.
•	 ATS 6. KIPKPAIRICK •-----------------------------------
OAPE411OCNT NAMC- ACVINCIO "CANAL CCNfPCL FLICNT CNPtA
NA6DC IQ. 74.03.A.99
LAST PLPOATRO STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATINO NCA.ALLV
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PATC SINCE 01 JJO"4.
CkPCRIKLNt PCRON rNNOI IPI-PRINCIPAL INVe$YICAYCQ. IL.ILAM LCADCR
OIRC111411 thVCST1GATDA. INa CAM 3C3BFRI
PI - J.	 KIRKPATRICK .,, ...... KAIA.APC
.OFrZfT PTVLO. CA
CYPERINEMt OMICP DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES CF TIC AUVANCCD TFEPMIL CONTROL FLIGHT
CAPCNIMNNT TAIPEI WENS •	 11 TO EVALUATE. IN SPACE. the
PERFORMANCE	 OP	 AN ACIIVC.	 FCEDIUCK-CCITNOLLEU,
VA41AOLt-CONDUCTANCE SIKH PIP!. A TNCRNAL OICDC IOA6-MAY NEAT
PIPLL, AQO A PFANPCHANGC )CAT RLSCAVOIM OR THERMAL
ACCUNVLAIGA+ al TO DEMCNSTAAIC THE EFPECIIVENCII CI THCSC
M[CCNILY OCVELOPCO VIER 3AL CONTROL DEVICES IN SPUILIIINO THE
f9NPEUATURV OF SPACECRAFT COMPChENTS WHICH UNDCDOO MIAKCO
CHANGES IN POWER DISSIPATION AND/OR 711CROAL ENVIAOKMCNI. 10
AVOID TIIC Oft CF SPACECRAFTTONER TO PROVIDE MCAT INPUT, IPC
EXPERIMENT INCLUDED A SOLAR AOSORDCR PANEL AND A THERMAL
01 ODE.	 THE SOLAR AOSORUCR WAS09I9111OU SC. IN IVSCIOONQUS
UNUIT.	 IT MILL DC CXPOSEO TO ONE FULL DAILY RANGE Of
INSULATION.
ATS At MAITSCN	 -••	 ---•••• -	 -•-
CAPINIMCNT MARC- SAICICPAPY VItlRAT10N ACCELERCMCTER
hSSDC ID- 14-0394.30
LAST R[PIINTCO STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCPMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PATC STICK 06130/14•
EXPERIMENT PCRSCNNEL (g1•POINCIPAL INVESTIRAMR. TL-TC4N LEADER
0 I.OTHER INVESTIGATOR. YM.TCAN TE.BEPI




TH4CC IH-F	 OfLIdMT .ACECAArf VIBRATION ACCELEROMETERS MCNC
MOUNTED ON TNC SI I ACECR rT IN TFC TOO AREA, TWO ACCLLEPOM6TCHS
SENSED IN A LATERAL DIRECTION AND CDC SCNIED IN A VERTICAL
UTACCTICN.	 IN A00111014. AN ACCELCROMATCA WAS N OUNttD IN 114
TAINSIAa	 IU	 DINS!	 IN	 FTt VPtICAL DINtC116N.	 Slit[!
AC49LIRC-CICAD POOVID90 DATA ION VIRIFYI 14 I ISIC 1PACtCRAIT
A= 4HAPR4 AND PRNQVINCIKN Dow IMO FL14Mf. The DATA PILL Ee
VIED TO UPOAIC Too[ ANALYTIC MOOLL OF TIC IPACCCRAYII 'his
PRLYIOC rAILNRa MOUe DAItCTMA, AND DIACMOLIIC 1NFOM N ITIDN ON
ANT IN-FL$O.' AMNA4141r ILL INa UA TA room 101 SPAC[CAAFf
ACCRLCNCML it At .149 ICkt 3Alt utO VIA Olt LAUNCH VEFI1I.1 1-MA h0
ICLIM910Y SV619M.
....... A10 Or MILLER .................... I ........ .-­-­----
10#94IMENT NAM[ • SAYELLIII INNTRUCTICNIL TV 9111910INI
04011 IC- 14.0)91.11
LAST P[POAICO STAC- LAUNOICO A40 OPCNAtING MONMALIV
At IRO	 DATA ACQUISITION PASS 61NCC OCJJOIFO.
EXPERIMENT PLNDONhtL IF SPRINCIPAL IMV9StIGATOR1 fLFI1AY LEADER
C1.01,C0 INVCITIGATQNS IM pMM ACM4eMl
PI • J.E. KILLER .......uu... NASA-4AIC
GNNINOCLY, MP
KXPERIMCNT 0019F OCICRIPt1UN
fl.e 4LNCIIAL UNJECTIW- . V`F TINE CIPCMIMCIIT WERE •. 111 10
IN INDIAN PITH IMPORTANT M A .I AGCIA IAL. CCONCMIN TSCHNCLOGILAL.
AND LOCI AL IMPLICATIONS.	 flit SPACECRAFT WAS PC11t10hCD AT
APPROXIMATELY 33.000 C LGNOIfU01, A FREQUENCY MOCVLATGO TV
C1AIIER If 0 Via *AS TAIhLNITICII TO IRE ATS D KAPTM-COVERAQK
ANICMNA YPON ONE OF tYG EARTH STATIONS -- AHMEOADAD 
ell 
DELHI,
NCNROAPIAST AT VHF TO COKVCNTIDNAL TV RCCCIVCNI• ADDUI 2400
OIPCCT RCCCPTICN AMR INGO CONVENTIONAL (CTS MINELOCAttO IN
0001 VILLAGES. IIIC PIRCCI NCCCPIINN T[NMINALS OCRs LCCAICO 111
CLYSIEIII Cr ABOUT 400 EACH. IN SIA 6TAf6S UP 111011. .FOLK the
CONVENTIONAL SCIS MCRC ICCATEO IN VILLAGES NCAR CXItt ING OR
PLA.' D YID' TV TP nSM1IteMN.
....... ITS 0. MILLS' -----------------------------------------
EXPINIMCNT NAME- Y gLEVIDICN AELAY USING IYALL TERMINAL(
NS4UC ID- 14.009A.E0
LAST PEPORICO SIATC- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT file IIANOANO DATA ACOVI6I110N RATE SINCE 060301)4.
NXPCAIMCNT PtRSONNEL IPIIPRINCIPA4 INVESTIGATOR, TLPICAM LesOCR
01.0I1CA INVESTIGATOA. TMATEAM KENICHI
PI . J.C. MILLIR .............. NASA•GSfC
GREENUCLT. NO
CAPEPIMENT BR IEF DCSCRIPIIOh
Tilt	 PURPOSE
	 Or	 file TELEVISION RELAY USING (MALL
Yt ANINALS (INUST) CXPCPIMCNI WAS TO ADVANCE AND PRCMOIC IIIC
YICHhQLDGY Of WIDE-DAXD SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TO SMALL
a40UA0 f(P M INA4L tlV ot" OPINE AN0 OEMCNSfP4l INS A PILOT
IYtIE3 USING TINE AfP 0 4PA000NAFI YI 111 IT4 IIIOH •QIIN PIq AOO.IC
R[ILe[f OR.	 APSCIPIC GOALS MINE .. III TO TEST AND EVALUATE AN
TV 5I614IL9 IAND ASSUCIATED SOUND) UETWCCN )NE ATS I SPACECRAFT
AID A UPA RECCIVIHO FACILITY. 101 TO CVALUATC TIME PERFORMANCE
OF INS PILOT SYSTEM RCLAIIVC TO CIPCRIMENT USSI4N ONJECTIVES
AND INICRNATIONALLY POCOG.I190AM1D ICCEVTEO STAhDAPON FOR
IV •114ANSMISSION SYSTEKt. 131 TO OBSCRYE THE EFFECTS OF
IONOSPHERIC OISVERSICN ON SYSTCA PEAPpRMANCC AS A FUNCTION OF
CLCCTRO" OCIISITYI GROUND STATION LOCATIONS AND C1114f1 SYSTEM
VARIADLESS AND COMPARE WITH THEORETICAL PRCDICt ICHS. AND 141
TO PROVIDE INTCPESt9D UNDEROKVILDPCT COUNTRIES AN OPPURtUNITY
TO PARTICIPATE IN TESTS AND OEMONSIMTICHS OF A RICH EPPECTIVE
TRANSMITTING TERMI14AL Fell 	 COMMUNICATIONS.
NNE	 SPACECRAFT
	
•ITN	 A	 MICROYAVC • TO • UIV	 COMMUNICATIONS
PCPCAICN, AND A PILOT 3OUILI Uhf GROUND RCCCIVING PACIL1TY.
....... ATS 6. PATTERSOI......................................
CAICRIMENT NAME- TELCVIIICN CAMERA
NSSGC le- 14-QJVA•31
LAST NCPORT6D STATE. LAUNCNSO. AND OPERATING NORMALLY
At Tilt STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 0010114.
CXPCRIMENT PERSONNEL IPI-PRINCIPAL INVEOTICNOR. TL.1tAM LEADER
OI.OTHCR INVESTIGATOR. IM.TEAM KEHIENT
PI - G.C. PATTCR50N ........... N.SA-GSFC
PNCANIICLT. AD
EXPERIMENT URIEF DESCRIPTION
A SUU41NIATURC TV CAMERA WAS MOUNTED INSIOC THE EARTH
VICVIDG MODULE WITH lilt LENS ATTACHED THRDU414 A POLE IN TNC











ITSPRIMARY PURPOSE Milk 10 VERIFY PROPER MLFLBOICP C9FLQM M1hT	 LIFEMIR(Nf•	 It[
	
$11 CUMPONCNTS AMC •• 11) APPALACHIAN
ANO t0 INDICAIC PC{{IOLL ANFMALILD SUCH A$ Iran$, HLL901	 PLOICNAL	 GUMMI551ch	 {•pl91YEN16,	 ISO
	
TOP	 V91INANS
polls. AND 011018 CI+IDPIICNb. 	 Its OICCACARY PURPOSE EIS IP 	 AOMIhIIIN IfIbN	 9P09AIM[NIA,	 /JO	 AAICLLIft	 110*06cVY
PERIODICALLY	 111194001( ANY CIIA46M IN THE STATUS OP THE	 09NCNOTNATIONt
	 NI	 PnSNIX41NNr	 ALASKA,	 YDIITAhA, IQAHQ1
N90'"Cl9N.	 THOO	 INFORMATION
	
AS VSCU IN QYINITIhO AND	 I90E4IMCNY51 (0) AL A SKA /tALVA OCAVR[6 000991 YChit1 AIR 141
INALYLINQ 112 LpYNVN1 UfICN7 SY6tIM• TO$ IV LAYERA VOID 109 	 ALASKA LOUCAIIUM Ca P[RIMCNIS.
CCM MUNICA110NS	 SUNSYST9 9 Wlue•EAho UATA VhII IC IRAAOWII
PI CfuM[{ t0 DIL GROUND.
....... AIf hr PVOI N T ........................................
PPARIMW[ NANO- 9W RJ GRY/u y MIGa
hs/OC ID • /1 . 0]0L •IJ
LAST p f PORfCP SlA1t • NWCNCP AM CPO RATING NCNM AL LT
AT b2 STANDARD DATA ACOUISIT ION RATE SIhcr. OS/]0"4.
qPEN IMCNI 1`9011049L   IP UPP IXCIPIL INYC8110It,lr ILMTEAN LEADER
D bCtH6R INYCf TiGATOR. 10-14AM OLY11{hl
p l	 J.M. NDOIN+ ............. NA pA-GCfG
OP(6hVILT. M0
EAP[RIMLN! 0419F DESCRIPTION
n2 GUAR Tt CRY{IAL NIC pOO g
iCARC1160 TOY YOS815L[ tPACtCNAft CONIA P INANI1r the INSTRUMENT
UICD PAS A Ow NTJ C1Y+IAL MicacMALAHer THAI YCA/URCB 91TNEYFLY
IMALL MAib A<CP[1 IOhl. THE 16 AGOP .AS YQUKTD OM A FACE MAICH
111.8 +PAC Lr AND MIR q 19 NPfPAl94t0 hLAM too- pro Ar fCVRC95
BY PONULII CDN TANINAhtl ON ,141 SPACECRAFT IN AIDITIQN 10
aCNLPAL OUIOItSINGr InCLUO(0 THE 1J9CTA PNCM IPL 90ACKCRAPI
PRDPYh{IQH QUQbY {IEM/ AND PPOPYLAION expeRIMEA[• IN[
tIpCA IMCNI FLIGHT NAACMIUI C9M If I90 Of 1.0 PARTS •• A SLhoco
AAELNYLY MDVNI00 !Rf[PNALLY CA IIIC hoot" fAft or flit EARTH
YIL•IN6 MQ VULFr AID INC LL[LIPONIC UNIT MCUA110 INI9RhALLV CA
912 SAME FACE• INC 5911608 AbsL MULV CONTAINED THC SENSING AND
PLftNINGC DBC ILLAf IN4. OVARtJ Lfl YAFALO, PEATERS, AND THE
IL[CENOgIC ORIYINO CIRCUITRY TOP TUC GPY/TALS. 112 nISION
COAL ICYPLPATVP[ Cf t00 .OGG K FOR nit CRYSTALS OAS QOTAIhkV NY
MEOW OPTICAL {ObF PLYLLCI096 IPA ERERhAL THIMYA4 CCIITAOL.
AND THERMAL
	
IN/ULATCRA FOR	 MOUNTING	 AINUCIUMES.	 THE
CLILIR DNIG UNIT COfiA1N[0 IPL Gig PpCQ6{INQ, TEMPEPATVRO






....... r....................   GP MpA ..........................
      Y•
6PACetp Afl C[NMCN "A n t' GC4pA
ALIIPNA IC MYL p• CU OYIC RADIATION {AT.
N 60PG 10• GFR/A
LAST P[Pp P IRO SI AIL. AN APNe0Yt0 MISSION
 DA I!• PSI00/YO	 +P ACLNAFI GIGUE • 	tL Mb
LAUIIGII RITE• SA pOW11MM JAPAN




PL A11N[0 GIIB 11 PAPANLIlP6
PYRIT TTPI • VEUCCRIRIL
DPDif pLM1PJ•	 100. MIN	 INCH netlUn•	i4. Bell
nCNlApsls•	 ]00r AN 0.t	 APp1Pb16-	 60p. N4 All
SPACECRAFT P F N6nhhSL IFM.PACJ9C1 MA NANLAI Pf •pNOJ9 C] OCld Itl 1011
PM	 Yr	 GVA ................. V oM iGKYtl
IDS IOr JAPAN
 • e.	 uerAMA.A ............NA4nr+ u
NA4J1A .. JAPAN
CRAG LCNAry CPI ev DCACXIP TIDM1
IIIC <LSVIG RADIATION SAICLL ITC. GOpBA. PILL HA VC IN!
SHAPE pF AN DCTATRHAL NI4111 PRISM Y101 A YAAIMUM STIR CA tl0 CM
AND A FLIGHT Of 04 CM. rl•C SPACECRAFT PILL BL pig N pIABILIiLD
1X0 CAPABLE bf YFI NG YDIH IfP TOYAPP ANY INIDN6EtIM14 bBJEGT IN
THE SKY. n,RlL KINDS Of X.NAY UL RCIONS PILL LOOM PARALLEL
AND PE PnL HDICUNP IO IPL SPIN AXIS 4f IHI 0119 "Ott, WITH
Total OCTlGTOA S.	 A•RAY SOURCES CAN . NC g8flN Y(tl BV@
•IOQ •UANO ENERGY PAN46 MO A SNORT TIN! PC9VLVI IGN. A GORE
MEMORY W A000 WORDS MILL STORE INC DATA DURING 1Ft TIME nILN
INC OATlLL IIf IO hot IN CONTACT PItN A ICLEM CIRY b[AIICb
• ------ ATS b• TRUCKLE ..•.....••••••.•..•.w•.....
LXPCMIMCNT NAPA TPACKIh4 AND DATA RCLAY
 OYPV IYC NT
NSSOC lo- T1-0]RA-1•
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND CPC RATING ACPYALLV
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION Pltt p intt OS/]0nA•
CAPERIMENI PCASOAN[L IPI.PRINCtA40 INYL{II6AI pOr 7079A. L9101P
DINu1W, - ,Y EGA TOR. IM-LEAN NletllNlPI - U.J. YPYOELL ........,•..d••A •O6FC
COY-NO[LT. M0[XPERIMONT BRIEF PHCRIPTf !
11410 FMPCRIYENI PRL xIn[u CMPLHItNCC AND INIOPMIIION ULCP
IN GESIGN9HP TNAYKING Ali* DATA p CLAY SYSTEMS. THE SPECIFIC
OUJCCt1VE'A NErl ID Ill lE TAHLISX THC OP p lf Of A
LOY •OPOITI44 EPACCCCAFT FROM A HIDMEP O pUi TIHO IPACG(NAPT. AND
911 OCMONSTMATb YHC T9CHh040OY OP COMMAND AID IFLF YC TRY DATA
PRANSMISSIUM OETMICN A LOP-ALTIIIRL SATELLITE AND A GROUND
SLATIOH USING A 49CSYNCHPONOUf $ATfLL11C AS A CORNER ICAII LMS
RELAY.	 11115 9R.In IMfhT 6190 TS! ATS B At A REPEATED  fOH
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION OCT99EN CAN III AMC A 31CDNU UICLLIT9.
CIMULfAN9OUS6Y•	 /(VENAL SATCLLITA tO•UlpLL11C
RAC	 PLAIINCD	 USING	 Ats	 6. WHICH 405 1
CCUSYNCIIROHOUS • LOUATCIIIAL	 ggQIT	 ANA	 iFC	 4E0
ORBITING SATLL4ITI-C 1090• J1. YH ION IS IN A
NEAR-CIRCULAR BASIC.
-...... ATS 6. WHALER .•..•..•....• ...............•.........•--
CIPEAIMLNT NAME- HEALTH AND CDUOAt1011 1[L000MMyNILAtICNs
EXPCNINENT
Has% 10- TA-0]9A-IA
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PqL 91nCC GS/JR/)A.
CXPCRIN[Nr PERSONNCL CHI• .NCIPAL Invl p i141iG P. ILYf LAM LLIDlH
ul ...Nen INYeSTIGAfOP• iM•TCAM YGNOEP)
PI - A.A. WHALEN .......r...... NASA`43FC
aneeNUeLT. MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DCSCPIPTIOh
THE A-DAND HEALTH. EDUCATION. TELECOMMUNICATIONS IXETI
EXPERIMENT	 MAS FLOWN TO OVALUAT! "a PEOPCp VANLE AND
LPAIIHG NORMALLY
C.6L•ENL HAND. THE NET EMPCPIMC XT FPCVIOLO The FIRST
OPPORTUNITY TE WC SATCLLITC COMMUNICATIONS PCP INC
TRANSMISSION OF TV AND MULTIPLE VOICE CNM AN6L8 TC LOW-LUST
EARTH SfAIl011S.	 TNC SPACECRAFT INCLUSLO I PNI MC-F000O FEED
COMPLEX HAVING A CPCSSCO4PAAY OF OMIiC11R pLC nnDRCOAND S-OMNO
FEED ELEMENTS.	 TWO [f THESE FEED ELEMENTS WCP[ U9 CC MEF 112





PCIHTIRGS	 APE	 IhVOLVlO	 IN THIS
..
	 COOS A, Y•KIHO .-.........^-.-......
CM PL PIMCNI MEP[• VERY Sp fi • •PTY BCtti(OHS
NOW In- WN9A •p!
LAST PCPCRIlO p TAI! • VNCLAUN(11
lRPfNINFNT PlASgnhl4 IPI •PAInC IPeL IhYE Si14e1PNt 14`11 etl LEADER
CIPLIMFP INVESTIGATOR. IN-TRAP MC MIICNI





 U OF I4NYQ
CURIO. JAPAN
q l - S.	 IIA YYKAYA .0 l.......  NA40YA Y
NAGOYA, JAPAN
CYPCPIYE111 IIPICP 0lSGMIPIIOA
ENO 41111 OF VERY-SOFTY• bOPI A• NAY PROPORTIONAL CO UAICPS. WHICH
COYER file CNlp4Y PAM16C DP O.P f0 ] RlY. KILL OC PLACED
OLPPlNUICULAp TO illC GRIN AXIS. YNILL OrH0 A6 PILL q0 UINlC ICD
ALONG IPL SPIN AXIS. 101919 CAN OFFS CT IHICNp 1Y10E OP
LOWlbfNGY [OMPGNCNIA Uf A PAYS AND TIME VARIATION FR OM
IXtLPCSIINO X- RAY IlApe.
• CDN{A• NIYA MDIU --- ---- --------------------- -----------  
GXPCPIMWf HARE- SOFT AND NIRP X-RAY OETCCIORS
NOSDC 10- LORbA •OR
LAST REPORTED ST AEC. PRELAUNCH
E1PlRIM C1IT PlP60M1FCL INI •TIP INCIPAL INVLlII GATO p . IL•tLAM LEAOPN
UIYOII•Lq INY0 STi0AtOX. TN•fLKY NCYOCHI
PI - A.	 NIYAPBfD ............U PP TOKYO
TOKYO. JAPAN
PI • M.	 MA ISUOKA ............ P OF TOKYO
IOKyO. ARAN
CI - A.	 OOAYAPA .............V CI TOKYO
TOKYO. JAPAN
PI	 Y.	 COA ................. u CA TOKYO
TOKYO, JAPAN
CPPCFIMCNI Dlil tlf DC SCRIPT ICn
hu tET6 W 60P! M-NAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTC p 4 DPC HATING
CVLfl iNC ENERGY RANGE Of 2 TO ]0 KE V• WILL Be PLACED SP ONE
SET LOOK PL PPCM OCULAR fN4M THE ERIN 1Y19 AND InC EINEN bfi
LOOKS ALONG TIIC SPIN APIb A OANP X-RAY }CINIILLKIICN COUNTER
1Net 16 SENSITIVE 
Poll 
n2 CHLP4Y RANGE OF 10 ID 100 CV ILL
tlL PLACED !O LOOK ALONG THE SPIN KRIS. TFClL CAN OCIlCT X-RAY
IMTC NSITIlf WITH A CORP AC SOWTIDN qP IA M IEN O p[C DnU6•
-	
COPIA. NKKAGAU ------------------------ ----- - ---------
!1P[P IMGNT AANC-Ig1AVY PRIMARY COSMIC RAY 4CIftf ON







LAST MSPON190 STATC- ORILAUNCH
EXPERINCNT PCMSONNEL (PIrPRINCIPAL INVCITICATCRI TNIJAM LEACCA
01 1 0INCH INVCSTIGAICRI I0011AM MCMIICR)
F L - S.	 NAKAGAWA ............ PIKKYC U
TOKYO; JAPAN
1Y1 . N.	 YOSHIMCNI ........... RIKKYP V
IDKYp . JAPAN
OI - H.
	 NURABAWI ....I....... RIKKYO V
TCKYC; JAPAN
ECP(RIMAIII 0419F 011CRIR110N
A CO341C-PAV TELEICO1 3C MITI, SOLID . SIAIC OCTCUORS MILL
of	 USED	 TO PCASL99 IIUCLEAR-COARGED PARTICLES 3 TIN O10M
RESOLUTION.	 TRC IN19CMAL ENCPGY SPECTRUM BETWEEN 3 AND S GUY
CAN BE OBSERVED,
q orb 3 ruuuuro uru u. 0499T Arru.uu.Aa000uo.uu
SPACCCMAOt CCMMCN AA 3 C- IORlI
ALTERNATE 11.491- GAMMA-NAY C.PLCRRR
NSSOC lo. CGNET
LAST RCPU A TCD STATE- A 900POI90 MIADICN
LAUNCII OATC- BO/OC/IC	 SPACECRAFT Wa l4h y.
	1019. KG
LAUNCHBITE- CAPC CANAVERAL. U41TIO OTATCS





PLANN 1:0 OPDIT PARAKCICRO
ORBIT TYPE- D90CENTPIC
ORBIT PERIOD-	 70. M IN	 INCLINATION.	 29.0 DEG
PCRIARKIS-
	
6614, X 3 ALI
	 APOAFSIS.	 6414. KM ALI
5PACECRAMr PERSONNEL IPP 3PPOJCCI MANAGER. PS . PROJCCT SCIENTISt)






THE EXPLORER GAM 3A-PAY EAPEPIMRNY TELESCOPE (CGRCT) WILL
PERFORM GAMMA-PAY OBICPVATIONS AT HIDMCR 5EN9ITIVITY. CF
bETtCR SPATIAL AND SPECTRAL R ESOLUTION. AND MIT 3 IMFFOVED
LEVEL OF GAMMA-RAY IDENTIFICATION THAN PREVIOUSLY ATTAINED, A
SINGLE INSTRVMENTAIICN PACKAGE 3 ILL BE LTILIJEU, TOTS LNII
WILL TIC A COMPCUNC SPARK ;IIAMRCR A3SCMOLV CAPAOLC CF OETECTING
GIMM.A-NA YS OF ENERGIES FRCS 25 TC JC4 REV.	 TOE PRIMARY
MIbSIGN OBJECTIVES ART +	 1.1 A STUDY CP THE BALAGtIt PLANE
Celectem	 CCMPLIMCNI.	 IP9	 SOACFCMAFT
	
WILL RESCMOLC IHC
At-0I0IIENIC EXPLOMCN TAE) SPACECRAFT. IHC TEAM APPROACH OF
111E At BURIES WILL PROBABLY UC UIILIJCO FOR DATA HANDLINOI
W1111 RtMOIC TERMINALS AI eAPCRIMCNTUN ; S IMSTITUt10N0 AND NIT,,
DATA	 FROM
	ALL	 EAPKRIMtIITS	 HKING	 ACCESSIBLE.	 TO CACH
d P6PlMlllf[0.	 THIS INFORMATION 11 SASSO ON AN TNFCRWAL GS/C
STUDY.
	 A FORMAL MISSION STUDY "A/ NOT YET OECN APPROVED BY
NASA BCADCVARTCMS.
....... ♦ ..... I...rb........ CXOS-A .0 obb.Mro........br..
SPACECRAPT CCMMON ;.AML- EXGC-A
ALTERNATE NAMES. C4061111ERIC 04T. A
NS2DC lo- 9905-A










CMSIT TYPE- GCOCCNI RIC
ORBIT PERIOD-	 NIH	 INCLINATION-	 01 090
PERIAPSIS . 	350, KM ALT	 APOAPSIS-	 10001 94 ALT
6PJCECRAFf PERSONNFL ;P=ROJECT MANA6CNI PSIPROJECI SCI9Nf UYl
ON - K.	 NIMAO ....: I..I....I. U DF IONTO
IGKVOI JAPAN
IPACCCRAFt BRIEF PEWIPt1ON
T1110 SATELLItC WILL OC PATIT OF JAPANS CONIRICVTION TD
TH9 INTCPNAtIONAL M AGNETOSP)JERIC STUDY, -HC OBJECTIVESMILL
UC TO STUDY THE MOLAR AURORA A IL I01,05P11CPE. THE PAYLOAD WILL
CONSIST OF AN AURORAL EYV IEL EVISION CAMERA AND PLASMA PROBES
DES 
ION 
10 TO St VDT THE ELECTRaH. AND ION OCNIITY"UMP9PAtU91 AND
ION CO4PCSlt1O4. tHCRC WILL ALSO 0E ENERGETIC PARTICLE
OKIECTOPB OCSIONCD TO STUDY THE FLUX OF ELECTRG PC IN THE
ICNOSPIOAC,	 ELECTROSTATIC MAVCSI VLF CM45010Nl. OCOCDRONA
EMISSIONS; AND UV ALDECO EMISSIONS WILL ALSO BE OBSERVED,
EACS •A1 KA14COA
EMPEFIMCNT NAME . UV AURORAL TV IMAGING
NSIBC ID- EXOS-A •03







XCASURCMCNT OF "j, INTENSITY AND CIICRILTIC SPECTRUM OF THD
DIFFUSE RADIATION INC. RIOICN/ 0110tM THAN IMO GALACTIC PLANE.
131 A FULL SKY SUAVOY PCN DISCRETE SOUPCCS AND MCA64PEMEHT OF
THEIRPLUM. ENCROV SPCCTIUM, AND LOCATION, 141 CCAPCO POP
$HURT 111415E BUNbtS CF GAMMA FAYC. AND. (5) SEARCH FOR
PCRI 10I1 GAMMA FAI EMISSIONS.
Yb.rbAUbb4..r o.Hlbu ELECTRODYNAMICS EPPLCREF ....rrb.
SPACCCR.IT COMMON AAYC- CLOCTNOOVNAMICS CAFLCAER
AL I ERNATE NAMES.
HSSOC ID- CE
LAST REPORTED STATE. A PROPOSED MISSION










5PA000RAFT PERSONNEL IPbnR CJe cY MANA SCR. PI.PPOJELT SC WTISTI
RfESPM - D.F. O M	 .............. NAS A. GSFC
OPCII60CLT. MO
SPACECRAFT ORIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF TOE ELECTRODYNAMICS EWFLCREP MISSION KILL
Be f0 STUDY THE CASIC E"CTPODYNAMICS OF tHC CARTH.S
MAGNETOSPHERE-ICNOSPf CRG SYSTEM, THE SY'_TEM . S DRIVING FCPCES
IYCCTOR ELECTRIC FIELDS AND NEUTRAL MINDS). DRIVEN QUANTITIES
(CURRENTS. PLASMAS. SUPRATHERMAL PARTICLES. WAVES. AND N141RAL
GASES) AND CRID ITOE VECTOR MAONCTIC FIELD) WILL CE MEASURED.
IT "AS BEEN PROPOSED THAT THE M1551CH CONS19t CF A PATH OF
SPACECRAFT, ONE ATTITUDE CONTROLLED IN A LOW ALTITUDE POLAR
A POLAR ECCENTRIC CRUIT WITH ARMS VARVELE BETWEEN 3 AND 6
2 4 RIM RADII, KNOWLEDGE CP SPACCCNAPT ATTITUDE MUST BE GOOD TO
WITHIN 0.1 MGPEE. CNeDAPO PROPULSION WILL BE USED TO ALLOW
THE CHANGING OP CRBIT PARAMETERS, THE TWO SPACECRAFT WILL BE
COPLANAR. WITll MANY 31OULTAN9043 FICLO-LINE CROSSINGS THAT
WILL BE PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN THE STUDY CF CURRENTS. PARTICLE
ACCEL EMAT1040. ETC.
	 THE SPACECRAFT WILL HAVE SELECTABLE 011
RATES AND DATA PBRMITS TO OPTIMISE THE UTILITY OF THE RETURNED
DATA.	 If 15 ENVISIONED THAT EXCEPT fellTHE DETAILS OF THE
CAPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI APRiNCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL REAM LEADER
OIM OtFCR INVC]TIC Tp0, TM.iCAM ME MO ERI
PI - C.	 KAMEDA ........ u.o.V OP TOKYO
TOKYO. JAPAN
DI - N.	 NINA ................0 OF To
IOKVD. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT 041EF DESCRIPTION
rill  EXPERIMENT WILL OBSERVE UV AURORAL CNISSIONO BE file
..... .DIIOSPHERE Of USING TELEVISION.
- -- CXCS-AI MUKAI -	 -
EMPEPINCNT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLC OETCCTORS
NSSOC TO- CXOS-A -02
LAST PCPOPTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPCRIMENT PERSONNEL (PI.PRPICIPAL INVCStIGAI0N1 TLREAM LEADER
Cb OTHER INVHTIOAT ., TMfCAM MCMUCRI
PI	 T.	 MUKAI .......... u...V O p TOKYO
TOKYO; JAPAN
CXPERIMONT OPIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO NEASYRE THE FLUX OF
CLCCTRCNS AND PHOTONS IN THE MAONCTRSPNCPC. USING CNERGETIC
PARtiCLE DETECTORS. ESPECIALLY IN TNC POLAR REGIONS.
•	 EXOS+AI NAKAMURA
CAP9RIMENT NAME- UV GLCK SPECTROPHOTOMETER
N33DC 10- EXOS-A -03
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TLREAM LCADCR
01-OT OCR INVC61I0ATCR. tM-TEAM Me.BCRI
PI - M.	 NAKAMURA . e......... UNKNOWN'
UNKNOWN
01 - T.	 TOIIMATBU .8..........0 OF TOKYO
TOKYO. JAPAN
CMFCRI.CN1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ULTRAVIOLET BLOW PR OW THE THBRMOSPNCR9. YAGNEVOSPHEAE.













-•-•••• CFUS • A, OYAMA
EXPERIMENT NANO- ICNCSPOCRIC PRCOCS
NO11" IC• EROS-A •01
LAST REPOPTEC STITE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI.PPINCIPAL INVCSTICATCM. TL-LEAP LEADER
01MOYhEA INVESTIGATOR. IMITEAM 3 93OlAI
PI - M.	 OVA.A ............... U CP TC.YC
-O.YO. JAPAN
at - 1.	 I.A-OTC .............RADIO RESEARCH LAU
TOAVO. JAPAN
9APER1-CNT ORICF OESCRIPTIah
IONOSPHERIC PPOBIS .ILL 00SCMV! ELECTRON DENSITY A..O
TEMPERATURE IN ADDITION TC ION DENSITY. CCMPCSITICN AND
TCMP6RAIURC.
CA09MIMCNT P905CHNEL (PI-PMIhCtPAL INVCSTIOATCR. TL479AM LEADER
DLCTHIA INVCSTICAtOM. IM.TCAM NEPOEPI
PI - Y.	 YDSXINC .............0.GCIPO •COMMLNICATNf U
TC.YC. JAPAN
at - Y.	 NAKAMURA......uo...0 CF TOKYC
TOKYO. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS D6SIGN90 TO MEASURE ELECTROSTATIC
WIVE$ AND VLF EMI5SICN9 EXCITED IN THE POLAR REGION$.
....no.........$4.40 ......  99.... ......1.................. A.
SPACECRAFT CO-NON NAME- 9.05.0
ALTCRHATC NAMES . IXWPHEAIC SAT. D
NSSOC 10• CXOB.D
LAST REPORTED STAR- AN APPROVED MISSICN
LAUNCH DATE- 0610001(	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-	 SC. RD






Malt PERIOD-	 NCO. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 00. DEG
PENIAPSIS-	 300. KM ALT	 APOAFSII- 30000. .M ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM.PNCJECT MANAGER. PI-PROJECT ECIEhT167)
P. - T.
	
OBAYASH ............0 OF TOKYO
TOKYO. JAPANPS - 11.
	
KA.ASHIMA ..........A Cr TDKYC
..TOKYO. JAPAN
PS - H.	 OYA .................TCNOKU U
SENDA1, JAPAN
SPACCCR AFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART OF THE JAPANESE CONTRIBUTION
10 THE INTERNATIONAL MIGNCTOSPPCPIC STUDY. TOE SATELLITE *ILL
STUDY THE PLASMAIPRRE UP TO GCOCCNTNIC DISTANCES Of 00.000
KM. ITS PLASMA EXPERIMENTS *ILL STUDY THE CLCCTRCWCM
OCNSITY AND WAVE PARTICLE INTERACTIONS, THC SPACECRAFT WILL
CARRY ENERGETIC PAFTICLE DETECTORS TO 11UCY THE ELECIACN AND
PROTON PLUK IN THE ENERGY RANGE 50. TO 20.000 EV, IT WILL ALSO
CARRY CLCCTPOMAGNCIIC FIELD ILUCTUATICN DEle CTCRS.
EROS-N. ADVAMA
EXPERIMENT NAMC- FLU94ATE MAGNETOMETER
NSSCC ID- CXOS-0 -09
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
CXPEPIMCNT PERSONNEL IPI.PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL.TEAM LEADER
OI. OTNOR INVESTIGATOR, TM.TEAM MEMBER)
PI - 1. 	 ABYAMA .uu......... TOKAI U
TOKYO, JAPAN
01 - A.	 N13111DA .............TOKYO U
TOKYO. JAPAN
01 - F.	 TOYAMA .............. TOKAI U
TOKYD. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT ORICF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETIC FICLC INTeMSIT1E1 PILL OE MCAOUPED USING A
FLUXOATE MAGNETOMETER WITH ACCURACY OF SCVCPAL GAMMAS. PC-1
PLLSATI ON ACROSS TPE PLASMAPAUSC PILL BE STORIED.
CMOS-0. KASACMIMA	 ---
EXPERIMENT' NAMe • CNEF6Y 59C.0F CLEC.-PROT.I.00-ECKEVI
NSSOC ID- EXDS-B -06
LAST REPOPIIO STATE- PRCLAUNCII
C.PCRIMCNT PCRSOHWl IPI.PRINCIPAL INVCSTIGATON. TL.19A. LCADOM
OI-OIOEN INVCSTIGATOR. IM . TCA . .9-0981
PI - N.	 KA.ASHIMA ........... tOKVO U
TOKYO, JAPAN
DI - I.	 ROAM ...............TOKYO U
TOKYO, JAPAN
01 - T.	 ARA.A.A .............TOKYO U
IOKYOr JAPAN
01 - M.	 EJIRI ............... MAVIS U
TUKYO. JAPAN
DI - 11.	 -UPC ................ 1000 U
IOAVC. JAPAN
01 - 1.	 KIDUNE .............. TDKVO U
TOKYO, JAPAN
CKPOMIMCNI BRIEF DCSCRIPTIch
THE CLCCINON AND PROTON ENC44V SPECTRUM .ILL PC NCASURED
IN AN ENERGY RANG! FROM 00 CV TO 10 FKV. THE RCSCILTION PILL
01 CONTROLLABLE. THE FINE STRUCTURE OF TIME VAMIATIGN W THC
EN9N4: SPECTRUM WILL UC 091CC79P AS A GOOPeRATING OPERATION
WITH TIHC STIMULATED PLASMA-4V! EAPINIMINT.
------- EXCS-O. KA.ASHIMA
EXPERIMENT MARC . .AVE • PANUCLC INRPACT PHS
NSSCC ID- 9905-6 -01
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPCRI-CNT PCRIUNNIL (PI-PRIRCIPAL INVCST10ATCN, YL-TEAM LEADER
DI .ORCR INVESTIGATOR, IM.TEAM OLWENT
PI - N.	 KA.ASNIMA ........... TOKYO U
TOKYO, JAPAN
as - M.	 EJIRI .......uo.... TOKYO V
TOKYO, JAPAN
EAPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CJECTIOM OF THE ELECTRON SCAM IN AN ENERGY RANGE PROM 0
TO 200 CV INTO THE SPACE PLASMA IS CESIONEO PON the CChtROLLED
GENERATION OF THE WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION.
------- EROS-U. KIMURA ----------------------------------------
CKPCRIMeNT NAME- ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCT44TION
OCTaCTORE
h930C lo- EXOS-0 .00
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PCPIONNIL IPIRPUIIHCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. R . TCAM L/AOIR
OLOTOeM INVESTIGATOR. TM-TEAM ME-DEPT
PI - 1. 	 KIMUPA .........uu. KY01U U
KYOTO. JAPAN
01 - K.	 HASHIMOTO ...........KYOTO U
KYOTO. JAPAN
EXPEAIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PHASE SHIFTOP THE VLF WAVES TRANSMitl!D FROM THC
EARTHS STATIONS WILL BE DEJECTED FOR -CASU.CFCNT OF TOE
PLASMA DENSITY AND RMOCPATURE. DUCT FORMATION AND MOVEMENT
IN THC PLASMASPHERE WILL ALSO BE MONITORED BY THIS EXPERIMENT.
1XCS-0. CBAVASIO -­ -­--------------
EXPE99MENT NAME- IMPEDANCE AND ELECTRIC YIELD
havoc In- 9K05-0 -04
LAST FEPOPICD STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI-PRINCIPAL INVESTtGATORI TL.TEA. LEADER
UI-GTHIP INVESTIGATOR. TM-TEAM MEMBER)
PI - TM	 OOAYASHI ............TOKYO U
TOKYO, JAPAN
OI - M.	 EJIRI ...............TOKYO U
TOKYO. JAPAN
DI - K.	 TSURUDA ..... . ....... TOKYOU
TOKYO. JAPAN
01 - T.	 nOAWA ...............KYOTO U
KYOTO. JAPAN
69PEPIMENT BRIEF DESCPIPTIrl
IMPCDANCE W A DIPOLC ANTENNA WILL BE MCASUREO IN A MIRE
FREQUENCY PANGS FROM S KHE TO 10 MHJ TO OBTAIN AN ACCORACC
DETERMINATION Of PLASMA DENSITY, IIHE ELECTRIC FIELD WILL Be
MEASURED EY A LONG OIPOLC ANTENNA (1E0.M TIP TO TIP) IN A
FREQUENCY MINCE FROM OC t0 200 09.
+	 EM..... ... q	 -
EXPERIMENT NAMC- MAONCTOSPMCPIC PLASMA PROBE
NSSOC 10- EXOS-B -01
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL-TEAM LEADER
BI-01OCR INVC9 TIDATOR. TM .TEAP MEMBER)
PI - M.	 OYA .................TDNDKU U
...OAT. JAPAN
1012	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OP POOR QUALITY
.............. ..SHIN..............
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE OCIECTOR
M6SDC 10- CXOS-A -04
i	 LASH PCPORTEO STATE- POCLAUhCN






OI • 1.	 RAMADA .............. NANOYA U
N A GOYA. JAPAN
CI - !.	 MIYAI AHE .r.......... ELECSNO-CDAYINICATAS U
TCKYO, JAPAN
CI	 A.	 MORICKA ............. TCNOMU U
StNOAI. JAPAN
01 • {.	 AIKYO ...............OFL.PC5T5 . 19L000.0
TO.YC. JAPAN
11PIRI4ENT Rollo 09SCRIFTIC6
lilt CAPSPIMCNI IS CEDIGNED TO EXCITE PLASMA RAVES OV
TRANS M ITTING 400 Oft SIGNALS PRGM 120 N )TIP 1C TIP) AhTCNNA
IN A PRESIDENCY PAA6t FROM 3 4161 t0 10 MID. INE IMPMESDED
FPCOMICICS CAN SE CNANOftIN A CCNIINPGU5 4491 1 CR STCPP[Q
IHRLAGN fIXCD PMROUERCICS illINVCSSIGATE THE MP HCATING EFFECT
AMR
	
GINCBq ION	 CT	 INSTABILITIES. 	 IhVt5T1GAtICN OF IRE
RAVE-GAVE	 INTCRACTIDN/ 	 AND	 NONLINEAR	 HAVE-PARTICLE
INILNACTIONS MILL BC UNC IF THE PRINCI P AL PYMPCS91 OP 11110
CAPERIMCNt.
6666... CAO S. P. BY  ...........................................
CARCRI M ,IIf NA M E- Ch2A4011C PARTICLE 091ECtCAS
BSSBC ID- EWE5-11 -to
LAST RCPO4TED STATE- PRELAUNCH
9KPZRIMENf PERSONNEL IPI . FAINCIPAL lldVCST ISAYCR. 11.41EAM LEADER
C I r CINCR IN MCE TIOATCP. TM.TEAM PEPSI")
PI - n.	 DYA ....... rr........TmWMU U
SCNOAII JAPAN
or - N•	 MATSUMOTO ............VETO U
KYOTO. JAPAN
01 - J.	 OVTSU ............... NAGOYA UNAGOYA. JAPAN
DI . A.	 IPA) ................ NA601A U
NAGOYA. JAPAN
DI - Tr	 YOIHINO ...........•. ELCCTPFCC M 1H1h1U1H1 u
KAYO.JAPAN
01 - T.	 ONOC................ MAL. P.5 T 6 • RL[COKM
TOKYO. JAPAN
CXPERIMENT BR I EF DEOCRIFTIo,
1169	 MAIMA WAVES PILL 09 MEASURED IN SPACE
PRESIDENCY BANUtl 	 - 3 - JO XN9. JO - JOG AHZ. AND 700 MI'C • 10
MNE. RESPECTIVELY. USING 120 M ISIS f0 TIP) BIPDLS AND LOOP
ANTENNAS.	 THIS	 IV979 W	 ILL	 ALSO	 00 Otto FCR RA010
ASFPONGMICAL PURPOSED.
.Nq......Arro.ro....FU. HA.KCVE 1 og yrrrruprr..... YO•
SPACECRAFT COMMCH RAMC, HAN49VE 1
ALICHNATC NAMES- ILJLN-F. NEUtn AL PCINT 9.04CP9R
CXPLCR[M 51.
NSSOC lo- 1.-OAOA
LAST REPORtCO STATE- LAINCH90 AND OPEP-LING NCFMALLY
AT the STANOARO DATA ACQUISITION PATS SINCE 06/03174.
LAUNCH YATC- 06/03/74	 SPACECRAFT WRIGHT- 	 94.1 K4






INITI A L DPW PARAVE7EAS(1411IT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH DATE- 00103114
0901T PERIOD- JOTS, MIN	 INCLINATION-	 19.78 DEG
PC41AP413-	 6848. .0 ALI
	
APOAMS- IJ1940. KM ALT
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
OROIT TVOC- GEQC9HtMIC	 EPOCH DATE- 09/93/1[
ORBIT P6R100- 301C.0 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 09.7 DEC
PERIAPSIS-	 9996. AM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 1213[[. XY ALT
514CECRWY PERSONNCL IPM-PROJECT MANAGER, PE.PFOJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.9. ROGERS .ue.........0 CF IOWA
IOWA CITY. IA
PM - C.Y. COFFEE. JR. . ....... NASA-LARC
HAMPTON. VA
PS - J... YON ALLCA ...........0 OF IOWA
IOM CITY. 1.
SPACECRAFT URICF DESCRIPTION
114.KEY9	 WAS PART OF THE U.I. CCNTFIOUTION TO THE
INTCNNATIONAL MAGNETOSPNERIC STUDY, THE MAIN PURPOSE Of THIS
FLIGHT	 PAS	 TO	 STUDY THC NCUTRAL PCINT REGION CF THE
MAGHCTDSP16RE. THE 9PPEP149HIS INCLUDED PARTICLE ANSI FIELD
OUSCRVATIONS AND LCW-ENERGY PLASMA STUDIES RELEVANT TO TNC
DYNAMICS OF SOLAR MINE IhJCCTICN INTO THE MAGNETOSPHERE. THE
SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED WITH A SPIN RATE OF ABOUT 6 RPM
AND A SPIN YECTCR PARALLEL TO THC EANTN'S EOUATCRIAL PLANE.
INITIAL APOGEE PODITICN WAS OVER THE EARTHS POLAR CAP IN THE
NOON-DUSK	 QUADPMT.	 INITIAL	 SPACECRAFT AND CMERIHENT
PERFORMANCE WAS HQPMALI
s.u.a.o u000.....ru.r 155 ............... I., ............
SPACCCNAfT COMMON NAAFI- 183
ALTERNATE NAMES- IONCSPNCRE SOUNDING SAY,
N550C 10-ISS
LASS ACPORIED STATE- AN APPROVED MISSION
LAVRCH DATE. 02/00170
	








OPOIt PERIOD.	 106. MIN	 INCLINATIUN-	 T0. ago
	PE01 %1 - 1000.00 {M ALT	 APOAPSIS. 1000.00 MM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM .PROJECT MANAGER. PSMPROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - A.
	
TAU ................. NACIU RESEARCH LAO
TOKYO, JAPAN
5 0A000RAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 IONOSPHERE	 SOUNDING SATCLLIIC 1153) IS MRS
DtVCLCPCD AS A PART OP JAPANS CONYRIIIUTION to TIIC
IhTCPNATIChAL MAGNETO$0,991C SIUCY IIMS), ITS OUJCCIIVCI WILL
110 TO ACCUMULATE DATA FOR STUDY OF THE TOPSIDE IOH03PHEAE AND
It IUT'VLY RADIO NO169 At FCUR PNEQUENCI[S. PROM Both SANTII AND
COSMIC SOURCES. It IS PLANNCU TO PREPARE YURLP-01OL MAPS UP
F2 CRITICAL FREQUENCY FROM 111E IONOSPHERE SOUNDING CASA. THE
;SS MILL BE A SMALL (PICRVATORY WITH POUR 9XPERIMENT3 ON
UCARD.
	 THE SPACECRAFT IS A RIGHT CY11AAER 02-CM Lobo AND
97.5-CM IN DIAMCICR. It WILL BE SPIN StAOILIZCD AT ABOUT 10
RPM WITH INC SPIN AXIS NORMAL To THE MIM I PLANE, TWO
PAIRS OF CODS29D SI PELF. AhfZhhAS MILL EXTEND FROM TNC CENTRAL
PART OF THE SATELLITE. ANSI LIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS.
THESE ANTENNAS. 3e.Sn ANO 11.4-METCRS LONG. TO BE UNPUPLEO
IN ORBIT. WILL BE SHARED BY IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING ANC RADIO
NOISE	 EXPERIMENTS. 	 A SPHERICAL FETA"DING POTChT1AL TRAP
SENSOR WILL UC M410419D 011 A PROM PERPENDICULAR TD THE MIN
A21S, A MAGNETIC ALTITUDE SENSOR WILL UC MOUNTED Ch A SIMILAR
BOOM ON THE OPPOSITE SIYE OF TAR SPACECRAFT. THE REMAII41NO
EXPERIMENT PILL HC A BChhetf-TYPE MASS IP[CTROKC TER. WIT" TWO
SENSORS FLUSN MOUIIIE. pN OPI.OSIY1 INS. OF ME SPACECRAFT.
SUACCCMAYT ATTITUDE' PILL lit OCTCPMINED BY MEANS OF A
MAGNETOMETtIl. A SOLAR SENSOR, AND AN EARTH HUR12CA SENSOR•
SMALL T9LEKETRV AND CONMANC ANTENNAS WILL ALSO EATChO FUCA THE
SPACECRAFT. THE SPACECRAFT •ILL BE POWERED PPO4 A
BATTERY-SOLAR-CELL SYSTEM With SOLAR CELLECOVERING MOST OF
THE CYLINDRICAL GUPPACE. 049 TAPE REGORGES WILL UE CN BOARD
THAT PEMMIIS SPACCCNAPT DPENATIDN IN CAME. A ACCURSED IRON UP
To	 112	 MINI ON P[AL.TI009 MODC.	 RCAOCUT AND "CAL-IIMC
CPCPAT30N ARE PLANNED 10 BC FROM KAEHIMA. JAPAN.
156. FUGONO ...........................................




LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPEPIMENT PERSONNEL (PI IPRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. 11.TUAM LEADER
DI.OTHCR INVESTIGATOR, TM.TCAM MEMBER)
PI - N.	 PU60110 ..............RADIO RESEARCH LAO
TOKYO. JAPAN
BP - 1.	 IWAMOTO eu......... RADIO RESEARCH LAO
TOKYO. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT Ull OCOCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE FLOWN TO MEASURCTHE POSITIVE
ION COMPOSITION OVER THE SPACECRAFT ORBIT. TWO BChhfTT-TYPE
ION MASS SPCCTPOMCTERB WILL BE FLUSH MOUNTED 011 OPPOSITE ENOS
OF THE SPACECRAFT TO LOOK IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS ALONG Tilt
SPIN AXIS.	 THC INSIDE DIAMEIER UP THESE CYLINDRICAL SENSORS
PILL HC 76 AM. THE MASS RANGE COYCRCD HILL DC 110 20 AMU.
AND lilt ION CONCENTRATIONS PILL BE ARA$UACD OVER THC MANG9
PROM 100 TC IOE7 IONS PER CC,
:SO. MATUURA





LAST RCPORT90 STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PnINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TLSTEA'1 LEADER
01.OTIlCR tNVESTIOATOR. TM.TEAY MURDER)
PI - H.
	
MATUURA .... ......... RADIO RESEARCH LAO
TOAV p. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DPSCRIPTICh
I 	 153 SONOSON09 WILL DE A PULSED RADIO TRANSMITTER AND
RECEIVER W141CII CAN RECORD THE TIME DELAY BETWEE11 A TRANSMITTED
PULSE AND ITS RETURN. 	 FREQUENCIES BETMCEN 0.3 AND 14,11MNE
CAN OE SAMPLED IN O.I-MNE STEPS t0 PROVIDE VIRTUAL MANGE
IDELAY TIME) OF SIGNAL REFLECTIONS. 	 MORE tHAN ONE VIRTUAL
RANGE V5. FREQUENCY TRACE WILL OFTEN 0E OUSCRVCO. THESE SILL
RESULT
	 FROM	 GROUND REFLECTIONS. 	 PLASMA	 RESONANCES,
OIREFRINOENCE OF THE IONOSPHERE, NON-VERTICAL PROPAGATION.
ETC. VIRTUAL RANGE AT A GIVEN PPEOUENCY WILL PRIMARILY DO A
FUNCTION OP DISTANCE TRAVERSED BY THE SISNALo ELECTRON DENSITY
ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH. AND MOOR LF PROPAGATION, INE
STANDARD DATA FORM USED TO DISPLAY 1HESL ". ISERVATIONS WILL BC
AN IONOCRAM (GRAPH) SNOWING VIRYUAL NAIIGL AS A FUhCYICN OF
RADIO M 45E FREOVEI'CV. 	 TWO OTHCR FORMS OF DATA WILL BE
1	 e
t




PACPIRED	 1`454	 1"109	 IOMOGPAMO.	 THEY •ILL	 Of	 DIGITAL A	 MOUTINC	 DAILY BASIS.	 THE	 PRIM14Y SENSORS WILL CC A VERY
,to 
C... 
NCY	 00	 VIRTUAL	 RANGCI	 VALUES or	 CHANACICPISTIC HIGH-ACSOLUTION RADIOMETER	 IVI IR"I.	 A	 VERTICAL	 IE.PCPATURC
IONOSPHERIC
	
FEATURES	 PEAR	 DIRECTLY	 PROM THE	 ICNCGRAM	 AND PRCMILL	 PADIBMSTER	 IVTPRI.	 AND	 A	 SCANNING NADICMEI9M ISR1.
COMPUTER	 PROFILES	 R ELCCTMON DENSITY.	 1"11 BOUNQIAU MC00 CF T"E	 VHRR.	 VTPM. .,40	 $11	 ILL	 Of	 MOUHTCD	 ON 1"C SATCLLIIC
OR9RATION0	 CALLCO	 TOP.B.	 PILL	 RCUOINC	 16 SEC tt 15~41 ALL UASCPLATE	 WIT" VHCIN	 CPTICAL	 A
R EA
	 DI.ECICD	 VERTICALLY
FRE WENCIES	 IONC	 ICNOCIAM).	 A 701 .4 MODE 13 ALSO AVAILAEL9. 9PRTH.AMD.	 THE HCARLY CUBICAL SPACCCRAFT .ILL MIASURC 1 BY 1
.1
AN 11CRATIVE LOGIC 95 EMPLOYED .ITM 1"E PLLSED
DETERMINE TNS FS REGION CRITICAL PNCOCCNCY.
0 F . F2 AND CYNCP NCLATEC SUPPCM11NG DIVA,
M IHit •UCCA .OPLD-WIDE YAPS CF CRITICAL
BE poll-A.90. FOR 007" TNC TOP-A AND TCP-O
CIL CYCLE fl at OCT.CCH SUCCESSIVE ICNOGRAMS BR
'.AL FRECUENCY GHSC.VATIONS IS RA AEC.
'	 AAIS$. MIYA21 --------------------
ESPC"IMENT NAME- PCTAPOINC POTENTIAL PPCBB
nsao0 ID. 15E	 -G2
LAST AEPORTCO STATE- PRELAUNCH
CAPE.IMENT PCASGNNCL IPI • PRINCIP AL INVCSTIGATGP, IL . TC.. LC.DER
01.01HER INVESTIGATOR. TM.TFAM MCMGEMI
PI	 S.	 MIYAtAAI ............ PA01C A23CARCO LAD
TCMYC. JAPAN
eAPERIMCNT BRIEF 0950:0410N
THIS PAOOC WILL 0E A SPHERICAL RETARDSNO POTENTIAL IRAP
DESIGNED To OOSIRVE AMBIENT ION 'NO ELECTPCN DENSITIES RANGING
PROM 101!3 To ICE6 PER CC. AMBIENT ION AND ELECTRON
TEMPCRATURLS IN THE FANGS 1000. 70 5000 •DEG A CAN ALEC BE
OCTEPMIN90.	 AS WITH ALL RCIAROINO POTENTIAL INIIRURENTS.
THESE PARAMETERS ARE DENIVEO PRO. INIERPPETATION OF THE
CUARCNT PLOY MEASUREMENT YITM A GIVEN VOLTAGE SEQUENCE APPLIED
TO THE COLLCCTOR AMC SCRCtN GRIDS. THE SCNSCR PILL CE MCUNIED
ON A OWN EXTENDING PE.PCNQICULAP TO TNC SPACECPAPT SPIN AXIS.
IT WILL CONSIST Cr A 2-C. DIAMCTER COLLECTOR. CONCENTRICALLY
ENVELOPED BY 6- AND 10-CM OIAMETCP SPHERICAL. WIFE O9106. THE
CURRENT	 VOLTAGE	 ANALOG DATA	 FILL	 EE TELCMEIEFED AND
SUBSEQUENTLY ANALVItC 6Y P4 EXPCPIME6fCR1
155. MURANAGA	 -
EAPfg 1MENT NAME' PADIC NOISE NEAR2.8.1.1011[ MHI (PAS)
11530C : U. 155	 -02
LAST REPORTCO STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PCNSUNNEL IPI.PR DICIPAL INVESTI GATO R . tL-TCAM LEADER
Ot.01HCM SNVESTIGATOR. 70-TEAM HEMMER)
PI - M.	 MURANAGA ......ou ..RADIO RESEARCH LAD
T06YC. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1, OBJECTIVES CF THIS EXPERIMENT ARE TO OBSERVE AND
STUDY (1) THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF 5PH9PICS AND (2) THE TIME
VARIATION OF SPHCRICS AMC COSMIC NOISE. RADIO HC159 IN FOUR
FREQUENCY CHANNELS - 2.191. ..997. G.997 ICN 1010031. AND
24.994 TOR 25.006) MH2 - WILL OF. CLBCNVED. CHARACTERISTICS
OUSERY00 AT EACH FREGUENCY WILL BE N0109 INTENSITY (RESOLUTION
OF 1/I2.0 SCSI AND CCCUPNENCE FREQUENCY UP IMPULSIVE NOISE
IG.T. 10 00 Anuve RESOLVED INTENSITY).
...I...... I................. 1Y05 •E2 ..........................
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ITOS-92
ALTERNATE NAMES-
N95OC lo- [IDS-92
LAST REPORTED STATE- AN APPROVED MISSION
LAUNCH OATC- 07/1917C	 SPACECRAFT MCIGHT-	 750. AD







MY l.2 M.	 THE MAIELLITC WILL BC EQUIPPED WIDH tHRLE CUIIVKD
SCLAP PANELS THAT WILL BE FOLDED DURING LAUNCH ANO OPI.BO'I60
AFTER CROIT IS ACHIEVED. EACH PANEL ILL MEASU R E OVER b2 M
IN LCNGTH WHEN VNFULDOD AND WILL UP COYCHEO VIVH 3.10 SOLAR
CELLS. IPC 1705 DYNAMICS AND ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM 1T LL
MAINTAIN CUSINED SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION T14R000II GYROSCOPIC
PRINCIPLES IHCGRPD"Alto INTO THE SATELLITt DC01GN. CARTH
OPICNTATICH OF THE BAIELLITC BODY WILL DE YAINIAINEC BY 1AAING
ADVANTAGE OF THE PAECCSS104 INDUCED FROM AMOMENTUM FLYVHCEL
SO THAT 1H9 SATELLITE BODY PRECESSION RATE OF 0119 09VOLUTION
Pt" CwutT .ILL PPOVIDC THE 0951RED • EARTH LOO.ING . ATTITUUC.
MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN ATTIIUDC AND UR39NIATIVI WILL BE MADE BY
MEANS GP MAGNETIC COILS AND BY VARYING Tile SPEED UP 1HE
MCENTUM FLYWHCEL.
....... I......... A.......... LANDSAI-C ............... Y........
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- LANPSAS-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- CARTH RES tEGI SAY.-C. CRTS-C
NSSDC IC- EFTS.0
LAST RCPOPTEO STATE- AN APPROVED MISSION
LA UNCO DATE- 09/00/11	 SPACECRAFT ALIGHT-	 960. IS







BRDIT t yp e- Ge00CNtRlt
BRUIT PERIOD-	 102. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 99.04 090
PCRIAPSIS-	 912. MM ALT	 APOAPSIS•	 912. MM ALT





PS - S.C. FNEOLM1 ..............RASA-6SF0
4NEENOELTI MD
SPACECRAFT CHIEF OESCMIPIION
LANOSAT-C WILL Be A MODIFIED VERSI00 OF TNe NIMIIUS
SATELLITE, MIT" THE GCNEFAL MISSION OBJECTIVES OF EATCHDING
THE PCRIOD OF SPACE.UITA ACQUISITION FOR EARTH RESOURCES
INITIATED BY LANOSAY I IFORMtNLY ERIS 1) AND CONfINUCO BY
LANDSAT 2. THE NEAR-POLAR ORDITINO 91-A000AAFT FILL SERVE AS A
"TAOILItEU. CARTH-OPIENrtO PLATFORM FOR CUTAINING INFORMATION
.IN AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RCSOURC95s GEOLOGY AND MINEPAL
"E90 BRUCE. HYMNOLOGY AND WATCR RESOURCES, GECGRAPHY,
CARTOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION. OCEANOGRAPHY ANC MAPt"C
RESOURCES, AND METEOROLOGICAL P12MCMCNA, TO ACCOMPLISH TI.ESE
OBJCCTIVES TU[ SPACECRAFT MILL BE Lou[ " go MIT" 11) A
FIVE-CHANNEL NULTISPCCTRAL SCANNER INS$) AHD A TWO-CAACRA
RETURN BEAR VIDICRN INKY) TO OBTAIN HOT)' VISIBLE AND I"
PIIOTCGRAPNIC AND IIAOIONEIPIC IMAGES Ll' P2 CARTH. AND 121 A
DATA COLLECTION SVST9. TC COLLECTINPOUMATIDH FROM REMOTE
INDIVIDUALLY EQUIPPED GROUND STATIONS AHD TO RELAY THE DATA TO
CENTRAL ACQUISITION STATIONS. LANDSAf-C WILL CARRY TAO
VIDC . UANO VIDEO TAPE RECCPOCRS (.DVTNI CAPABLE OF STORING UP
TO 30 MIN OF SCANNCR ON CAMERA DATA 70 GIVE THE SPACCCRAFT.S
SLNSOPS A NEAR-GLOBAL COVERAGE CAPABILITY, AN ADVANCED
ATTITUDE CQNTPOL SYSTEM CONSISTING CF NCRItUM SCANNERS. SUN
SENSORS. AND A COMMAND ANTENNA COMBINED WITH A FPCeH GAS
PRCPULSION SYSTEM WILL PERMIT THE SPACECNAFI • S ONIENI.T1011 TO





COMMUNICATIONS WILL INCLUDE A COMMA NO
SUBSYSTEM OPERATING At I54,2 AND 2106.1 MH2 AND A PTA
MAPPCM-eANC TELEMeTRY SUBSYSTEM. OPERATING AT 223T.0 AND
I3T.56 .111. OCR SPACECRAFT HOUSEKEEPING. ATTITUDE, AND SENSOR
PERFCPMANCE DATA. VIDEO DATA FROM THE T.0-CAMERA NUV SYSTEM
WILL UP 1RANSMITTCO IN UCTH REAL TIME AND FROM YHE AIOE•BANO
RECORDER 9YSTCM AT 2265.0 MR1, WHILE INFOFHAf10N TRUK THE MSS






BRUIT PERIOD-	 INCLINATION-	 DEC.
PENIAP515-	 APOAFSIS•
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM.PRCJECT MANAGER. PS.FPCJECI SCIENTIST)
PM - G.A. BPANCHPLCMEP ........NASA-GSPC
GREEN(JELT. NO
PS - I.L. IMDOERG ............NASA-GSPC
ORCENBELT. NO
5PACL'CRAfI BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ITOS-e2 WILL BE ONE IN A SERIES OF IMPROVED TIRCS • M TYPE
SATELLITES THAT WILL HE LAUNCHED MITM ME. METOCROLOGICAL
SENSORS ON WARD TO EXPAND THE CPe0AT10HAL CAPABILITY CF THE
ITOS INDAA) SYSTEM. 1704-C1 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE FILL.
PROVIDE "MAL DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME DIRECT READOUT CLCUDCOVER
DATA ON A DAILY UAFIS. THE SUN.SYNCNPON000 SPACECRAFT FILL
AL50 UE. CAPABLE CF SUPPLYING OLODAL ATMCSPHEPIC TEMPERATURE
SOUNDINGS AMC VERY HIGH-1-ESOLUTICN IR CLaWCOVER CATA OF
SELECTED AREAS IN EITHER A DIRECT READOUT CR A TAPE-IMCOPUCR
MOOC. .1105-C^n WILL OBTAIN GLOBAL SOLAR PRCTON DENSITY DATA ON
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM IDC51
NSSDC 10- ERTS-C -BD
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNCL IPbPRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TLn TCAM LEADEN
OI.CthER INVESTIGATOR. TM.TEAM MCMUERI
PI - J.E. PAINTER .............NASA-DSFC
GRECNBELT. ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OCSCNIPTIOH
THE LANOSAT-C DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM IDC51 WILL PROVIDE
USERS 11TH NEAR REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTOO FROM VARIOUS REMDtL
LCCATIONS.	 THE DCS TILL BE COMPOSED OF	 (11 THE DATA
CCLLECTION PLATFORMS IOCP . 51 WHICH MAY BE OCEAN Bu0Y5.
CONSTANT PRC55URC BALLOONS ON AUTOMATIC GROUND STATIONS, 121
THE SATELLITE EQUIPMENT. AND UI THE GROUND DATA CENTERS
INCLUDING REMOTE RECEIVING SITCS AND THE GROUND DATA HANOLING
SYSTEM AT 45FC.	 USE OF THE LANDSAf SPACEDOPHE OCS I ILL
PROVIDC A CONTINJ AL FLU. IF INFORMATIOH FCR BETTER M.NAQII.ENT
OP	 WILDLIFE.
	
MARINE.	 AGRICULTURE.	 MATER. AND FO-OMRY
1
.	 i
101.	 y:Y {111 LNJ




!S,.	 Y 11.	 11.
rL	 M
RESOURCES AND MILL LOAD to IMPROVCO WEATHER FORCCAOtS-
ADLLUT1191 CONIPOLt AND CARIIIQUAKF PR901C1 INN AND YARNING• 7I1C
CNVINONMOMIAL SENSORS TO OE MCUFICO UN A CCP WILL UK ICLCCTtD
OY	 INDIVIDUAL	 INVCSIIGATCNS 10 SATISFY IHCIR PARTICULAM
NCDYIRIM[NTt. FRCM A PLANNED D NOtt Lr 911 All. the 1PA000RAFT
WILL be CAPABLE CF AC0VIR111G DATA FROM OCR • $ MIIHIN A RADIUS
0 1 AFPRUAIMAIELY 1100 OM FROM IHC SUISITILLiTE PCIN I . THUS
ALLOWING DATA tO SE CUTAINCO BRUM ANY MCMOTF PLNFCRN AT LCAST
ONCE EVERY 12 OR, THE DCP . S PILL TRANSMIT AT 10L.t0 01 .1. THE
DES	 EQUIPMENT. ESIENTIALLY A AICEIVCM. -ILL RECEIVE AND
RETRANSMIT DATA IA1 9297.1 MH11 10 SCLC01E0 GROUND RECEIVING
STATIONS.	 THERE WILL BE NO SIGNAL MULTIPLEAIAG CA DATA
PROCESSING	 011	 INC	 SATELLITE.	 THE LANOSAt-C OCS MILL
ACCO..SUATU	 UP	 TC	 IQOD	 OCP • S UEPLCYED TIiRCUGIICUT THE
CBNIIMCNTAL U.O. CAIA PRON THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CC HANOLED
AI.D DISTRIISUT90 10 YOU VARIOUS PIATPOAN INVESIIGAICOS b y THE
NASA DATA PHOCUSCIAG FACILITY. 411IC. GNEENSCLI. MD .
....... LANOSAT •C. WEINI1tIN ...................
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETURN HEA P VIDICCN CAMERA (PUVI
NSSCC 1D- ERTS-C -01
LAST RCPORTEC STA11 • PRELAUNCH
CIPCRIMLNI PERSONNEL (Pl.f"lhCIPAL INV99TIGAT000 TL-ItAN LEADCA
0120IN5R INVESTI4ATD9, I.-YEA. MEMBER)
PI - D.	 *EINSTEIN P.......... NASA-45FCGREChUCL1. NO
01 - T.M. R.OLIRC .............NASA-GSfC
GOEINHELT. MO
EXOMIME14T DRI91 OCSCRIPIIOH
file LANDSAT.0 RETURN ITC.. VIOICON TROY) CA M ERA SVJTEM
WI LL CONTAIN TWO ICEHIICAL CAN914A5 COVCMING 1118 SPECTRAL CARD
FRCM O.SJ TO 0.15 3 ICRGMCTCA. lot TIC EARTH-D.ICNTED CAVERAS
WILL UL MOUNTCO 1C A CCMYON BASS. STRUCTURALLY ISOLAIEO FROM
111E SPACECRAFT IC MAtNtAIN ACCURATE ALILN.CNT• EACH CAMERA
PILL CCUtAIN AN OPTICAL LENS, A ACV SENSOR, A THERMOELECTRIC
COOLCP. DEFLECTION AND FOCUS COILS, A VECIIANICAL SHUTTER.
9RA5E LAMPS, AND SCNSDA CLECTRDNICS, THE CAMERAS WILL US
ALI4NCD 10 VIEW ADJACENT 91-A. SOUTAB GRCYNO SCENCS WHICH
OVERLAP SLICNILY SC THAT 111E TOTAL WIDTH OR 1119 CRCUNO SCENE
15 IG6 AM.	 THE CAMERAS WILL Be 40CRA1tC EVERY 12.3 SEC TO
PRODUCE CVCRLAPPING $RACE$ ALONG TVC DIRECTION CP SPACECRAFT
PDT ION. ArteR SPUTTERING, IRE IMAGE Y:LL CC SCANNED UY AN
ELECTRON GUAM TO PACCYCE A VIDEO OUTPUT SIGNAL. THC TIMING
CYCLE .:LL BC APPANOEC 50 THAI A 1.6-SEC OFFSET 15 INTRODUCED
UCTWECN THE READOUTS Cf INS IHC CAMERAS. PERMITTING SECUCNTIAL
994MUT OF TIIC CAYERAS. ALLCWING ME SAME TAPE RCCCFDCF AND
COMMUNICATIONS CHAN"I. ID OE USED.VIDCC DATA FPO. 1ME ACV
WILL UE TPAN5411ICC III 226£.5 OFZI 11 BCTH FE.L TIME AMC
TAPE-PCCOMPeR MODEO. FROM A 6C.IHAL SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE OF
912 AM. TNO POV WILL HAVE A 4ACUNC RSSCLUTICN OF AC M ITWICE
1119 LANOSAT 1 RE50LUTION OP SO M1.DATA FRCM 11115 EMRERtMCNT
WILL BE t1ANaLCU OY 1HO NASA DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. GSPC.
4N9ENUiLT,	 MO.	 AND WILL Be MADE AVAILABLE TO APPROVED
INVESTIGATORS AND AGENCIES IVA064N if$ LANCSAT LCERL SER'IICES
SECTION.	 ALL OYHEP INTEAESTEO INDIVIDUALS MILL BE ABLE TO
OBTAIN	 DATA	 THROUGH 111E CAPTH RESOURCES DATA COMER,
09PAPTMCNT OF The INTERIOR. SIOUX FALLS. 50.
HAw.uu.ou........... I- PEIeCS.T ugnuu...uu........
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAPE . M9tE35AT
ALTERNATE NAMES- M9TCOROLDOICAL SATELLITE
NSSUC TO- RCTOSAT
LAST REPORTED STATE- AN APPRGVCO RISSICN
LAUNCH DATA- 2 OTR lT	 SPACEDFAPT WEIGHT-	 011E K4






GROIT PERIOD-• 1110. MHIINCLINATICN-	 DEG
pERIMSIE- J6000. AM ALT	 APCAPSIE- 26000, MM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IFM .PROJCCT MANAGER. PE.FPCJECI ECIENTISTI
PM - O.	 LENNEPIZ .... ....... ESNO-ESTEC
TOULCUSE. FRAKCE
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MCTEOSAT WILL BE A GCCSTAYICHARY SPACECRAFT AND MILL
SERVE AS PART Or ESFO . S C061RI0UTIUN TO GARR$ AS PART OF
GARR, TIIC EATELLITC MILL HELP IO SUPPLY DATA FCCUIPEC FOR
GLOBAL DATA $ETS TC BE USED IN IMPROVEMENT CP MACHINE WEATHER
FORECASTS.	 IN	 GENEP.L.	 THE	 SPACCCROFI	 Basic At
INSTRUMENTATION. AND CPEPATION WILL DC 51WILAA TO SMS/GCES.
THE SPIN-STABILIZED. SPACECRAFT WILL CARAT (1) A VIIJULL-111
RADIOMETER TO PPCVICE NIGH-OWLITY OAY/NIGHT CLO4000VER DATA
AND TO TAKC PAOtANCL TOMPERATUNES OF THE CAPTH/ATMOSPHCRL
SYSTEM. (2) A METCCROLOGICIL DATA CCLLECTION SYSTEM TO
DI55CMINATE IMAGE CATA 10 USER SIATICNS. TC COLLECT DATA FRCM
VARIOUS EARTH-GASES PLATFORMS. AND TO RELAY DATA FRCM POLAR
ORBITING SATELLITES. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WILL
MEASURE 210 CM IN CIAMETCA AND 100 CH IN LEDGTN. INCLUDING THE
APOGEE BOOST MDTOP, THE PRIMARY STAUCTURAL MEMBERS WILL BE AN
EQUIPMENTPLATFORM	 AND A CENTRAL TUBE.	 THE RAOICMETCP
TELESCOPE WILL BE MOUNTED 011 THE EQUIPMENT PLATFORM AND YILL
VIEW IHL EARTH THROUCH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN THE SPACCCPIFTIS
SIOC. A EUWORT STRUCTURE WILL CAIENO RADIALLY OUT FROM THE
CENTRAL float AND .ILL BE APPIXED 10 THE SOLAR PANELS, WHICH
RILL FORM 1115 OUTER WALLS CP The SPACCCRArr AND PROYIOC THE
PRIMARY SEDUCE UP ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE
ANNULUS-SHAPED SPACC UCT.CUN THE CENTRAL TUBE AND IHt SOLAR
IYNELS WILL BE STATIUNKEEPIN4 AND DYNAMICS CONTRCL CCUIPMENT
AND BATTEPICS. PROPER SPACCCRAPI ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE
(APPADAIM AtELY 100 RPM1 MILL HE MAINTAINCD by Jet THHUSTCRS
MOUNTCO ON flit EPACCCNAFT AND ACIIYAILO BY GFOMNO CCYMAND,
THE SPACECRAPT YILL USE 00tH UHF-HANU AND 5-81110 PPCUUEHCICS
IN ITS TEL9.ETRY A40 COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS. A LCY-POWER VW
IMANSPDNUBH YILL PROVIDE TCLLMEIAI AND CCYMAND DURING LAW14CH
AND THEN WILL SCAVE AS A BACKUP FOP TIIE PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM ONCE
The SPACECRAFT HAG ATTAINED SYNCNRONCUS ORBIT.
MEIEOSAT. UNKNOWN
9XFCAIMCNT NAME- IMAGING RACIOMETER
h%SDC 10- MEYPSAT-01
LAST REP097EC STATE- PAELAUNCH
EAPCRIMENT PERSONNEL CPS-PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL-TEAM LEADER
OP •OTNBP IMVEBTIOAIUA. TM.TCAN MEMUCR)
PI	 UNKNOWN .............UNKNOWN
EXPERIMCNt BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VISIBLE-IN RAUICMCTCP TO 
lie 
FLOWN ON METEOWAY MILL
UC CAPABLE OR RAOVIDIUG CAY/NI(HT OBSERVATIONS OF CLCUDCOVER
AMU EARTH/CLOUD RAUTA.CE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A
SYSCNRONOUS, EPIN •STAOILIJCD. SATELLITE FOR USE IN 11)
CPCRATIO.IAL WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING AND. 12) FOR
SUPPORT to GARR. 111E PIVB •CIIANNEL INSTRUMENT WILL DS ABLE 10
TAKE FULL PICTURES OF TPC 9ARTH 1 5 DISC, The THPCC 11. CHANNELS
ITWO IN TIIC 10.6 TO 12.5 .ICRON REGION AND ONE IN THE 3.1 10
1.1 MICRCN REGION). AND 92 TWO VISIBLE CHANNCLS (0.5 TO 0.9
MICRCNI WILL USC A COMMON OPTICS SYSTEM, INCOMING MADIAIION
PILL BE POCCIVED BY A SCAN MIRRGA AND COLLECTED b y AN GPTlCA..
SYSTEM. TIIC SCAN MIRROA WILL BE SET AT A NOMINAL ANGLE ON AD
DEC TO INC RADIOMETER OPTICAL AXIS. WblCll WILL BE ALICNZO
PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING
MOTICN OF THE SPACECRAFT IAJ .PPOKIMATeLY 100 PPMI WILL PROVIDE
A WEST-CAST SCAN MOTION WHEN THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAPT
IS CRIENTEDPARALLEL WITH THE EARTIL S AXIS. THE LATITUDINAL
SCAN WILL Be ACCOMPLISHED BY SEQUENTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING
MIRRCP AT THE COMPLMON OF EACH SPIN.
NCTCOSAT. UNKNDMN ---------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM ICCPI
NSSPC 10- YLIUSAP02
LAST REPUPICD STATE- PRELAUNCH
CXPERIMCNT PERSONNEL (PI .PRIHCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL-IEA. LCADCN
0i.CTHEH INVESTIGATUR. TM X YeAM MEMBER)
PI -	 UNKNOWN ..•.......... UNKNOWN
BAPERIM9NT UAICr OCSCRIPTION
THE DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM WILL BE DESIGNED TO 111
DISSEMINATE IMAGE DATA TO USER STATIONS. 12) COLLECT DATA FROM
VARIOUS CARTH-OASES PLATFOAMS, ANDPI PROVIOC FOR A
SFACE-TO-SPACE 0MAY FOR DATA FPO" POLAR ORBITING SATELLITES.
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CC SIMILAR TO THE MCTEUROLOGICAL DATA
COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION SYSTCM INEFAXI FLOWN CN SMS 1 AND
SMS 2 AND PLANNED FOR THC GOES SERIES SPACECRAFT. 11118
EXPERIMENT WILL OPERATE CN S-HAND FREQUENCIES PER WEFAA TYPE
TRANSMISSICNS AND UFF FOR DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM REPORT AMC
tFICPROGITI@L




 PINCUS" ^^ HObi, Ij 5$SF UILy
LAST REPORTED STATE- AN APPROVED MISSION
LAUNCH DATE- MAY IVTD	 SPACECRAFT WE IDNI-	 686. KG






ORBIT PERIOD-	 IOB• WIN	 INCLINATION-	 100. OED
PERIAUS1S- 1100.00 AM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 1190.00 kit
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PN.PPOJECT MANAGER, p5.PAOJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.	 SARGENT .............NASA-QSPC
GREENBELT. MD





NIMBUS-F	 R AND 0 SATELLITE RILL SERVE AS A
STAUIL1290.	 EARTH-ORIENTED	 PLATFORM FOR TESTING ADVANCED
SYSTEMS FOR SENSING AND COLLECTING METECROLOQICAL DATA ON A
^	 C




GLOBAL SCALE. THE PDLAM-ORBITING SPACECRAFT WILL CCNIIST Cf
TARES MAJOR 519UCTURES - (11 A HOLLON TERUE-SHAFEC SENSOR
MOUNT. 121 SULAM PACCLES. ASO IJI A CCNTPCL MOUSING UNIT
CONNECTED ID INC SENIORMOUNT BY A TRIPOD TRUSS 91NUCTURC,
CBNFIODNCD SOMCYHAT LIME AN UCEAN UUOV. MOODS-F WILL BE
NEARLY 3.7 N TALL. 1.E M IN DIAM5ICP AT THED.SE, AND ABOUT 3
M AIDE WITH SOLAR TAGIL ES CKTCNOLD. THE SENSOR MOUNT THAT
FORMS THE IAt ELLIIC BASS WILL HOUSE THE CLECIACMICS ECUIFMENT
AND BATTERY XODULeb THE LOWER SUAPACE OF 111C (OPUS WILL
PROVIDE MOUNTING SPACE F04 SENSORS ASO ANTENNAS. A EOM-LEAN
STRMTURC POLICIES) WITFIN THE CENTER OF TNC TORUS WILL SUPPORT
INS LARGER SENSOR tXPIRIMCNTS, MOUNTER ON INC CGNTRCL HOUSING
UNIT. LOCATED ON TOP OF THC SPACECRAFT. WILL BC SUN SENSORS,
HORIZON SCANNERS. AND A CCMMANO ANTENNA, AN ADVANCEC ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM WILL PERMIT TIIC EPACECRAPT • I ORIENTA7lCN TO US
CONTROLLCU t0 WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 1 Dec 114 ALL THREE ARCS
(PITCH. BULL. AND YAW). HIND CMPCPINCNTE NAVEBBCN SELECTED
PDA HIMUUSrt, SIEY ARE THE III EARTH RADIATION BUDGEt (ERBI.
ICI CLCCTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RACIDMCTCR ICSMRI. NI
NIGH-RISOLUTION INFRARED PAOIAt ION SOUNDER (HIPS). N) LIMIT
PADIANC9 INVCRSIGN RACIUMETEF ILRIRI. 191 PRESSURE MCCULA790
RADIOMETER IPMR1. le) SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTOOMe TER IICAMSI.
ITT	 TIMPERATUACVNUAICITY 	 INFRARED RAOIC-919A (TNIHI. Tel
SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY IPPCRIMCNI. AND 19) TROPICAL
MIND ENCCGY
	 CONVERSION	 AND	 REFERENCE LEVEL CMPCRIMENT
ITWERLEJ, THIS CCKFLE09HY OF ADVANCCO SENIOR$ WILL BE CAPABLE
LF	 111
	
MAPPING	 TROPOSPHERIC	 TCMPCPAIURE,	 WATER VAPCP
ABUNDANCE, AND CLOLD WATER CONTENT. 1E) FPDVIOING VERTICAL
PROFILES OF TEMPEPAIURC, CACHE. AND WAIfA VAPCN. IJI
TRANSMITTING KCAL-TIME DATA TO A 4EOSTATICNAAY SPACECRAFT PATS
41. AND 141 YIELDING 014A ON THE EARTM • 5 RADIATION SUBSET.
PLANNED ORDIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TVPY- CEMENTRIC
DRSII MER100 .	G0. MININCLINATION-	 S9. DEG
PERIAP5I5.	Joe. NO ALI	 APOAPOIB-
	
J00. NM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM.PPCJCCT MANAGEC. PS,'PROJECI SCIENTIST)
PM - D.S. LCCRRONC .....u..... NASA-GSFC
CNEENUCLt, MO
SPACECNAPI BRIEF INSCRIPTION
DURING INC 1900 . 3. NASA WILL USE THE SPACE UHUITLE AS
ITS PRIMARY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR CANPYING INSTRUMENTATION
INTO HEAR EARTH ORBIT. LNDER THE SPACCLAU PROGRAM IDIRCCTEO
BY ESR01 114 SHUTTLE $ 3 PAYLOAD DAY IS USING CCKPIGUR90 AND
ECUIPVED 10 ACT AS A OENCRALIICO IN-ORBIT LABORATORY. ONE
PROPCSCD SPACCCIIMt MISSION 96 TO PLY A ONE MITER GENERAL
PURPOSE tCLESCCPC CAPABLE OF PCNORPING ZION-SOLAR AIIRDNOMICAL
COSeOVAIIONS FROM THE VACUUM UV IHNGUGII THE VISIOLL WAVELCNGTN
RANOE. CHO INITIAL DEPIN111UN OF THE REQUIREMENTS POP THIS IM
UV-OPTICAL SPACCLAU TELESCOPE AND PFLATCD SUPPORT SYSTEMS
RICAN IN OECENBCP 1574. TIIE ORGANIZATION AND I.PLINitNtATION
OF THE UV •UPTICAL TELESCOPE STUDY WILL 0, CARRIED OUT BY AN
INSTRUMENt DEFINITION TEAM loot) WHOSE MEMBERS HAVE Bet"
CHOSEN FROM SCIENTISTS THAUUGFOUT INC WCPLO ON THE BASIS OF
SUBMITTED PROPOSALS, THIS TOY WILL INTERACT WISH HAIA 111H000II
A NASA STUDY SCIENTIST APPOIRTED BY CSPC.
------- ONE 09TER VV ICLEICCPC. HENIIE ------------------------




EXPERIMENT NAME- EARTH RADIAl10N BUDGET SEND)
M55M 10- NIMBS•P-OD
LAST REPORTER STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI.PRINCIPAL INVESIIGATCR. TL-TEAM LEADER
01-OTHER INVESTIGATOR. T.-TEA. MEMBER)
PI - ..L. SMITH ............... NOAA-NESS
SUITLAND, MO
01 - A.J. DRUMMOND ............EPPLEY LAC. INC
NEWPORT. MI
01 - 1.	 PUMP ................ NOAA-NOSE
SUITLAND. MD
BI - J.R. HICKEY ..............EPPLEY LAC. INC
NEWPORT. NI
Of - N.J. 5CHOLES .............EPPLEY LAO. INC
NEWPORT. NI
US - D.T. NILLEARY ............ NOAA-HESS
SUITLAND. NO
CXPE0T+'NT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
'y; Nl MOU5-F EARTH RADIATION BUDGET IEPBJ EXPERIMENT
WILL NO ASURE REFLECTED AND EMITTED TEFPESTRIIL RADIATION
FLUXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOLAR RADIATION. THE PCOULTS WILL
BE USED TO (I1 OETEP.INE TMC EARTH RADIATION BUDGET. (2)
DETERMINE THE ANGULAR CISTRIOUTION OF TERFESTRIAL RAOIAT6N
FOR VARIOUS METOCRCLOGICAL AND GCCG.APNIC REGIMES. AND (2)
CORRELATE MEASUREMENTS MADE USING IDENTICAL OUT INDEPENDENT
CHANNELS CALIBRATED TO THE SAME STANDARD, INCCMING SCLAR
RADIATION FROM 0.8 TO E0 MICRONS WILL NORMALLY BE MCNIIOREO IN
10 SPECTRAL INTERVALS SEVERAL TIMES CACTI DAY AND EVERY CRNIT
DURING PERIODS CP SOLAR ACTIVITY. TERRESTRIAL RADIATION
MEASUREMENTS WILL IE TAKEN CONTINUOUSLY IN THE 0.2 TO A
MICRON. 0.7 TO J MICRON. AND 4 T 50 MICRON INTERVALS. THE
MEASUREMENTS WILL EE TAKEN IS TWO WAYS, FOUR CHANNELS USING
WIDE-ANGLE OPTICS 1153.3-DEG FIELD OF VIEWS WILL MEASURE THE
TOTAL WIGGING RADIATION INTEGRATED OVER THE eNSIPE EARTH
DISC.	 THIS SECOND SET Of MCASUPEMENYS WILL HE OBTAINED FDA
EIGHT HIGH-RCSOLUIIOH SCANNING CHANNELS THAT MEASURE THE
TERRESTRIAL RAOIAIICC EMANATING FRCM RELATIVELY SMALL AREA
OVER A PANOC OF V.1 40US IENITH AND AZIMUTH ANCLCS, THE
MULTICHANNEL RADIDMCIOR WILL EMPLOY A 01-AXIAL SCANNING
MCHANIOK WAIL(( W I LL ENABLE MEASURERCNTI TO Ue OBTAINED FROM
THE FORWARD IIDRIILN 70 711E APT HORIZON IN A OA-SEC INTERVAL.
EACH AXIS OF THE ECANHING MECHANISM WILL CCMAIN FOUR
SHORTWAVE CIIAIINELS 10.2 TO 4.0 MICRONS) AND FOUR LONGWAYS
CHANNELS 14.0 TO SO MICRON51 WITH A 0.25- BY 0.14-0E4 FIELD OF
VIEW. THE CHANNELS WILL BE ORIENTED IN A OIPECTICOAL FAN 70
COVER 20 DEG TO EACH SIDE OF THE ORBITAL PLANE. THE OA-SEC
SCAN PERIOD WILL ALLCW AN AREA TO BE MEASURED FROM UP TO 17
DIFFERENT ANGLES AS THE SPACECRAFT PA3595 CVRPHCAD.
. W).O.o.. H.....b 1.... N. CNE METER UV TELESCOPE ..u.uu..
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAMe- ONE METER UV IELCSCCPE
ALTERNATC NAMES- SPACCLAU ASTRONOMY MISS. SRACCLAD IM UV TELESC
NSSDC ID- ONUVTEL
LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPOSED MIEEICN
LAUNCH DATE- 1982	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT-	 .G









LAIT REPORTER STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PCR30NNEL (PINPNINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL.TCAM LEADER
01.07FCR INVISYICATOR. IM . tCAN .100901
TL - M.G. HENIIC .............. NAS.-JSC
HCLSION. TX
IN - A.M. SMITH ...............NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
7M - C.M. ANDER50N ............0 OF WISCONSIN
MADISON. .1
IM - O.M. O • CONNELL V .......... U. OF VIRGINIA.
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VA
TO - E.O. JENKINS .............PRINCETON U
PRINCETON. NJ
EXPEFIMINI ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SPECIFIC GOAL OF THE INSTRUMENT DEFINITION TEAM
(lot) IS TO ESTABLISH THE SCIENTIFIC MERIT MC APPROVE
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL COSIGN OF A FLEAIDLE. OCNERAL PURPOSE.
IM CLASS UV-OPTICAL FACILITY TELESCOPE FOR SPACCLAU ASTRONOMY
MISSIONS.	 THE ENO PRODUCT. OF THE DEFINITION STUDY WILL
INCLUDE 11) A DELINEATICM OF .ROAD SCIENTIFIC OCALS AND THE
DEFINITION OF	 B411RESENTATIVE	 OBSERVING PROGRAMS. 121 A
THCnCUQN STATEMENT OP REQUIREMENTS FOR TELESCOPE AMP SUPPORT





PRELIMINARY	 DESCRIPTIONS	 OF	 SEVERAL
ILLU5TRATIVC FOCAL PLANE INSTRUMENTS, AND 14) A WELL 09VE40PED
CONCEPT OF THE TOTAL OPERATING TELESCOPE PACILITY INCLUDING
COMMAND ASO CONTROL MECHANISMS, DATA HANDLING. GROUND
OPCRATICNS. USER INVOLVENENT. ETC, Tilt ACTIVITIES CF THE IDT
ARC CXPIC7CD TO LAST 1 YEAR. CULMINATING IN THE PREPARATION UP
A FINAL REPORT BY DECEMBER 1975.
........................... A RAE-0 ............................
SPACECRAFT CCMNCN NAME- PAE-U




LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 06110 J72,
LAUNCH DATE- 00/10/11 	 SPACECRAFT WE10NT-	 220. KG
LAUNCHSITE- CAPE CANAVEP A Ls UNITED STATES





ORBIT TYPE- SELENDCENTRIC	 CPOCN OATS- 06/91/72
DEBIT PLRIUD- 221.E MIN	 INCLINATION-	 SS.T DEG
PERIAPSIS- 1002.95 IN ALT	 APOAPSIS- 1002.04 X. ALI
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- SELCNOCENTRIC	 CPOCH DATE- 02/24/70
00017 PERIOD- 221.9 MIN	 INCLINATION-	 67.1 ago
PERIAPSIS-	 1044, AM ALT	 APOAP518-	 10E0. MM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM-PROJECT MANAGER. PS-PROJeCT SCIENTISTS
PM - J.T. SEEA ................NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. WD
PS - R.G. 57011E ..oe..uu... NASMGCFC
GREENBELT, 00
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE RAE-0 SPACECRAFT MEASURED WITH DIRECTIVITY t1.E
INTENSITY OF CELESTIAL RADIO SOURCES AS A FUNCTION OF TIME.
DIRECTION. ANDFREQUENCY 10.02 TO 12 MH21, THREE RAPID-DURST
RECEIVERS. TWO PYLE-VONDCRa RECCIV ER S. AND AN IMPEDANCE PRODE








OIPm.E ANTC4NA •CRC Uwe THE SPACECRAFT HS IN A LLNAN CHOIt
INAULIN6 LUNAR CCCWATIONS IC 
Be 
UJRO IC DSTERRINC CELCSTIAI
SOURCE P331TIONS FRCM A LCCAIIJN FAR 090CVCO PACK let
INR%ESIRIAL NOISL IACKCRCUND•
......• RAE.B. TO AE ..........................................
CAPCRIM[Nt NAME- PAPIrI tURIT RECEIVERS
NSSUC ID- N•039A-02
LASTPCPOAIEO STATE- 014CHEC A40 COC RATIIO KCPMALLI
A  A ODUSTANDA PO DATA ICGVIfITION PAYE IINCC 00110170.
Wfleal WONT PEPSC%NEL IPIAOPINCIPAL INVC[lIGA1CR• SLR (AM 
LEA 0'4DI . 0 tNER IN V[{T IGAI ON. IM.T CAM .IY 0941
PI - R1G. STONE •.o•.......... NASA-GSIC
GRKCAO[LT• .0
DI - J.M. ALEXANDER. JR . .. ••NASA-GSFC
URECNOCLT• NO
01 - J•	 PAIRRING ....•....... M.IA-GSIC
ONCENOt , MO
01 - J.P. CLARK 1u.u•.•••.u• NASA-GSFC
GRES NOS LT. MD
01 - II.	 MALITICN ..u••u•... NASA-GSFC
GRCENGiLT1 00
EXPERIMENT ORICF DLSCRiFTIDN
A 31-CHANNEL STEP FRCOUCNCY RADIO MCIER IA5 CCNHCCTLD TO
CABS ANTENNA 12 • Y • ANTCNNAC• 129-M LCIG. 1 DIPCLC. 39-0 LCNG1
AND MEASURED THE ANFLIIUCCS. RATES OF CHANGE Cr 90IOU041ft AND
DECAY f1OCS W DOIA L O14515 INC DIHER RAPICLY V.. •41NG SCISE IN
Tilt 0.020 TO 13 PHA CARD• OPERATING IN TOO ICNSIJIVIIY MCDCI.
THESE RECEIVERS OCAIUPCC SIGNALS UP TO CO DO AUOVC IHE COSMIC
UACKGROUNU LEVEL; 1"3Z CHANNELS MENU SAPPLCD CYCNY 2.00 SEC
ON file • V. INTO NONE AND CVe4V D.M. SCC ON IPC DIPOLE INI9HN16.
PAC-0. STONE -•-•
CXPCRIMtNt RAMC- CAPACITANCE PROUC
NSSCC ID- 73.039A-a3
LAST REPORTED STATE- LALHCHCC AND OPIPATING NCFPALLY
AT file STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION DATE SINCE 00/10111.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PRINCI PA4 INVESTIGAVGR. TL-TEAM LCADER
DI.CTHER INVESTIGATOR, TMWTEAM MEMOURI
PI - R.G. STONE ...............NAP-GSFC
GRECNOCLT. MD
01 - J.L. OORLCV .............. NA51.45FC
GRLENOELT. Ma
01 - J.E. GUTHRIE .............NAP-05rc
CRECNSCLf. Md
01 - J.A. KANE ................NASA-GSFC
ORECNUCLT. MO
01 - P.C. saMCFLCCK ...........,A*A•CSPC
GRECNOCLT. MD
EXPERIMENT ORICF UCSCPIFIION
file ANTENNA AND SPACECRAFT FUNCTICNCD AS TWO CAPACt SCR
PLATES WITH TIIC AMBIENT PLASMA ACTING FE 011E PIELECIOIC.
IRECUENCY SHIFTS IN TWO COUPLED OSCILLATCRS CONNECTED TO T140
ANTENNA INDICATCC CNANCCS IN ANTENNA CAPICITANCE CAUSED BY
VARIATIONS IN THE AMBIENT ELECTRON DENSITY.
..........WA.... M. F...A.t... SOLA R MAXIMUM 01EE1aN ........A..•




LAST REPORTED STATE- A PROPCSED MpSIQN
LAUNCH DATE- 410 141E	 EPACECPAFT WEIGHT-	 1300, AG






UAWT PERIOD-	 CO. MIN	 INCLINATICN-	 20. DEG
PER1AR61E-	 SBRO. KM ALI	 APOAFII3-	 6920. FM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM.FROJECT MANAGER. PI.FRCJCCT SLIEKTISI)
PS - K.J. FROST ...............NASA-GSFC
GRIENUELT. MO
SPACCCNAPT BRIEF OESCRIFIION
THE	 SOLAR	 MAXIMUM	 MISSICN	 MILL OE DEDICATED TO
COORDINATED COSERVAIIDKS ON SPECIFIC SOLAR ACTfVIYV AND SCLAR
FLARE PROBLCMS.	 TPE SPACECRAFT WILL BE CPICNIEB TOWARDS TIRE
SUN DURING THE DAYLIGHT PCRTICN OF THE 0.311, THE EPACECPAPI
ITSELF WILL M07 PASTED OVER IHE SCLAF DISC. ALTHCOGH
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUMENTS WILL HAVE THIS CAPABILITY, Till SMM
SPACECRAFT WILL EE DESIGNED SO THAT IT CAN EC PCTPICVED BY AN
EARLY HIUTTLE FLIGHT,. RETURNED TO EARTH. REFURU95HED AND
FITTED WITH AN WCATEO PAYLOAD* AND RETURNED TO ORBIT FOP.
ANOTHER SOLAR ORIENTEC MISSION, AT PRESENT I N ARCH. 19-5) THE
SMM IS IN A DEFINITION-STUDY PHASE, THIRTEEN EXPERI MENTS RAV!
BEEN INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY PHASE. OUT 17 13 ANTICIFIIED THAT
ONLY SIX TO EIGHT NLL MAKE THE FINAL PAYLOAC.
•...... %CLA N
 MAXIMUM MISSiCN. ACID" "I
CXFIRI09Nf SAIL. SUFI A-MAY UlOCt40FETCR
HOW IR- PM .01
LAST RCPORICO SIAlt- 0014AYNC11
EXPERIMENT PSRIOKNEL IP1 4PAINCIOAL ISVCSIIGATORY ILITIAN LEADER
01 . Ot PLN INYL SII OAT ON. YM. -LAM MEMOLRI
PI - L.	 ALIGN .....
	
n.rM.LOCKHtI D KILO ALSO
PALO ALTO. CA
01 . P.C. C.Af URA .............. LOCKNCED PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
01 - C.	 WOLFSON .............LOCK14490 PALO ALTO
PALO ALAO. CA
01 - O.I1. JONES •.............. CULHAR LAO
ABINGDON, ENGLAND
OI - C.	 JORDAN ...........••. CYLHAK LAU
A11I1,41M4N. CI6LAN0
01	 O.	 IANCCIT ............. COLMAN LAD
ASIMCOON. ENGLAND
01 - A.	 CAU41EL ....•.....•.• CULHAM LAO
OI - P.L.f.BOYD ................ 	 LONDOND
LONDON. ENGLAND
01 - C.	 PAPLEY ..... o........ U CCLLCGC LONDON
LONDON. CAfiLANG
01	 J.L. CULHAME .............0 CCLLE4C LONDON
LONDON. ENGLAND
01 - J.	 PARKINSON ...........0 COLLCOC LONDON
LONDON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT URIEP DCSCPIPTION
fHC INSTRUMENT WILL CONSIST Of TWO SETS OP I FLAT
CRYSTAL
	
AND E BENT CPYITAL SPECIPDMEXCPS If CE AND CCs.
RESPECTIVCLYI. Tilt fCS SYSTEM •ILL PPOVIOC A PASICRIMG
CAPABILITY UP TO A I X 7 ANC-MIN POV IN 10 X 10 APC-SEC
ELEMENTS AT 0.25 SIC PCP CLEMENT IN S APC •IECSTEPS, THE PCE
SYSTEM OBTAINS HIGH SPCCTRAL AND TIME RESOLVED SPCCTRA (0.05 A
AND 1,0 EEC, TYPICALLY) OVER A E E L ARC-MIN PCY, BOTH
MAVELA..IF RAHOC• THCOCI IN TURN. BILL INCLUDE MANY STRONG
LINES COVERING A TEMPERATURE RANGE W ABOUT 1.96 TC I.E3 K FOR
ACTIVE REGION AND FLARE STUDIES, THE FCS MCDC OF OPERATION IS
INTL4090 FOR STUDIES OF CUPONAL ACTIVE REGIONS BEFORE AND
AFTER	 FLARES.
	 TO CETCRMINE EMI.( CHANGES IN THE ALASKA
TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES AMC A2501IATEO IJIM Tilt OUILD •UP TO
AND RELAXATION FROM Tilt FLARE. THE OCS MODE WILL PERMIT
DETATLOO STUDIES Of TIIC RAPID PHYSICAL CHANGES IN THE M.ASMA
DUPING PLATES.
------- SOLAR MAAIMUM MISSICN. eOHNET °--......
E[PIPIMENT KAN E • HIGH RL%CLUT10% UV SPECTACNETER
Isaac ID- SHAM	 -G3
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
CXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPPPRINCIPAL INVESTIGATUR. fL.TEAM LEADER
OI . OTMER INVESTIGATOR. IM.TEAM MEMDERI




J.	 CHARRA .............. CNRS•LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
Cl - J.	 LEIOACKER ........... CNA$^LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
01 - P.	 LC.AIPE .............CNRS•LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
Cl - M.	 OALINCVSKY ..........CNRS-LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
CI - D.	 SAMAIN ..............CNRS-LPSP
PARIS. FRANCE
Cl - J.	 STENPLG ....... . ..0 OF LUND
LUNG, SWEDEN
EXPERIMENT J R ICF DESCRIPTION
THE OUJECTIVC OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL OC TO STUDY
SPECTRAL LINES SPANNING THE CNTIRC CH40MOSPH909 AAD LOWER
TRANSITION PCOION.	 THE INSTRUMENT BILL BE A MULtICHANNEL
ULTRAVIOLCT	 SPECTROMETER.	 IT	 MILL EMPLOY A CASSEGRAIN





IN	 TURN,	 REFLECTS	 THE	 PHOTONS
SIMULTANEOUSLY INTO SIX DETECTORS -- LY ALPHA. LY
 B, MG 11 H
AND K. CAI) K AND 2000 A.	 HALF IAV9 PLAtCS NLL PERMIT
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION STUDIES, USING THE LV AND NO IIH AND K
CHANNELS. STCPPING THE GRATING WILL PROVIDE SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION OF 9;01-0.04 A WITH TIMERESOLUTION OF ABOUT 10 SEC
FCR A FULL SPECTRAL LINO SCAN. LESS FOR A PARTIAL ICCRCI SCAN.
AND SPATIAL RESOLUTION be 1 X 1 ARC-SCC. 7019SPATIAL
RESOLUTION. FOV FOR MASTERING. AND SPECTRAL RANGE WILL BE
VARIABLE. TIIC LAf TER DEPENDING ON THE OIFIRACTICN CPDCR, A
ADO A SCAN 15 PROVIDED BY fAE SIX DETECTOR SYSTEM. THROUGH
14tH GRUEN IN LY O.
60LAR MAXIMUM MISSION. CHUPP	 ......




















LAST PCOOMICU STATE- PRELAUNCH
CXPLNIMCNT PERSONNELP WPP N PAL INVC 	 4/ 0 r N AM	 ♦1 1	 I CI	 Orl t . 6 re	 Le. OEP
D. 	 INVCOr 1O e. 00 tM.IEAA Agoura)
PI - C•	 CHIP"............... PV OY M!W NAYPDHINB
DURHAM. AN
01 - D•	 POUgttT ........... e•u OF NEW HOOP-111",
DUPI11 Y r Nb
01	 M	 PINNAV .............. MPI
N PNI CN• C[0 PCP OF GERMANY
VI	 C.	 xEl.l•IN .......e.....r MPI
MUNICH. PLO RCP OF GEnMANY
01	 A.	 JAf011$CN ............NASA-JPL
PASADENA. CA
EIPlNt Tile ONIFF OCSCRIFII
TIIC OBJ(Ctir( OF 
1"
TNIC HAPlR IMCNt ID TO OOSERVC SOLAR
IO	 011.110  	 â NINA PST LINER AND AOSOCIATCO GC NTIN
RADIATION.	 Tile IN /rfluMCNT WILL 99x3161 OF A InfltC lL 
EMtNT
t of
0CtFCfUN HYSTEN •• 111 A qq•0 MFV SYSiCM LSINC $10 1.6 A T•$
CM MM1 SCINf ILLAIOR 1NIT3 CONtlNUCUSLY GAZA-CfAU1L12CO i0 A
CANNON P4CICT GAIN Be TIIC SVNKID OUTPUT of ALL SIX GETCCTCNS
IS ID9NrIC11. TO A SINGLE LARD! DETECTOR. THE CNCFGY RESCLUtICN
IS 7.5 Pl RCINT AT O.462 NEV .Lill 20 SEC TIME PCSCL4i1CA 11.0
SEC FOR 69LCCTLO LJNIS L III A COOLCO GE DIODE CF 60 CC.
CDVERINO 0.2 . 3.2 PIV 11TH MESDWTIDN GF R.B Fail TIP" AND 7109
1195MUTICII or 0.5 SEC. 101 A HIGH ENERGY. 10-160 N EV SYSTEM
USING THE 419 NAI CETCCtnPS AND A CSI UACA LOECrCR OPERATING
TOOE(ACR. RESOLUTION It COS 1.0 KITH 1 GEC rive fleacL4TILN.
------ SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSICA. CS JAGER ••---- ---------------
FAPARIMENT NAME- PANG P •RXY IMAGING SPECTROMETER
ASSOC lo . ON..	 -at
LAST 1GPOITCO STATE- PRELAUNCH
BP[RIMENf PERSONNEL (PI.PRINCIPAL INVEST ICATCR. TL.TEA. LC ♦ OCR
GIMOTHER INVESTIGATOR. TM.IIAM MEMBLAI
PI + C.	 DC JAGER ............SPACE ACSEAPCM LAO
LTPECNt. NCVICPLANOS
DI - 11.	 VAN BEEK ............SPACE RE39AACP LAD
UTRECHT, A9THEPL4ND6
01 - L.	 0E F917ER ...........SPACE NC11ARCH LAO
UTRECHT. NEIMCRLANOS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DCSCRIPT AN
THE PAIN! OBJECTIVE OF THIS ENPEPIM9NT WILL E-9 IC BUSY
flit SPECTRAL. AND 6FATNI. EVOLUTION OF HARD X•OAV FLAMES, lilt
INSTRUMENT MILL COASISt CF AN IMAGING CCLLIMAtCA. A I,CBITICN
SENSITIVE DETECTOR SYITIN. AND ACCOMPANYINO 9LICTARNIU, 1110
MECHANICAL	 COLLINAIDR TRANS A 7W0-OIM91.61CNAL 1021 INACt
ELEMENT	 ARRAY	 II IN ♦ TOTAL NEV OF 4.4 A I.i ARC-MIN
CORRESPONDING TO A SIAOLB IMAGE CLEMENT FCV CF 6 X E ARC-SCC.
THE	 DETECTOR CONSISTS 01 . 1924 SEPARATE MINI-PNOPCRTIONAL
COUNTERS.	 PULOC HEIGHT ANALYSIS PERMITS 09ASUROMCNIO 111 PIVC
CHERGY BINDS SIMULTANWVSLY. THOSE ARE CHO$!N IN 1E-e RANGE
3.5.20 ACV. WITH ENERGY NUSOLUTIN OF 19 PEAC(NT AT 6 KEY AND
TIME RESOLUTION OF E SEC.
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. FROST
EMPERIMCNt NAME- MIRE X-RAY SPICTOOMETE14
NSSDC. ID- SAM	 -10
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
16PERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI . PNINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TI..TCAM LCAOER
01-01HCR INVESTIGATOR, TM-TEAM MEMBER)
PI - X.	 FROST ...............NASA-GSPC
CRCCNBCLT. MO
01 - U.	 DENNIS ..............NASA-GSFC
GREENBELT. MO
01 - L.	 BANCO ...............NASA-GSFC
GRCENnCLT• M0
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DCSC91PTf0A
file ADJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO MEASLAE.
WITH VERY HIGH TEMPCFAL RESOLUTION. TIIC SPCCTROM OF MANS SOLAR
X-RAY FLAMES. the INSTRUMENT WILL BE AN LPOATED VeNSICN CF
THE SVCCCSSPUL 050-5 HsRD,J'X-RAY SPECTROMETER. IT WILL USE A
FLIGHT SPARC DETECTOR WITH NEW PHOTOMULTTPLIEA lbet$ INC
ELECTRONICS. 	 A 10 CYANNEL PULSE HEIGHT IPECTRUM WILL BE
OUTAINEO IVORY 0.1 SEC OVER the 90-200 KEY PANGS.	 TPE
IHSINUMCNT WILL VIEW TH! FULL BUN.
- --	 SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. IMHOP	 -	 - -
EXPERIMCNT HAMS- HfGP RESOLUTION GAMMA-PAY SCLID STATE
DETECTOR
NSSDC 10- SAM	 -11
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
CXPCAIMCNT PERSONNEL [PC-PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR. 1L-TEAM LEADER
01 • OTNEA INVESTIGATOR. TM-TEAM MEMOCRI
PI - M.	 IMHOF ............... LCCKHBEO PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA.
at - G.	 NAKANO ..............LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
CI • J.	 PEAGAN ...u......... LOCN1,690 PALJ ALTO
PALO ALTO, CA
F LA N	 R	 P! Pe 1 CNT IRIS WENT W TIOA
f1 E 1N$T MUMCNI WILL
N	 511 9
G 	 CM A F A SFIYLLY CCDL(D STS
OR THREE 00 	 GERMANIUM DETECTORS,NAA A	 ANVFFIND Re	 GVLUtION MCY




OF H ACVVTU PNO IIMC GHREACH	 1
SEC FOR M DATA
ATAL 
RAIE OF i!5 UPS. EL.
SC IINP	 NCCOLVTION. UP f0 
O,0 Ott A RI4NG0 RATA RATE,
.OA SECT CBULO RC AN ICV(N
SCIENTIFIC PPERATUR
ICRATUP
ASAlfIlt WILL IMHEROA ♦ OEIEOMIN N tICN	 PLANS
PLASMA
	 TEMPER T RES	
O
IRAN	 IIILRMAL	 eRHG	 Cr
tLECTRD11. 1r 41171GN Afile HI LEN! AT C11 REM. A N'	 2,14
HEY. AAI ICN Cr TIIC "YGMU4	 ON	 Ni 2.JJ
MAY. AND A SEARCH FOR 
	
AND I,DV	 AP NUCLEAR
 CAPTURE LIAR AT
NCLLAN OE000It ICAL L111EH
IA iNE CNCFGY PANCG COVERED AND PPl Cltf lO BY q4 UMLIIUL Y p N R.
SCLAA MAXIMUM MISCICN. KGnMEN
CIPCAINENI NAME- While LICHI CORGNACAIPH
AMC IC- 31.	 of
LAST REP p AT90 STATE. OPCLIUMN
EXPERIMENT LLR â CMNCL IPI-PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. !L.TUAN LCADtR
CI W CII-CR INV9SfIGATCMI TY.TI .O P(NDEx1
KCC-101 .............. US NAVAL P EACAAC14 LAS
W ASHINGTON, DC
01 - J.	 110MLIN ..............116 NAVAL NCAEARLH LAU
WASRINGl011. OC
01 - P.	 HOWARD .............. LS NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
WASHINGTON, Dc
CI - 0.	 .$CHILD ............. US NAVAL FEfEARCH LAE
WASHINGTON, DC
CAF P PINCNT BRIEF OCSCRIPtIC,
THE ODJC4f1VC6 OF III$$ CAPENI M ENT WILL INCLUDE SI WY OF
$CLAP ERUPTIONS AND SHOCK AAVCS AS CHEY PROPAGAIF. TNPCLCH file
DUTCH CORONA. AND STUDY OP TINA SOLAR CORONA IIOCLf. file
INSTRUMENT WILL BC A WPITJ LIGHT COACAACRAPII LIIAG A SCC
VIDICON 11 11010 AIIU0e. IT WILL PROVIDC A FCV RINGING FAUN 2 TO
It POLAR PAPII. WIT" A 512 LINE RAS79A WHICH C4VER5 A APO
ARC-MIN TOTAL PICLO. READOUT AT 760 IRS WILL VILLA 1O2 OA A
PULL PASTOR EVERY 20 Allis WITH A PASTOR AATC PCISIELCDY
INC49ASIN4 Tilt 041A. RATE.
	
1W0 PLLAPI2CRS WILL Of Oleo to
UCTCAMIIR PCMCEIITAGR POLARIZATION IN THE POW
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. KOAPE59 ........................
CXPCNINENT NAME- CROfC RANGE GAMMA-RAV SPCCIPCMETCR
NSSDC t0. SMM	 -12
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
9XPCRIMENf PERSONNEL III.PRINCIPAL INVASTIGATUM. TLneAM LEADER
DI.CTHCR INVF.STIOATOR. TM .TEAM MOMDER)
PI - J.	 KURFCSS ............. US NAVAL SEDEARC14 LAU
NASHINGfON. Be
01 - Y.N. JCMNSON.. ........... #US NAVAL RESEARCH LAO
WASHINGTON. DC
CI - R.	 KINZEN .............. US NAVAL RESEARCH LAO
.ASNINGTOII. DC
CC - G.	 SYAU ................ VD NAVAL PE6CA4CA LAU
WASHINGTON. GC
EXPERIMENT URIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OHJCCTIV9 OF THIS EXPERIMENTMILL GC 70 OOSORVC
SOLAR FLARE ROUTED GAMMA RAY LINES AMR ASSOCIATED CONTINUUM
RADIATION. THE DETECTOR CONSISTS OF A SINGLE 3310 X 1217 CM
NAI CRYSTAL MCUNICO IN A 20.9 A 0.1 CH CSI SHIELC-LIGHT PIPE
IN A PHOSWICH NNFIGURATION AND SUNRCUNOEO BY A $,I CM TRICK
CSI	 ANNLLLS	 POR	 ADDITIONAL
	
5N19401N0.	 PULSE-ONAFt
DISCRIMCNATICN	 I$	 U590	 10 OIFFCIIENrIATE UOT.EEN EVENTS
CCCUARING ON.Y IN HAT. ONLY IN CST. OR EVENTS PROOUCIAO ENERGY
LOSS IN EACH CRYSTAL,	 60 MAJOR ENe110 0901PCS WILL BE
STUDIED. INC 0.25 . 10 NEV NAIIGE PRCV104$ AN ENERGY PCSRLUf10N
OF 0 PEACeHT PU14M AT 0.001 NEV AND 3.2 PEACENT AT 4,4 HEY,
TINE 20 . 100 MEV RANGE PACVIDCS A 15 NEV ACSOLLIICN, TIME
RESOLUTION 15 B SEC FOR NONMIL OPERATION AND 0.1 SEC IN Tile
FLARE MODE.
POLAR MAXIMUM MISSION, MACOUEEN
EXPERIMENT NAME- WHITE LICH1 CCRONAGMAPH
NSSDC 10- $.A	 -01
LAST REPORTER STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IFIAPPINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* . TLATe AM LCADCH
OI . OTMER INVESTIGATOR. TM-TEAM MEMRCN)
PI - R.	 MACOUCCN ............HIGH ALTITUDE CBS
DUULOEP, CO
01 - M.	 ALTSCWLCA ..........NIGH ALTITUOt 003
OOULbtA, CC
CI - H.	 SCHMIDT ............. HIGH ALTITUDE OHS
BOULDER. CO
CI - M.	 SHERIDAN .• .......... HIGH ALTITUDE 005
ODULOCR, CD
01 . P.	 KOPP ................ HIGH ALTITUDE COS
DOULDOR, CO











01 - L.	 "over ...............414 14 ALTITUDE 006
6OULOCI4 CC
01 - 6.	 OULA ................ RICH ALTITUDE COS
OCUICEA. CO
DI - M.	 PANCLN ..............RICH ALIT RCE COS
BOUL UDR. CO
01 . ..	 014E ................ 1,1414 ALIIILCE COO
BCVLOCP. CC
CXPERIMLNt Ester OESCPIPTION
NNE UBJECTIVI OF THIS CXAt41MCNT MILL Be TO STUDY SCLAR
ERUPTIONS AND ENCCW RAVES AO THEYPRCPAOAIC IHRCU4R I" CLICK
CORONA, AND TO STUDY TOE OUTER 5[LAR CCRENA ITSELF. the
INSTRUMENT 15 A MF11E-LIGHT COMCNAGRAPH MATCH WILL PPCVIPE A
ACV MANG1114 PROM 1.0 IY 10 SOLAR RADII. IT PILL PISCPIAINAI!
VARIOUS	 D-PAOS RA IMPORTANT NANNGES DF IK VISICLE SPECTRUM
POUR .000-/000 A. ODIN INS TRANSIENT AND IRE FULLSYNOPtIC
0011NVIN4 PA04PAMS PPCF05/0 +OLLO RCOUIRC A I96 1 BPS ICLEMETRY
RATE. UUT A 1.9WO AND OTILL LOSPUL RATE IS POSSISLC, A
STOKES PO4ARIMETCA KILL PCAMIT DETAILED SLIER CORDIAL 3 A6h2TIC
F1CLD Matte.
•	 SOLAR MAAI 3 UM AMMON$ NCBI'ClOp
EXPERIMENT NAME- XLV iPtC[PCMfLIOMETCP
H4000 to . SUM	 -06
LAST M[LONTIO ITAT!- PP[LALUW
CXLCRIMLNI PEMSCNNEL 1PI . P4INCIFAL IXVCB TILAlG4. IL.TCAM LEA00R
13I.01.9R INYWIGATBR. TMKTCAM MONACO)
PI - q	 NEUPCRT ............. NAOA-OSPC
LAIDNIIELI. MD
01 - R.	 CHAPMAN .............NASA-GSFC
449CNbOLT. MD
01 - Y.	 NIKACAWA ............111611 KLTIIOCL COS
00WOCR. CC
01 . P.	 THOMAS .............. NAIA.GSFC
6RCEIHICLT. MD
of - D.	 RUST ...............d0.6. TNC
CAMORIDGe. MA
EXPERIMENT BNIGP Pe6CR1Ft ION
TOR UUJCCIIVC WILL Be 10 ACOUIPC SPECIRDHeLI04AA.5 AND
W.LC)NA FORMED IN INC LCW CCPCNA, IN A CTIVE PC41UNt. AhO fh
FLAR16. THE INITRLMCNT .ILL CC A GAA11N0 INCIOCHCE ttLESCCPC
AND SPCLTABOCTCRI WHICH PPBVIOCS SPATIAL REVLLIiCh CF 5 M 0
ANC-SEC. SPtCTRAL PFOCLU71CN UP 0.6 A ARID tIMC R16CLUtICN OF
20 6GC FOR A FGV PASTOR SCAN OF IA A 1.4 ARC-Mlh Ih TNC
NORMAL MJDE. RUMERCUS RJSTCN CPIICNS FROM A 1.6 A 1.5 ARC-MIN
TO A 60 A Be ANC . MIN PCY ARE PPCVIBEO. WITH VARIABLE SPECIAL
RESOLUTION. INDIVICUAL SPECTRA AS WELL AS SPECTRONCLIOCAAMS
CAN CC OOI.INSD IN THREE LINC5 SIMULTANECLILY IN T00 RANGE
40.640 A.
--.---- SOLAR MAXIPUM MISSION. NOVIUK
EXPERIMCNT NAME- HAP[ X-RAY FOLAPIMCTEA
Hill= 10 . SMM	 -00
LAST REPORTED STATC- PRELAUNCH
CAPERIMCNT PERSONNEL IPI •PR INC I PIL INVCSTIO X I CR . 1L . TEAM LONGER
OI . CfHE R INVLSIICATCR. 10-TEAM NEMETH)
nl - R.	 NOVICK .............. CCWPNI A U
he . YORK. NY
01 - 11.	 HELAVA .............. CCLUMOIA 4
He. VGA . . NY
of • M.	 wCISSXCPP ...........COLUMBIA U
NEW YORK, NY
01 - A.	 WZIFF ............... CCLU.OIA U
New YANK. NY
OI - L.	 .%TER ..............CCLUML'1A U
NEW YORK, NY
EXPERIMENT ORIEP DESCPIPIICA
T1g 5 CAPEPIMCNT IS SIITLN05D TO MEASURE THE POLAMIlA116N
PROPERTIES LP HAND X-RAY FLARES. THE INSTALMENT CChSIGTS CP A
T.0-AXIALLY-SYMMCTPIC 	 LITHIUM	 CCMF70N	 SCATTERING IARGET5
SUNNOUNC[D.	 PESPECIIVELY. NY TWO CYLINDRICAL PPCPCRtICNOL
COUNTERS. THE Ihh9P COUNTER MAE A BDPYLLIUM WIhCCW ON ITS
INNER SUNF.CC AITF ACEGUATC 1RANSMISSICN IC ILLO. POLIRtIATICh
MEASUREMENTS OF DC.h It 6 KtV X-PAYE, THE CUTER WIhPOW ON The
INNER AND THE INNER WINDOW ON THE CUTER CCLhTER ARC ILLOINUM
OF 12 KCV TRANSMISSION THICKNESS. CHOUGH TO CLIMIFAIC A PULSE
PILC •UP PROOLCM.	 TINE FULL RANGE IF THE INSTRUMENT 10 5-100
KCV WITH ENERGY RESOLUTION CF 25 PERCENT AT 0 KEY AND 10
PERCENT AT 100 ACV. FULL SUN VIC.[NC 1) CEGREC FCVI WITH
TEMPORALR9601NUTICN IN THE RANGE 10-0.1 SEC CEPCh01N6 ON
OPERATING MOOC IS PACVIDII.
.-----• SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION. PEEVES
EXPERIMENT NAMC- XUV SPECTROHELIOMETER
11510C 10- SAW	 -05
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
at - A.	 NOTES ...... . ........ HARVARD CULLCCC AS$
CAMURICOL, MA
BI	 Jr G. TIMCT pV ............. HARVIIIO CGLICDC 001
CAMBRIDGE, MA
WItHUR0e ............PAAV/RD CoLlt4c Pell
CAMORIDGl, AN
CAPERIMCNY CRICF COSCRIPTION
1140 OWCCTIVC WILL Be TO KWIAC SPCGTPON[LIOORA M3 AND
50E4TRA ICNMED IN THE LOW CORDNA. IN ACTIVE ME GICh/r AND IN
FLANCS.	 THE INSTRUM ENT +ILL CONSIST OP A GRA1160 INCIRC14CO
I[LOSCUPO A40 A GRAZING INCIDENCE EPCCTROMETC A r WITH A
DCtCCT011 SYSTCM CONSISTING OF 6 CHANNEL CLCQNOB MULI10.1ER$
.NIGH PCCCIVC LIGHT FROK THE CRATING tHRW4M Two MCVCAOLR OMIT
SLITS. INC OCTCCTBM ARRAY CAN TIE MOVED ON A ROKLAhO CIRCLE
INTO IHAEE PRIMARY POSITIONS, SIMWIAHCOU6LY MCNIICPING 6
KNOWN AUV LINOS AND SOVORAL SECONDA R Y POSITIONS MCNITONIN4 A
LESSOR HANSON. PRIM 161 SPECTRAL RANCE IS .0 .630 A. At
SPATIAL RESOLUTION . A A ANC.SEC AND SPECTRAL NESCLUTION O.1
A. A I A 1 AIIC.MIIF PAM RASTER SCAN +ILL [AKC 10 SOC IN TOE
NCF.AL MODS, INDIVIDU AL SPECTRA AT A LIGHT CAN A"C BE TAKEN.
....... SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION, YANDUCR4•XANSICII
EXPERIMENT hAME • HIGH RESOLUTION UV IMCCIROMCTCR
ASSOC To- EMM	 -B.
LAST FCPORTCD StAIE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PCR$ChhCL IPIPPRINCIPAL IFVEStIDAYDA. YL.TOA. LCADKR
OIWOTHEP INVSSY IGAiON. TM.TLAM POWB[NI
PI - E.	 PNLO[P G.NAHO Eh ... NASA.M6FC
HUNTSVILLE, AL
01 - P.O. ATHAY ...............PION ALTITUDE 004
"BULGER. C0
01 - C.	 NY DER ...............NASA-OSFC
GRltNOELT. AD
01 - E.	 MART), ..............0 CM COLCRICO
MuLRCR. CO
01 - A.	 CHAPMAN .... . ....... .NASA•DSPC
GREENBELT. NO
DI - J.	 VICKE RS ............ ISCA4..CNtO PCAK 006
SUNSPOT. NM
DI - J.	 CPANDI .uu.. I..uuNASA•GSIC
6PECNNELT. NO
NXPCP1.CNT RATIO OCSCAIPTIOh
TOM OBJECTIVE UP THIS EXPCAIMCHT MILL BE TO OBSERVE
SPECTRAL LINED SPANNING MAINLY The UPPER CHRCMGSPOCRC AND
TRANSITION REGION. T14C INS@UMC T WILL Be A CASSC60AIN
ILL95COPE TO Both IHTERN4LY RAITCP AND FOCUS LIGHT INTO AN
EBCNT SPECTROMETER. AN ARRAY DP MNOTOMULlIPLEFS WILL
SIMULTANCOWLY U-THIN J SPECTRAL LINES FOCM HUMOROUS OLTS IN
Tilt WAVELENGTH 94N6E FNCM 1100 A UP TC SOME UPPER LIMIT
BETWEEN 2000 AND ABOUT 2000 A. A POLARIZATION FILICR HEEL.
60CATOD BEHIND 111[ CNTP Ib4E SLIT OF TIC SPCCTRCM[ILR. WILL
PROVIDE HALF AND GNEATCR MAVC PLATES TO SUPPORT MAGNETIC FIELD
STUDIES. S' •PPIhG THE GRAT ING WILL PAOVIDS SPECTRAL SCAN.
WSCPVATIONS OF J A 0 ARC-SIG SPATIAL ELEMENTS AT 0.02-0.03 A
WIT14 TIME FCSCLUTICII OM 0.16 SEC PON A W'CCIRAL LINE SCAN ARE
PROVIDED. +ItIf PASTOR MODES UP 10 30 A JO ARC-SEC PLUS INS OF
16 M 1000 ARC-see.	 MAGNETIC FIELDS OF 100 LAM 3A MAY BE
....M U as..uu.. o.u-u o. SPACCLAD-SOLAR .H... o.AaT n.o..
SPACECRAFT CCMMOH NAMC- iPACELAU-SOLAR
ALTERNATE NAMES.
ASSOC 10- [PIJIOOL
LAST WARIER STATE- A PMCPCSEO MISSION









ORUIT PINIDD . 	INCLINATION-	 CEO
FEPIAPSIS-	 APOAP615-
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM .PNWtCT MANAGER. PS-PNBJCCT SCIENTIST)
PS - w.	 NEUPCRT .............NASA+OSFC
GREENBELT. 30
SPACECA ART BRIEF OCSCRIPTION
THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION ICSNDI IS
DEVELOPING SPAC[LAU. AN 0144AW OF INTCACHANGEABLE CCMPONENTS
(PPCSSURIEEO MANNED LABORATORIES, UNPRCSSUPI140 PLATFOAMS. AND
RELATER SUPPORT SYSTCM.) TO BC FOURIER IN THE SPACE SHUTTLE
PAYLOAD BAY. THIS PROJCCi CONSISTS OF FACILITY DEFINITION
TEAMS 0111tH WILL DEFINE A SET OF GENE4AL PURPOSE FACILITIES
IE.G.. BASIC TELESCOPES AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS) APPLICABLE TO A
BALANCED PAM RAM OF SOLAR PHYSICS. THESE TEAMS, BRAWN PROM
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITYWILL WORK THROUBH A STEERING
COMMITTEE, AND WILL DEFINE 1111 INSTRUMENTATION NEEDED AND THE
11000IRCMENTS THESE INSTRUMENTS WILL PLACE ON THE SPACCLAD.
1
C
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI .PAINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL.TEAM LEADER
OI.CINEP INVESTIGATOR. IM.TEAM PERCEPT




	 Or POOR Q,Ut1LM






------- SPACtL A E-SCI IMI ACTIN ...........................
99PERINCHT NAME. SPECIAL PURPOSE FACILITY 01fl"IlLh ICA-
NTSOC ID- OPLOSOL-OA
LAST REPORTED STATI- PRELAUNCH
CXPEMIMFNT PCASONNEL IP1-PRINCIPAL INVISTIGAIO"r TL-ICAN LEADEN
DI-CTPCR INVESTIGATOR. IP.IEAM MOVES$).
IL - L.	 ACTON ..............r LOCKNCED PALC ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
IM - C.
	 WMfSON .............LOCKHEED PILL ALTO
PALO ALTO. CA
IM - R.S. 31111E ............... U OF CALIF. FIVONSIDC
RIVERSIDE, CA
TO - C.
	 CIAIPP uu...........0 Of NCM HAMPIHIRC
DURHAM. NN
IM - M.	 MACOUCIN ............HIGH ALTITUDE GUS
UOULDCR, CC
TM - J.	 BECKIRt ............. 5ACNAMCNIC PEAK DOS
SUNSPOT, NM
IM - R.	 OLAKC ............... LC1 ALAMOS SCI LAO
LCS ALAMOS. NO
CMPERIMLNT BRIEF OESCRIFTICN
11116 PACILITY DEL .MITLN SCAM IPDTI MILL STUDY PROOLOMS
ASSOCIATED WITH CUICI PC.CTIDN CM 	 1PCCTA4 PURPOSE
INSTRUMENTATION THAT IS NOT CAPCMIVCI NOR OF GENERAL ENOUGH
APPLICATION TO BE CONSIOCRCO AN I60CPENCtN1 FACILlfV.
,ACL000D IN INS$ TYPE OF INITAUMENTAT10h ARE SOLAR GAMMA. RAY
AND SOLAR NEUTRON DETECTORS AND A CDNCNACAAPN, A ITAhOARD
INTERFACE WILL BE DEFINED MICR WILL ALLO. THE LDS-COST FLIGHT
OP EXISTING SATELLITE EXPERIPEhIS AND CF 991219" AND NCO
SOUNDING ROCKLI CLASS PAYLOADS.
------- SPACELAO-SCLIA. DUNN ..................................
EXPCRIMENT MME- ONE METER SCLAP TELESCOPE FACILITY
OtPINI110N TEA.
ASSOC 10- 3PLDSUL-01
1-0911I4CNf PERSONNEL (PI-PRINCIPAL INVCR IDA TON. IL .
OI+DOPER INVL"IGATON. TM.TCAM
IL	 D•	 YIl NBR04 rou. q .o.HIN YARD CCLLLG/ UBE
CANDAIOGC. MA
IW . J.O. TIMOTHY ............. HARVARD CCLL94I OHS
IY	 Y ♦ 	 PR HPING .r••..ru n..COCI.UCFL
CALCNUCLfr YO
t.	 W.	 hCVPLgt ............. MSNGSLC
GR LVLL. YO
iY	 0.	 ERUfCXNEN r. r. n..r ry	NAPAUt NAVAL NE{CAnFN LASWASHINGTON,	 CtM	 A.	 WBRIEL .uuunuu S	 ONN LALAO
SLOUGH.N OUCKF ENGLAND





TANF	 DG	 MAIM	 A.IIrC•YALFCN	 .......r...... STANFORD u
ITAhFIRDI CI





VIA*M	 W14L	 }ANDY PRBULCASFACILITIES	 Wit"lfll	 ENV.	 M MAY-ULARA	 10	 IA.YI	 AND {LFT X-FEYFACILITIES	 LPNARNG BETWEEN . A ANYND I2	 I00 A.	 T	 WILLIRM .GOTHTH	 NORMAL	 NOIOCNCE	 AND	 GAAtI AG INC IOChCF OplIL4 U.S.AND YDIDONFt{H6 AND CRYSTAL }PLCYA CYCTLp}.
.....................1nr... SYYPNOhIL-L ........HOP}........
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NA M E- OY.FDONIC-0
ALTSANATC NAMES.
NSIDC 10- ITMN-0
LAST REPORTCO STATE- AN A P PNOVCO MISSION
LAUNCHDATE. 00/00!)6
	 SPACECRAFT *EIGHT- .00. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL. UNITCO STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- CELIA
SPCNI "MO CCUNTRYIACENCY
FRO REP OF GEAMAHY	 CF.
FRANCE
	 ChES
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PEh5CNNCL (PI-PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOA. TL.TfAM LEADER
CPCThER INVE311GAIOA, IM-iKAM PEMUEF)
R.	 DUNN ..........00.. S.CPAMENTC PEAK BOB
SUNSPOT, NO
TO - N.	 FISHER .............. SACPAMINIC PEAK ono
SUNSPOT. NO
L - P.	 LEMAIRE ............. th4S-LPSP
VCRPICRCS LC OU1040N, FRANCE
IN - P.	 OMITHSCN ............LOCKHEED PALC ALTO
PALO A4T0. CA
IM - J.
	 HARVCY ...............ITT PCAM hATU 005
TUCSON. AT
IM - R.	 MIIKEV .............. Kitt PEAK MR CUB
TUCSON, At
EX pCRLENT BRIEF pESCPiFT1ON
11114 FACILITY OCFINIt1UN TEAM WILL STUDY PROULCM5
ASSOCIATED WITH A 1-METER. DIPFRACTICN-LIPIIBD SOLAR ICLESCCPE
FACILITY.
--- SPACCLAB-5CLAR. P6TE5SON --..----• --------------- ---
CXPERIMENT NAME- !CLAP PAFO X-RAY FACILITY CCFlhlilth
TEA.
NSSDC 10- SPLOSOL-00
LAST REPORTED STATE- PRELAUNCH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNCL (PI-PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL.TC .M LEADER
01-OTH90 INVESTIGATOR. TM-TC.AM MEMBERS
TL - L.	 PCTERSON ............0 OF CALIF. SAN. BICGC
LA JBLLA. CA
TM - G.	 GARMIRE .............CALIF ShSt CF TECH
PASADENA. CA
TM - R.	 LIN .................0 OF CALIF. BERKELEY
OCRKELCY• CA
IN - Z.
	 SVESLA ..........S.. AS.E. INC
CAMBRIDGE. MA
T. - H.	 VAN BECK ............SPACE RESEARCH LAO
UTRECHT, MOTHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS FACILITY DEFINITION TEAM -ILL STUDY PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH HARD X-RAY 190-100 KEYS COLLIMATOR FACILITY',
THIS FACILITY MILL BE CAPABLE CF ARC-5!C RESOLUTICh AND BILL
ALLOW	 VARIOUS	 INSYRLMCNTS	 IC.Ou	 SPECTROMETERS 	 ANC
PULARIMETLRSI TO BE YOUNYEU BEHIND IT.
------- SPACCLAB-SOLAR. WITHBROC -------------- --------------
CSPERIMCNT SIAMC- BOLA" EUV-XUV-LOFT X-RAY SRLE}OCPE
OCFINITION TEA.
HECTIC 10- SPL5SDL-02






SPACECRAFT PIRSUhkfL (PN-PADJL'CT MANAGER. P6-PRUJCCI SCIENTISTS
PM - U.	 PfEMEA .........u.BE$ FUN .ELIRAVYFONSCH
BONN. FED REP OF GERMANY
PM - P.	 VIELLARD ............ CNCS
BRCTIONY. PRANCE
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SYMPHONIC 0 WILL DE A FNENCN.GERNAN• DECSIATICNANY.
EQUATORIAL. CXPtRIMCXT.AL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE. TH9
SATELLITE BODY WILL 011 A HIGHS HEMAGONAL PRISM, LMI-M MAAINUM
DIAMCTLR	 AND	 0.0-9	 HIGH.
	 SEYCNAL AhTL.NHAS AhC QTNZR
APPCNDAOCS WILL UC MOUNTED ON THE ENDS. AND THPEC $CIS OM
SYMNCTRICALLY
	
PLACED SOLAR PANELS WILL EXTEND CUTWARD A
DISTANCE CF 2.0 M FROM ALTERNATE EOOES OP THE SPACECRAFT, A
PLV.HCCL	 UPLOATCD	 Af113UOE CONINOL BYSIEM WILL MAINTAIN
ATTITUDE ALONG THREE NUS, A POSITIVE ONOIT CONTROL SYSTEM
WILL PLACE THE SVACtCRAPT At A DLSIRCD LONGITUDE AND WILL OC
USED TO MAINTAIN THAI POSITION. IT WILT. PROVIDE 1500 DATA.
EIGHT VOICE AND TWO COLOR TV CHANM'.LS WNICH URINATE BETWEEN .
AND 6 GNL
N-N--P-N-----W-.--..-F-F- TORSO-A W-----.--. N--.-N --N----
SPACECRAFT CCMMOh NAME- TDRSS-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- TNACKH AIA Q CL A V BAT SYS
NSSUC 10- TOP55-A











ORBIT FERIOD . MAO. .Ih	 INCLINATION-	 DEG
PERIM SID- 36000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000, KM ALT
SPACCCNAFf PERSONNEL IPM-PROJECT MANAGER. PS-PROJECI SCIENTISTS
PM - B.G. CLARK ......... I..... NAS.-051C
GREENBELT. MO
SPACRCPAFt BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM (TOMBS) IS
A CCNCCPT UTtLItING CCMMUNICATION SATELLITE TCChhCLOCY TO
IMPROVE AND CCONOMIIE THE SATELLITE TRACKING AND YBLEMETNY
OPERATION. 114REE GEUSVNCPR040US SRCLLITCS IOHE A 9f ANDOVI
WILL TRACK AND RECEIVE DATA FROM SATELLITES FOP RELAY TO A
GROUND STATION. tNE TWO ACTIVE SATELLITES WILL BE SCPARATCD
IN ORBIT BY At LEAST 130-Dtd LONGITUDE, SPACECRAFT ECRVICED
BY TDRSS WILL REQUIRE OhLV ONE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 31NCE
GROUND-PASCO MINISTRY STATIONS KILL BE COMPATIBLE .III, TDRSS
EOVIF.E"T.	 TDRSS 13 ShTf NBEO TO SUPPORT SATELLITES. WITH
APOClE no".	 12.000 NN, ONE SYSTEM WILL BE USED ICA






CATCLLIT961. -NO ANCTHI4 PCP THOSE WITH HIGHER APOCCC. Lit CP
OPERATING F R TOUCNC111 NCAN 0160 (PLUS CA MINUS 100) OKI AND
NC44. 14f.] IYLVS 04 MINUS 0.91 GNI AR C PRCS9h TLT ANTICIPAICO.
...l4........F ............. 10415 .0 .I..... I....)4...........
SPACECRAFT CCMOUN hA.E- TORSC•B
ALTERNATE NAR1S. TRACN.CATA RELAY SAY SVS
NSSM In. . 6RS5-0
LAST R1PORt9D STATE- IN APPNDVCD MISSION
LAUNCHDATE- O"00/T9	 APACCCq.AFT WEIQNI. 	 KO






AS 611 PONIOD- 1..0. MIN	 INCLIh.IICN-	 OEO
PCRIAPSIS- 56000. MP ALT 	 APDAPIIS- 36000. K. ALT
APACLCAAPI PERSCNNEL (PM.PgOJECT MANAGER. PCFIFOJICI ICIEAIIIll
PA - G. q . CLARE( ...............NASA-05FC
GREENBELf. .0
SPACCCRAFT BRIEF OCOCRIFTICN
TUC TRACKING JND C.AVA ALLAY SATELLITC SYSTEM ITCRISI 15
A CONCLPI UTILILINC IOWA UL. LC A T I ON SATELLITC TCCHNULOGY TO
IA PRO V 	 ANC CCONCNIVE ME SAY EL LIT C I$ACOINS AND TCLL.ETRY
DPCNA110N.	 THREE CEUSYNCHNONCUS SATELLITES IOhEA CIANDUYI
WILL TRACK AND RCCCIVt CAVA FROM SATELL1795 FDA RELAY TO A
GROUND STATION. "E TMD ACTIVE SATILL1791 WILL BE SEPARATED
IN ORU1t MY AT LCASINO .DEG LONGITUDE. ACDITIONAL DETAILS CP
THIS SVSICN MAY Be FOUND UNDER T13455-A t CA IN SHE .P.OJCCT
PLAN FOR 1O455•.
......ou•......au.yo•.. TO M SI-C •uo.....00...auuuu
SPACECRAFT COMMON hAME .
 TCAIS.0
ALTCRNAIC NA M ES- TAAC94CAtA RCLAY SAY SYS
115scC 10- TOR56-C









ORBIT T ype- OEOCChTPIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 1440. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 CEO
PERIARSIS- 36000. MM A LI	 APOACSIS- JOQQC. MM ALT
S P ACECRAFT PERSONNEL I PN. PNOJECT MANAOEP. P I-PROJECT SCIENTISTS
PM - G.U. CLARK ...............NASA-05FC
GPEChDELT. MD
SR A000 A AFF B R IEF DESCRIPTION
TIIE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY S A TCLLITC SYSTEM ITDN551 12
A CONCIPI UTILILINC COMMUNICATICN SATELLITE TECIINOLCGV TO
IMPROVE AND CCONCMIIE 1H1 IAIILLITC iRACM ING AND TELEMETRY
OPERATION. III. EE. C.. SYNCH.... Us SA¢LLIIES STINE A STANDBY)
WILL TRACK AND PECEIVC CAIN FROM SATELLITES FOR RELAY TO A
GROUND STATION. THC TWO ACTIVC SATELLITES WILL 08 SEPARATED
IN ORBIT BY AT LBA51 130-ECG LONGITUDE, ADDITIONAL OCTAILS CP
this SYSTEM MAY BE FOUND UNDER TOR55-A CM IN TNC -PROJECT PLAN
FOR TPPSS.•
............................ TIP 1 ...Nn.uouu PHH....... 4.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TIP 1
AI.TCANATL NAMES- TRIAD 1. TRIAD Of IX
0 1172. 06113
NSSW ID- 72-069A
LAST RCPOPTEO STATE- L A UNCAIEC AND OPERATING NCRMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION PA TC SINCE L2/OO1)4.
LAUNCHDATE- 09102/72
	
SPACECRAFT WCIDHT-	 94. NO
LAUNCH SITC- VANOENBERG AID. UNITED STATES
AVNCN VENICE L- SCCUT
S P Oh9ORiN4 COUNTRY/ACCNCY
UNIPCD STATES	 000-NAVY
INITIAL ORNtT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPO- GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH O.TE- 09104/72
C R UST PEMIUD- IOC.6 MIN	 INCLINATIOh-	 90.14 DEG
PCRIAPSIS-	 116. KM ALT	 APDAPSIS-	 063, KM ALT
RECENT OR 0IT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENT R IC	 CPOCN DATE- 4. iaV)i
COAST PeP100- 100.6 MININCLINATION- 	 90.14 OED
PKRI.P515-	 716. KM ALT	 APOAP615.	 063. KM ALT
SPACLCRAPt PERSONNEL LPN-PRCJCCT MANAGER. PI.PROJFCT SCIENTISTS
PM - J.	 PASIOULAS ............APPLIED PHYSICS LAD
SILVER SPRING, MO
PS - P.E. FISCHCLL ............APPLIED PHYSICS LAD
SILVER SPPIhG, MO
SPACECRAFT ORICF GCICRIPf IOh
TRIAD 10 A INHEI .00DY IPACCCNUf CONNECTED BY BOOM$
WHICH $CAVE AS GRAVITY GRADICNY IVABIL1IER1 is THE NADI AL
DIRECTION. A MOMINTUM RPM BAS U190 PER STAPILICAI(OM IN MOLL
,NO YAM. THC PNIMARV FUNCTION OF THR 1PACEGRSFI ASS TO Yet
VARIOUS CCNCIPTS FDA IMPRCI VING TMC USN TRANSIT HAVIGATI
SY619M• TMC POML R WAS BLOPL19D BY A 43010 1101CPC INTERN,
CLCCTRIC GChCRATUR INTO).
TIP 1. 0005/0040 .....................................
EXPERIMENT NAMC. IRIAXIAL FLUNOAIE MAGNIIDMCIAR
4150[ 10. 11.0594-01
LAST RCPBRIEO ST IC- LAUNCHED AND OPERATIOO NORMALLY
AT THC STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCC 09/01072.
CAPLMIAERT PERSONNEL IPI•PRINCIPAL INVl IQATO., 1L • 1EAP LCADKA
OI-OIHCn INVGS I ON. TN.TtlAM .9 011941
PI - J.C. ASNITRDNO ........... APPLICO PHYSICS LAO
SOLVE" SPRING, NO
01 - A.J. IMUDA ...............APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
SILVEN SPRING, MD
90CRIMINT PNICF DCOCNPITIDh
71115 EXPERIMENT CGNSISTCD OF A TRIAIIAL ?LUXGATC
04GRETOMETEU DESIGNED. TO MEASURE VECTOR FICLOS With MAONININES
UP TO 50.000 GAMAAS, 49ASUREVENTS WERE $ABC BY SAMFLINO EACH
AXIS SEQUENTIALLY AT A MAIC OF 2.15 $APPLES"CC. C141TIZATION
RCSOLUTION WAS ABDUT 10 GAMMAS AS GIVEN BY A 13 Bit ANALOG TO
DIGITAL CCNVERtL-. BUT ICPO LCVCL DRIFTS WENT NOT READILY
CIICC K CD, AS SUCH. 7111 EXPERIMENT WAS MOST USEFUL IN STUDIES OF
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS, DUE TO THE REAL-TIM! DATA IPANSMISSION
AND THE LCCATIONS OF THE TRACKING STATIONS, MOST CF THE DATA
OUtAINCO RELATED TO NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HOMISPHCRE HIGH
LATITUDES. PCRPONMAIICC CONTINUED HOFMALLV IN CCCCMUIR 1914.
- ..... ...nu ou. .......... 1IPGS-N .0 ....... A.44.nn...0
APACOC
RAF
I CO MM ON NAME- TINCS-11
M.LIEONIIC MMC
NSSDC 10- TIPUB.N
LAST .CPnRIED STATE- IN APPPUVFO MISSION
LAUNCHBAT!• 3 Bill TI	 SPACECRAFT HEIGHT-	 TEN.. RDLAUNCH 3I TC• V,NO,,.4 g C AFU. UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F





ORBIT PE.100-	 103. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 90.11 DEG
	
PCRIAPSIS-	 63.. MM f,T	 APOAPSI8-	 034. FM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL IPM•PPOJCCT MANABCA. P6 .PROJCCT SCICNt1ST1
PM - C.A. CPANCNFLOWCR ........ NASI-BSFC
GREENBELT. MD
P5 - A.	 AAMtNG ..uu.uuo...3.-OSFC
CNCCNCILT. MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TINCS-N PILL 01 INC PRO?OTYPC FOR THE THIRD•GCNC.ATICN
SPACECRAFT IN THE NATIONAL CPCRAOIONAL YETOCOOLOGICAL
SATELLITE SYSTEM INOMSSI. INC SATCLLITE WILL BE DES14NEU TO
SERVE AS AN ECONOMICAL AND STAULC SUN-SYNCHRONOUS FLAIFORA FOR
TOOTING ADVANCED OPERATIONAL SUBSYSTEMS FOR USE IN WEATHER
ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. PNINANY 3ENSOPS WILL IhCLWE. AN
ADVANCED VERY NIGH RESOLUTION RADIDMETCN LAVHRRI FOP CUSCRVING
DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME GLODAL CLCUDCOVCR AND A TIROS
GPCRATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNCOR STOVES FOR OBTAINING TCMPCPATURE
AND MATER VAPOR PROFILES THAThaN The CARTM . S ATMOSPHERE,
SECONDARY CXPCRIMCHIS WILL OEA .PACE ENVIRONMENT MCNITON
ISCM1. WHICH WILL 0915UAG THE PROTON AND FLCCTRON FLUX HEAR
THC EARTH. AND A DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM
IUCS1. MNICN WILL PROCESS AND RELAY t0 CENTRAL DATA
ACQUISITION STATIONS VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL DATA RECEIVED FROM
FRCC-FLOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS DISTRIBUTED ARGYND THE
CLUBS. THE SATELLITE MILL  at ABLE TB MAINTAIN AN
CARTN-POINTING ACCURACY OP BETTER THAN PLUS OR MINUS I OFG IN
ALL THREE AMESA KITH MQTICN RATES OF LOSS THAN O.OJ6 OEG/SEC.
....... PIPES-N. BOSTPO- ---------------- --- ---------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- GRACE CNVIPON M ENT MONITOR
NSSDC ID- IIPOS-14-04
LAST PCPOFTCO SLATE- PRCUUNCII
EXPERIMENT PCPSO4NEL IPI.P.IHCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL.TCAM LEADER
01-OTHER INVCSTIGATOR. 1M-;CAM MONTERI
PI - C.O. 005TROM ........uu.APPLICO PHYSICS LAB
SILVER SPRING, MO
BXPBPIMENT URICF OCSC41PT10h
THIS CMPEFIMCNT PILL BE AN CXTCNSION OF THE SOLAR PROTON
MONITORING EXPERIMENT PLOWNON THE ITOB SPACECRAFT SERIES,
THE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE WILL CONSIST OF RABA OETCCTCN SYSTEMS
AND A DATA PROCESSING UNIT,. INC LOW- ENCROY PROTON ALPHA
TELESCGPC ILEPATI WILL SCPARAICL.Y MEASURE IN .FIVE CNEPGY
RANGES POT" PROTONS BETWEEN ISO REV AND 40 REV AND ALPHA










LIPAI/ VIIWINO IL 1N1 ANTI ./UN u0 ANTI-10410 01NICTIC41 III"
W2.Ot0 VICWINO CCNI1. IN% PNDTCN. O PNIOINICIIDAIL 0911ClOM
IPOD} WILL MIAWNI INOTONI AIOVI 10. 30. AND 00 *IV. IMINOY/
NAM NO HIV. AND TIM M AND ILICT NDN/ IINITPAIA1L11 NAM
I/O MCV.	 TM N1/" •CMIMOV P40I0N ALPHA TIMCCPt. 1"IPPT1 WILL
NIVt A 00 •VT0 VIMINO CC%,. V19W IN 1.9 ANTI tool" DIIICIIDN.
AND MIAMI PNOICNI ANOVI 400 MLV NNL INOIONO AND PLPNN
PAMTICL96 40OV9 000 AND 1000 09V/N. TNT TAL tNIPOT CITCOICN
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3. CUMUI,ATIV1i INDEX OF ACT'-.V!', AND PLANOUD SPACPQAPT AND RXI'GRIMDNTS
' This section lists spacecraft and experiments, active or planned,
as of March 31,
	
1975.	 Spacecraft are listed alphabetically by both
I^ common and alternate manes.	 Alter-,ate names are printed With a ref-
orence to the NSSDC spacecraft common name.	 Next to NSSDC spacecraft
common name are printed the sponsoring country and agency, launch
date, orbit type, NSSDC ID code, and status.	 The epoch date, status,
and data rate of all launched spacecraft and oxporiments are listed
under the CU,tRGNT STA'I'L' bonding. 	 For prelaunch spacecraft entries,
.. only status will be shown under this heading; there will be no infor-
j ma.ion for prelaunch spacecraft experiments in this` column. 	 Status
and data rate usually reflect values as of March 31, 1975; howovor,
a fow changes subsequent to this date may appear.	 This status and
data rate became effective on the dato shown in tho DPOCII column.
Definitions of terms used in those columns may b p found in the
t January 1975 report.	 Experiments are listed following the associated
LS spacecraft common name and are ordered alphabotically by the principal
investigator's (PI) or team leader's (TG)	 last name.	 The experiment
I	 name, NSSDC ID code, and experiment status are also given for each
experiment.	 The last column contains the page number ro£nroncing the
} »	 spacecraft or experiment description in either the January 1975 report
(pages 7-148) or in this supplement 	 (pages 1005-1022).
i
1023
40. 1 Ott OADC-A
AU•2 SEA OADE•B
AO•A UNITCO nTATCS	 "461.016ILIig/63 GEOCENTRIC 63.00JA 12/19/63 PARTIAL $06 1006
JACCIIIA NCNSVSICMAIIC CHANCES OF AIR DENSITY 63.0%JA•01 12/19'63 NORMAL SUDS 1000
KEATING BVSTFMAIIC CHANCES OF AIR DCNSICY 6J-053A-02 12/19/63 NORMAL Suez 1000
10-C UNIHDD It A...	 NASA•065	 06/06/OB OE000IIt AIC 6:•0604 06/00/11 PARTIAL 11.1 1003A
JACOIIA NCN%Y6ICU1Ilt CHANGE{ OF I3. OL HI ITV 40.006,-161 I2/OJ/14 PIRCIAL 6006 1000
KEATING SYSTEMATIC THAW% 4? AIR DENSITY 60.9661.02 12/0]'1• HMT^3L SU06 1000
AC-C UNITED RAI	 NM,-066	 IR/10/IJ 4LOCLNEPIC 1J-1011 12/16/13 NORMAL t 1













13.I0IA.01 12/16173 NORMAL T 6
AMTD4
ON-
N-1014.11 12116/1] NORMAL %70 tl
CHAMPION
AH I ON-M ASS S0CCTR CMLiLR
ATMOSPHERIC
	






PRDTOfLfCTAON SPCCTNOYEIRF 13-1011-03 12116013 NORMAL STD tl
NA - .Ory NCN	 MRAI 1]-101.\-04 1211611J NORMAL STD 0
6 VHI.MtOMCECNSOL ALU
IM1PG
13-1011.05 12/16113 NCR SID
HEAT! !1
H EAT
%CLAP EUV FILTER PHO TOMETER 13-1014-05 33/10/10 PARTIAL 610 0
IIIN6ACG4LA 1]-10,	 0 110173 PAP HILL B 9
HOFFM.N
MAGPIE EUY 6PLCISMIIOTC T RO ME
MAGPIE TIC
	





11011:.: LUM.CNERQY E LEC TRONS 13-10&1.12 12/10/13 NORMAL AID 10
TACK DPLH CDY'HCE NEUTRAL :163 lPECiROMFTBR 13-IOIA-01 12/161" W 10





FINOn, EER 1,•I OIA•19 12116113 NORM AL To 10
nPfMCEP
HAL
IICUHRIL %M ic'MP6RAIYRC AND
NW .
T]-I OI 4. 00 03'10/16 PARTIAL rD 11
CY NCCH ISATIOH
Af-D UNIT90 STATES	 IIASA-003	 SOFT. 10 GEOCENTRIC AK-0 APPROVED 11
AA ll IN ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE EXPEP&MCAT AC-O	 -11 11
BRACE ELECTRON 7CHI CRATURF.. WHO CONCENTRATION AC-O	 -01 11
CHAMPION ATMOSPIICRIC OR.. AE•O	 -OZ 12
DOERING PHOTOCLCCTPON SPECTROMETER AC-0	 -03 IR
IUNSON IOII TEMPERATURE AC-D	 .9. 1S
NAYS A194LON PHUtOPETCR AC-D	 -I3 12
"III C 2-gF4GeA SOLAR BUY SPECIPOPHItOMETER AC-D	 -06 12
NOP FM.N ION C014POSITICN AND CONCENTRATION AC-0	 -10 IS
Nor FLAN LOX-ENERGY CLCCTPCHS AE•D	 • 12 IJ
hieR OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL PASS iPCf iPOUF iFR AC-0	 -07 13i
Pout CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER AC-D	 .05 13
Pica CAPACITANCE MANOMETER A9•0	 -11 14
RICE OILS CATHODE IoM GAUGE .9-0	 -10 14
6PENCCR NEUTRAL OAS TEMPERATURE AND AC-0	 -09 14
CONCENTRATION
I	 1GE UNIICU S TATES	 NASA-099 Sept. 10 GEOCENTRIC ASK :PROVER In
o n 
ACE ICTRON	 IN4 CURE AND CONCENTRATION AE-C	 -01 16
SHINTO" ACM
ON C







DR16 AE-C	 -02 In
DOC AIN4
0
PHNI	 KCTRON SPECTROMETER AE-8	 -03 16
ITN 
In.
TEMPERATURE AEK	 -01 16H ANSOM
ACROLOX VNCtlH AL-E	 -11 16M EAT
HEAT" 4CLAA EUV 
PILI
SPLICE PHOTOMETER AE-1	 -06 16







ROMETER AE-9	 •00 16
PELT
HCU	
-0CLO BLO SOURCEE NHUi gAL M.gB SPECTROMETER AC-E	 •OB V
RICE GM ICI T.xCC MANOHA 1pN AC-!	 -li I7
RICE COL. 	 uno"c TOR "USE AE-!	 -I3 It
SPENCER NEUTRAL Go  19.00.IBle AND AE-E	 -O9 11
CONCENTRATION
AEROB 2 FAD REP DF GERMANY	 GFM	 01116174 iCOCCNIRIC 14-056A 06106114 PARTIAL SUE% In
UNITCO STATES	 NASA-055
MRAMXOMSKY MASS SPECTROMETER INS) 14-056:01 08106/14 NORMAL SUBS 16
HLSKE CLECT WON C..CBNTPATION IN THE IONOSPHERE 14-06%A-03 00106/11 NORMAL BUYS 1•
AOEYEP ATMOSPHERIC ORAL ANALVAIS 11-006A.06 OB/06114 NORMAL SUBS In
C
SCHMIDTKE FLUX AND SPECTRAL 015TH38UTION OF SOLAR 74-OSSA-04 06106176 NORMAL SUBS An
EUV HAD AND THEIR TEMP AND SPATIAL VAR




DCSTRIBUTIDN OF TONS AND 74-0%%A-02 OS/06'VA NORMAL 5wa 10
-
ELECTRONS
ACROS-0 5CL ACIDS 2
ALOUCTPC 2 CANADA	 CRC	 11/29/06 GEOCENTRIC 65-096A 113/01173 PARTIAL SUBS t9'
UNITED SEAT CS	 NASA-055
DCLPOSC VLP RLCC CVEA 65-0931-02 03/01/73 NORMAL SUBS 10
GRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROOF 65-090A-55 03101110 NORMAL BUGS 19
'
NART2 COSMIC RADIO NOISE 65-09SA-03 03101173 NORMAL SUBS 19
MCOIAPMIO CNCWGCtiC PARTICLE DETCCTGRS 65-09SA-04 03103113 NORMAL BOOS 20
YHITTEACR SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER 65-090A•01 03101113 NORMAL SUBS 20
ALOUETTE-0 SAE AHULETTE 2
ALPO SEC LUNAR POLAR ORB-DAUGHTER
ALPO SEf LVNAP POLAR OR0-MOTHER
xta 
I\ iNG PAGE BLANTCJ JJV	 J.Y7V NOT Pump
AL-+CP 10 SCC APOLLO 12 LM/AL%CV
ALSCP J• SEE APOLLO i4 LMIALSEV
i
j-.
CUMULATIVE INDEX DF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
•LAUNCH	 •	 --••••KYPPCIII LTAIL ------
•	 SPACECRAFT NANO	 COUNTRY AND A46NCY	 GAIL	 DAVIT TYPO









• LAUNGI • -------CUARCNI STAIC------
•	 SPACECRAFT MARC COUNTRY AND AGCNCY	 04IC	 CNOIT TYPO
H•4A•••...••MU•0.4••••4.4.A••••A•onW.••.•4.ON•••.......•PI••b...A4••O•••n0 NSSOC IQ EPOCH STATUS DATA PACE
.PH I MC. I NVEST.NAME EAPCRINENT NAME A MODY• RATC 110.
y ALSCP IS SCE APOLLO IS LM/ALSCP
I
1
ALSCP 16 SEC APOLLO 16 LP/ALEEP
° ALSCP IT SEE APOLLO IT LM/ALSCP
t AMPS UNITED SLAt E5 	 NASA-035	 STUDY	 093CENTRIC AMPS PPOPOSCO 20
AN$ TIHC NETHERLANDS	 NIVN	 05/3074	 GEOCENTRIC 74.070A 06/30/14 NDPMAL SUBS 20
A . UNITEDSTATES	 NASA-055
6411MMAN LOW -INCROY X-RAY CAPCPIMENT 74.0701-02 06/JO74 NORMAL $TAO$ 30
GURS5Y HIGH ANGULAR AND SPECTRAL PESOLUTICH 74-OTOA-02 06/30114 NORMAL SUDS 20
OBSERVATIONS CF COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES
VANDVINCN VV TELESCOPE 14-070A.01 0UIJ074 NORMAL SUDS 21
APOLLO 11 LM SCE APDI.LD 11 LM/EAIEP
APOLLO 11 LM/CASCP UNITED STAYER	 NASA.OMSF	 01/16/69	 LUNAR LANDER 69.059C 12/14/69 INOPCFAOLC ZERO 1006
ALLEY LASER RANGING RHROPEFLECTCR 69.059C-04 01/20/69 NORMAL SIP 1006
A APOLLO 12 LM/ALSCP UNITED STATCS	 NASA.GMSP	 11/14/64	 LUNAR LANDER 69-099C 11/19/09 NORMAL %TO 21
'`EPA UNITED STATESNASA-ass
FROGMAN SUPPATIICRPAL tell 60-099C-00 12/0374 PARTIAL SUB$ 21
LATHAM PASSIVE SEISMIC 69-099C-02 11/19/69 PARTIAL STD 21
SNYDER SCLAR WINO SPECTROMOTIP 60-0990.02 11/00171 PARTIAL STD 21
APOLLO 12C SEC APOLLO 12 LM/ALSCP
APOLLO 14 LM/AL SOP UNITED STATES	 NASA.O.SF	 01/31/11	 LUNAR LANDER 71-006C 02/2075 PARTIAL SUBS 1006
UNITED STATES	 NASA-043
FALLER LASCA RANGING RZTRGRCILECIOO 11.0060-OV 0210071 NORMAL 67D 1006
^C (AIRMAN SYPRATHCAMAL ION OCTCCTOR 71-OC6C-06 0]/2972 PARTIAL SUBS 22
JOHNSON COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE CMPERIMBNT 71-POUC-07 04115113 PARTIAL SUBS 22
KOVACH :ACTIVE SEISMIC 71-0060-05 12/%73 PARTIAL SUBS 22
LATHAM PASSIVESEISMIC It.... C-04 0212072 PARTIAL Subs 22
O-OAIEN CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR CNVIROMMlNT 11-OCOC-06 06/0671 PARTIAL SUBS 22
APOLLO 14C SEE APOLLC 14 LM/ALSCP




	 DETECTOR 71-063C-09 01/31111 NORMAL STD 23
y FALLER LASER RANGING RETROREFLECTOR 71-063C-06 01/3071 NORMAL 170 1000
FREEMAN SUPRATHERYAL ION DETECTCR 71-063C-05 09113173 PARTIAL SUBS 23
JOHNSON GOLD CATHUD! ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT 71-063C-01 02/2273 PARTIAL suds 23.
1. LANGSCTII MCAT FLOM It-CIJC-00 OU/01'111 PARTIAL STD 23
LATHAM PASSIVE SEISMIC 71+063C-01 07/3t/71 NORMAL IT. 23
APOLLO I5C SEE APOLLO 16 LM/ALSCP
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSCP UNITED STATES	 NASA-GMSF	 0411072	 LUNAR LANDER 12-031C 0412t/12 NORMAL SID 24
UNITED STATES	 NASA-035
OYAL LUNAR SURFACC MAGNETOPETER 12-031C-0] 08/1773 NORMAL STD 24
KOVACH ACTIVE 3EIsIIC 72-0310-02 12/03114 PARTIAL SUBS 24
LATHAM PASSIVC SEISMIC 72-03IC-01 0412172 NCRMAL STD 24
APOLLO 16C SEW APOLLO 16 LM/ALSCP
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP UNITED STATED	 NASA.OMSF	 1210772	 LUNAR LANDER 72-0960 12/11172 NORMAL 110 24
UNITCO STATESNASA-055
DIRG LUNAR CJECTA AND MSTCCAITES 72-096C-05 12/17/72 PARTIAL SUBS 25
KOVACH LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT 72-096L.O6 12/0]74 PARTIAL SUBS 25
LANGSETH NEAT FLCW 12-096C-01 12/11/72 NORMAL STD 25
WEBCM LUNAR SURFACE SRAVIMERR 72-096C-09 1211272 PARTIAL SUBS 25
APOLLO 17C SEE APOLLO IT LP/ALSCP
APOLL/ SOYUZ. YOS7 PFOJ SEE ASTR
ARIAOAT INDIA	 ISRD	 04/1970	 GEOCENTRIC 70-033A 04/19/75 NORMAL SIP 57
DANICL SCLAR NEUTRON AND GAMMA PAYS 76-033A-02 04/1975 NORMAL STO 6T
.AD X-RAY ASTRONOMV	 _ 70-03]X.01 04/19/10 .NORMAL 9T0 57
SAT V#WR AKASN IDNGS'NCRI, ELECTRON TRAP AND LV. 7S-0]]A-0] 04/197ti °L S10 57
CHAMOCR5




INPLUCNCE OF	 5NlSS ON THE ASTP	 -00 26
IMMISCIBILITY OF MONOTECTIC ALLOY SYSTCMS
1 OOWYER EXTREME ULTRAVICLCT ASTRONOMY ASTR	 -01 26
6OWYER. HELIUM GLOW ASTP	 -02 26
SUCKER P.IOSTACH ASTP-16 26
CRICRCLL 0/FECTS OF SHAGS FLIGHT ON THE CELLULAR ASTP	 -14 26
RESPONSE DF MAN
DONAIIuE ULTRAVIOLET ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION ASTP	 -03 26
FRIEDMAN SKY-EARTH X-RAY COSERVATIOHS ASTP-04 26.
GATOS DETERMINATION OF ZERO-GRAVITY EFFECTS ON ASTP	 .00 26
M ECTRONIC MATERIALS PROCESSING
MANNING CLICTROPHORESIS ASTP	 -11 26
LARSON ROLE OF CONVECTION IN SOLIDIFICATION ASIM	 -07 27
PROCESS IN HIGH COERCIVE STRAIGHT MAGNET
MARTIN P0. TMCRPMONUCLEAR LCUKCCYTC RESPONSE . TO ASTP	 -13 21
INFECTION
REED SUIIFACE TENSION INDUCED CG6V9CTIGN IN ASTP	
as
27
ENCAPSULATED LIQUID METALS IN ZERO 0





• LAMARI . ------ CURRENT STAtE-•----
SPACECRAPT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY
	 OAT!	 OROIT TYPE
...uu•.................AAO•..•.•.....4A..A...• ......................••...•....•....• N30PC ID EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
.PRINC.INVCST.NAME EXPERIMENT NAMO • ..BUTT RATE N0.
TOUTAO LIGHT PLASHES AND OTHER SENSATIONS FRCM ASTP	 . 11 EE
COSMIC PARTICLES
.EN I'J.ENUACM 3PACECRAIT-10.SPACCCRAPT COPPLER ASTP	 •12 21
TRACXIN6
.ICOEMCICP CRYSTAL GROWIP FROM THE VAPOR PHAIE IN ASTP	 -09 21
ZLPO-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
IRA !CPC
 -GRAVITY SOLIPIFIC.ATICH Of NACL-LIF ASTP	
-10 21
LUTCCTIC
!	 ASTP-APMLO UNIIID STATES
	
NASA-0080	 OT/18115	 490CEPITRIC ASTP-A APPROVED 2S I
ASTP-SOYUt U.S.S.R.	 SAS
	 01/10/10	 GEOCENTRIC AUTP.S APPROVED ZS ^'^
ASTRO NETNERLANO SAT• SEE ANS
ATMOSPHERE EEPLOREF-C $69 AE-C 0
ATN48 PNERG LX PLOREP- p e[E AE• 0
9I
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORES-! SEC A1.-E
AT3 5 UNITED STATES
	
NASA-01.	 06/12169	 GEOCENTRIC 69.069A 06/01113 PARTIAL SU98 1001
DAROSA RADIO DEACON 6V-049A-12 03/10/16 NORMAL 6U05 1001
MCILWAIN OMNIO INGCt10r1AL NIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE 69.069A-03 08/00/12 NORMAL SUDS 25
DETECTOR 1
MCIL.AIN BIDIRECTIONAL LOX-ENERGY PARTICLE 69-0691-11 06/00113 PARTIAL 6Utle. 28
DETCCTDP
MOIER TAI-DIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENCPGY PARTICLE 69.069A-04 03/10116 NORMAL SUBS 1001
DETECTOR
SHARP PROTON ELCCTROH DCIECTCR 69-069A-05 01110115 NORMAL SUDS 1001
SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELC MCNITOP 69-069Ay3 40110/Y3 PARTIAL Sues 29 j
AT6 6 UNITED STATES	 NASA-CA	 00/30114	 GLOCCNTRIC 1.-O3SA 05130114 NORMAL 310. 1001 1
COLEMAN. JR. MAONEtOMETCR EXPERIMENT 14-0394-02 06/30114 NORMAL STD 29
DAVIES RADIO DEACON 1.-039A-09 10/01/11 NORMAL SIP 29
OUNKERLY SOLAR CELL RADIATION OAMACE EXPERIMENT /4-0394-16 06130/14 NORMAL STD 1008
PRITZ MEASUREMENT OF LOX.ENERGY PROT0NS 11-039A-01 06/10/14 NORMAL STD 29
GHA13 P03ITION. LOCATION AND AIACRAPT 14.039A-19 05/30/14 MINIMAL STD 1006
COMMUNICATION EXPCPIMCNT A
HENRY RADIO PREOU6NCY IN1ERIE90CE EXPERIMENt 14.049A-11 05130/14 NORMAL STD 1009
-A
HUNICN CESIUM DOMDAROMENT106 ENGINE EXPERIMENT 74-DJVA-14 06130114 NORMAL SID 1008
PIGS COMSAT PROPAGATION EXPER (13-AND IB-OMEI 74-039A-21 06130114 NORMAL SID 1006 -
IPP0.1TO MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAOAIICH EXPERIMENT 14-0394-13 05130174 NORMAL 6TO 1000
ISLEY SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CCNIRGL EXPERIMENT 14-039A-E0 05/30/14 NORMAL STO 1005
KAMPINBKY R.F.INTERFEROME/CR SUOSY6TEN 14-039A-29 05130174 NORMAL 51D 1009
KIRKPATRICK AOVANCCO THERMAL CONTROL FLIGHT E9094 14.039A-22 06130114 NORMAL 610 1009
M46LEY OMAR COSMIC PAYS AND GEONAGNITICALLY 74-039A-06 06111114 NORMAL STD 20
TRAPPED RADIATION
MAITSON SPACECRAFT VIORAIION ACCELEROMETER 14-039A-30 05130114 NORMAL STD 1009
MCILXAIH AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT 14.OA9A-05 00115/TEA NORMAL $10 30
MILLER SATCLLITC INSTRUCTIONAL TV EXPERIMENT 74-039A-I1 05130/14 NORMAL ZERO 1009
MILLER TELEVISION RELAY USING SMALL TERMINALS 14-039A-20 00/30T NORMAL STD 1009
PATTEASON TELEVISION CAMERA 14-OSQA-31 0130:14 NORMAL $10 1009
PAULIKAS OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER 14-039A-OT 06114114 NORMAL STD 30
RISERS OUAPTZ CRYSTAL MICRO BALANCE N-U39A•23 00/30/14 NORMAL BID 1010
TRYDELL TRACKING AND DATA RELAY CXPENIPENT 14-039A-I8 06130114 NORMAL SID 1010
.AALCN HEALTH AND IOUCATIDN 11.{!COMMUNICATIONS 14-039A-24 06/30114 NORMAL 810 1010
EXPERIMENT
MINCKLER PARTICLE ACCELERATION MECPANISMS AND 74-039A-04 06114174 NORMAL 310 30
DYNAMICS Of Tilt OUTER TRAPPING REGION
ATS-C BEE ATS S
ATS-F SCE AT6 6
AUTO.LUNAR POLAR ORBITED SEG LUNAR POLAR OFD-DAUGHTER
AUTO.LUNAR POLAR OFBITER SEE LUNAR POLAR CRO-MCYHEP
CANADIAN TECHNOLOGY SAT, SUE CAS-C
CAS-C CANADA	 CRC	 4 QTR 15	 GEOCENTRIC LAB-C APPROVED 30
UNITED STATES	 NASA-04
-	 COOPERATIVE APPLICA SAT. SEE CASK
COPERNICUS SEE DAD 3
CORSA JAPAN	 ISAS	 02100/16	 GEOCENTRIC CORSA APPROVED 1010
MAKING VERY SOFT X-RAY DETECTORS CONSA	 .01 1010
MIVAMUTO SCPT AND HARD X-RAY DETECTORS CORSA	 -02. 1010
♦ "AA AGAMA HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC PAY DETECTOR COR54	 -03 1010
COS-0 IN;ERAATIONAL	 ESPO	 JULY 15	 GE000NTPIC COS-0 APPROVED 31
COSMIC RADIATION SAT. EEO COASA




01OE-A UNITED STATED	 NASA-088	 NOV. ID	 GEOCENTRIC OADC-A APPROVED 31	
-
1027 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
• LAUNCH A CURRENT STATE••
•	 SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY





:P	 ...rr ...................................... 
 NSSOC ID CVOSH biATU3 DATA nACC
rFR1NC•INVCS(•NAME CY VCRIMENI NAMC • MMpOYY N to 110.
• r
KCITING ATMOSPHERIC BRAD DENSITY OADE-A -01 31t 1 NILR ATMOSPHERIC CCMPOSITICN PASS DADC-A -02 JIj SPECTROMETER
I t DAOF.B UNITED STATCS NAIA.CSS	 NOV. 10 CE000NTRIC PACE-11 APPROVED it T	 A
KEATING ATMOSPHERIC BRAD DENSITY DAOC-II •01 it j
MICR .1 03PHERIC CBMPOSITICN MASS OADC-U .02 is
2. "ECTROMCMR
OAUGHTEA SEE IRE!-•
DIAM FRANCE	 12/OO/I0 GEOCK14TRIC DIAPO PROPOSED 32 I
DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPL-A SCC PADC-A
•	
.l
DUAL AIM DENSITY CRPL-5 SEE DAOC-0
j
DUAL-A U.S.S.R.	 411100175 DUAL-A UNKNOWN 32
L
DWLMI U.S.S.R.	 OS/O911P OVAL-AI UNKNOWN ]!
EARTH OBSERVATORY IAT• 112E E0S-A
LART;f RES TIC" SAT.-A SCE LANCIAT 1 I
#KIN RES TECH SAT.-I SCE LANOSAT 2
EARTH RES TECH SAT.-C SEE I.ANDRAT-C
E4ACT UNITED STATES	 NASA-CSS	 00/00179 GEOCENTRIC EONET PROPOSED 1011




00100/19 Be PROPOVCO 1011
LOS-A UNITED STATES	 NA5A-CA
	
1919 GEOCENTRIC COS-A PROPOSED 32
CPS 26 SEE OV6.6 1
CRT!-A SEE LANCIAT 1
ENT!-E SEE LANDSAT 2
I' 'F CATS-C SLE LANO6AT-C •
ESGED $LE ESRC GEOS
LSRO GlOS INTERNATIONAL 	 ¢SRO	 2 OTR 76 GEOCENTRIC CSG O APPROVED 3.
PLMA CLOP
TOE-MA	
ASMA ESGE O -02 is
GEISS LOW-ENERGY
E	
Eb1IELNC OV ITN G WAV EDGED -0J is
OENDRIN ELECTROMAGNETIC
	
E FIELDS CSGEO -04
35
iE




MAR TRIARI	 P	 FIELD
Cs
-DO 35






PCTERICN Be III ESGCD -07 ]I
PCIIT VLF FIELD ANT P ROT ESGEO -05 35
PF Oft[R ELECTRON	 PROTON VI}<N ANGLE E84C0 -01 Jb
p IlTRI BUTTO
TIO N
CSSA 6 UNITED STATCSESSA	 12/10160 GEOCENTRIC 62-1141 12115/66 NORMAL STD 36
NESS STAFF AUTCMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION RAPT) 011-IIAA-01 03100169 PARTIAL SUNS 36
SYSTEM
EUROPEAN X-RAY UPS SAT. SEE TALCS
9F01-A JAPAN	 TOKYO U	 01/40/10 GEOCENTRIC EROS-A APPROVED 1011
KANEDA UV AUPORAL TV IMAGING CK05-A -03 1011
NUKAI ENERGETIC. PARTICLE DETECTCR6 EKOS-A -02 10)1
NAKAMURA UV GLOM SPCCTPCPHCTCMETER EMOS-A -05 1011
OVAMA ICNOSPH6RIC PROBES EXOS-A -01 1012
YOSHIM PLASMA .RAVE DETCCTOP IKOS-A .04 1012
9FOS•5 JAPAN	 ISAS	 06/00/IB GEOCENTRIC EXOB-0 APPPOVEO 1012
AOVAMA FLUXGATC MACNETOMETER CADS•B . 05 1012
9AWASHIMA INER GY IPCC.OF 0LZC. PPUT44,GS-20K9V) "04-5 •DP 1012'
M AWASHIMA RAVE-PARTICLE $?TIRACTICNS EXOS-6 -07 1012
Y
KIMURA ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATION LAOS-6 -03 1012
1 OETECTGRO
DSAYASHI IMPEDANCE AND ELECTRIC PIELD CKOS-P -04 1012
OVA MAONCTpSPHCPIC PLASMA PF001 EROS-0 .01 1012
OYA CNE44ETIC PARTICLE OCTCCTCRS ESOS-B -02 IOIJ
C20MC JAPAN	 TOKYC V	 01/00/16 OCOCENTRIC EROS-C APVROVCD 37
UNKNOWN M-PAV AND GAMMA-PAY ASTRONCMICAL EAOS-C -01 .7
TCLESCGPCS
UNKNOWN ULTRAVIOLET TELESCCPE EROS-C -02 31
UNKNOWN INFRARED TELESCOPE EROS-C -03 37um..:.
ENERGETIC PARTICLES E905-C -04 J7
IAOSAT SEE HELO$
i CMOSPMCRIC SAT. A SEE EXGS-A
CXYSPHCRIC SAT. P SEE CX05-E







A LAUNCH • •	 CURRENT S ..........
SPACCGN API NAME COVNTRT AKO AGENCY	 OAIC ORBIT	 TYPE
••wu•r••••r••••u•or••r•••••H•u•......ouo•••• A U•u••b......•. •••r• ... I..... NSSOC 10 EPOCH	 STAf U9	 DATA PAGE
•PRINC.INVEST.NAMC EXPCRIMFNI NAME MMDOVV	 -	 RATE NO.
C :PUNCH 19 GEC AO-A
EAPLOMCR JY SCC A0-C +
[AFLORES 44 SEE SOLAAD 10
CAPLUR4R 46 SCC ME79CADID TECHNCLCGY SAT
EAPLONER 41 Gee IMP."
CXPLCOeR 49 SEE RAEeE
EXPLDOER SO SSE INN.J
CXPLGRER 01 OFF AE-C
EXPLONER 52 SCE HAMKEVE 1
GAMMA-GAY L+ XPLORER SEE EGRET
GEOOeTIC SAtELLITC-C GOC teal-C
GEOS SCC ESRC CEDE
GEOS.3 see GE(e-C
`-1,05+C UNITED STATES	 NASA-DA	 04/09/16 CFOCCNTRIC 15.021A 01109116	 N•.PMAL	 STD 35





JACKSON C-RAND SYSTEM 76-021A-03 04109/15	 NORMAL
	
SID JE
PUROY RADAR ALTIM91CO SYSTEM 15-021A-01 04/09115	 NORMAL
	 STO ]E




TRUOOLL S-BAND TRANSPCNOER SYSTEM 70-02iA-02 04109110	 NORMAL
	
SIR is
SEOSUTION.NCTFOAOL SAY. SEE 0N0 A
CMS JAPAN	 NA BOA	 ) OlP )0 GEOCENTRIC 4NS APPROVED ]O
JAPAN	 JMA
GOES-A SCt SMS-C




NE59 STAFF V15IOLC-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 4095-0 .01 39
(VISSR)
UNKNOWN METEOROLOGICAL CATA COLLECTION AND OOC9.E -OS 40
TR ANSMISSION SYSTEM
WILLIAMS ENCRLCTIC PARTICLE MONITOR 4005-0 ! 4/2 40
MILLIAMS SCALAR X .PAY MCNITCR GOES-D -03 40
WILLIAMS MAGNETIC FICLO MCNITCR GOES-13 -44 40




TIES9 STAFF VISIBLE-INPRAPCO SPIN-SCAN RACICMCTCR GOES-C -01 40
IVISSR)
YARROW" METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND 6095-C -00 41
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WILLIAMS FNFN4ETIC PARTICLC M051TOA 0005-C -02 •1
WILLIAMS MAP X-RAY MCNITCR WC6-C -03 41
WILLIAMS MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR GOAS-C . 0♦ ♦1.
GP-A UNITED STATES
	
NASA-CSS	 1975 GEOCENTRIC GRAVR-A APPROVED 41
VESSOT GRAVITATIONAL FCTENTIAL AS A FUNCTICN GRAVR-A-01 41
OF TIME
GRAVITATIONAL REOSHIFT P 	 SEE GP-A
OPAVR-A Sea GP-A
NAXKEYE I UNITED STATES	 NASA-059	 06103/74 GEOCENTRIC 74.040A 0610311•	 NORMAL	 STD 1013
PRANK LOW-ENERGY PPCTCNS AMC 9LFCTRDN9 74-DIOA-02 06/03/74	 NORMAL	 STD 42
OURNETT ELF/VLF RECEIVERS 74-04GA-03 00103116	 NORMAL	 STD 42	
-
VAN ALLEN TAIAXIAL FLUXGA79 MAGNETOMETER 74-045A -ol 06/03/74	 NORMAL	 SIR 42
MINIM UNITED STATES.	 WSA-OA	 00100111 GEOCENTRIC ACM-A APPROVED 42
-	 HOVIS HEAV CAPACITY W ISSION PAOIOPETER AEM-A	 -01 42
NEAO-A UN"TED STATES	 NASA-055	 1HALF 71 GEOCENTRIC HEAD-A APPROVED 43
00LDT CCSAIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT HEAD-A -02 43
FRIEDMAN LARGE AREA CCEMIC X-RAY SURVEY HEAD-A -01 43
GURSKY X-RAY SCANNING MODULATION CDLL.MATUR HEAD-A -03 43
PETERS014 LOW-ENERGY GAPMA.RAY AMC FARO X-RAY SKY HEAD-A -04 43
^ SURVEY
HGAO-D UNITCO STAIRS	 NASA-055	 SHALP TO GEOCENTRIC HEAD-D APPROVED 44
BOLD} 9000-STATE A-RAY. DETECTOR HEAO-0 -06 44
CLARK A CURVED-CRYSTAL BRAGG X-RAY HCAO-0 -43 N
SPECTROMETER
GIACCOHI MCNITCR PPOPCRTICNAL COLNTLR HEAD.0 -01 04
UTACCOHI HIGH A950LUTICN IMAGER HEAD-U -02 44
GURSKY IMAGING PNOPCATICNAL COUNTER READ-5 .04 44
HEAD-L UNITCO STATES	 NAEA-095	 214ALP 19 GEOCENTRIC HCAO.0 APPROVED 44
ISRAEL HEAVY NUCLEII EXPERIMENT HEAD-C -03 .5
JACOBSON GAMMA-MAY LINE SPECTROMETER HEAD-C -01 46






• LAUNCD • ....... CURRENT STATE
--^••
•	 SP ACCCNAIt NAME COUNTRY AND AGtXCY	 OAtC	 CPUiI TYPE
•1 .•nq••F46••sHO••ouq•••u U••u......•4••q•HUnu•u•u•uuu•o•u••0q•• AMC ID EPOCH STATUS DATA PAOC
&PRINC•INVSSf.NAVC EMPERIMCNT NAME • MAOUYY RATE NO,
• A
IICAT CAPACITY MAP MEN S!E HCMM .,
t HO.I000NTRIC SCE	 I349•C




FECNTIG MICROMGTCOP010 CITCCTOR AND ANLYI9P To-0914-12 12110"4 NORMAL SID 44
BUANETT CCAPSC F09000NCYI FIND 71RO RESOLUTION 74-091&-04 02110(]0 PALATIAL BID 66
T! SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
BURNETT FIHC FRCOUC LACY. CD APSE TIME RESOLUTION H•09TA-O5 02/10110 PARTIAL SID 46
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
GuRAETT 50-X112 10 2 •MHS RADIO •4VC 74-OV1&-06 02/10/16 PAR IIAI 1i0 46
MEP PLED !N[RBET IC CLlI IRON 0Cf[GTCP
IT
T4-0914.10 13/10(11 NOAWL SID 40 1
MUN DT CELESTIAL 71-0074.14 I2/10/Y4 NORMAL STD 46 _.
KUHOV COSMI C .AAY MARTI RES 71-047A-O7 12140/74 NURMAL SID 46
LEINERT ZODIACAL LIGHT PHC70MITER 71 •047A-11 12110/11 hURAAL STD 46
NESS FLUKOATC MAGNETOMETER FCA AVERAGE FIELDS 74.007•-02 12110174 NORMAL STD 47
















TRAINOR GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 74-GOIA-05 12110414 NOAMAL SID 47




IECHTIO MICRCACTCOROID OGTSCIOA PNG ANALYSER NLL10^0112 O
BURNETT CCARSE FREQUENCY, PINE II MD Rt aCLUTIUN HCLID^8.04 46
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
BURNETT FINC FR EOUENCY. COARSE TIME RESOLUTION HELID-0.01 48
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS -
GUNNCTT BB-MNZ TO 2-MHZ RADIO HAVE HGL10-U.06 48
KGPPLCN 9149A49TIC CLECTRCN OCTECTCR HCL10.0-10 46
FUNDY CELESTIAL MECHANICS HELIO.0. 14 45
FUNOW COSMIC-PAY PARTICLES HELIO-U-01 40
LEINCRT ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTGN9T9R HEL10.0.11 40
HEBB FLUNGAT9 MAGNETCMETCR FCR AVERAGE FIELDS HEL10.0.02 44
NEUBAUER FLUXGATE MAONETCMCTER FCR FIELD HCLIO-0.01 49
FLUCIUAt10NS
HEUDAUCN SeARCH COIL NAON[TCMLTlF NCLIO-B-02 49
POSCNDAUER PLA 6MA at TEETERS 1.41,10-0-09 19
TRAINOR GALACTIC AND SCLAR COSMIC PAYS 1191.10-0-08 19
+. NELOS INT[NAL	 C6Mtl	 08/00/14	 GEOCENTRIC HCLOS PROPOSED 49
UNFNDYN
MEDIUM	




COI MIC A •RAY PACKAGE- NERGY HCLOB	 -02 50
IIL05	 1 INTERNATIONAL	 SCAB	 12/00/68	 GCOCENTRIC 60-109A 0610017] PARTIAL SUDS 00
ELLIOT FLUMGATC MAONETOMBTER 60-IDYA-02 00100012 NORN0. SUES 50
H.EOG-A SE! HICS 1
nEOS-AI see HGCS 1
HI•ECClN LIN UCCUL1.61T. SEG Nei.
IK-10 SEE INTIPCOSPOS 10
IMC-0 SEE 16940 1
IME-N SEE I62E-C
IME-M BEE SPEE-A
IMP 7 SEE IMP-"
IMP S SEE IMP-J
IMP-11 BATTEN STATES	 NASA-059	 09/22/72
	
GEOCENTRIC 72-073A 09/22/12 NORMAL Btu 60
BANS MEASUREMENT CP SOLAR PLASMA 12-073A-10 00/22/12 NORMAL $TO 50
BRIDGE .MEASUREMENT CO SOLAR PLASMA 72 .073A-02 12111/12 PARTIAL SID 30
CLINE STUDY OF COSMIC-PAY. SOLAR, AND 72-0131-93 10/10/72 NORMAL SID 51
MAGNET GSPHERIC CLCCTPONS
FRANK MEASUREMENT CO LCM-CNCPGY PROTONS AND 12-OIJA-04 04/22/12 NORMAL 310 51
ELECTRONS
GLOECKLCR IONS AND EL6CTPOH IN THE ENERGY RANGE 72-013A-02 {1/26(12 PARTIAL BID BI
0.1 TO 2 HEY
1 KRIMIGIS CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS CXPORINew 12-013A-OS 12/11/12 PARTIAL STO 51
MCOONALO $CLAN AND COSMIC-PAY PARTICLES 12-012A-09 09/20/)2 MOAMAL SID SI
1 OGILVIE SOLAR MIND ICN CCMP06ITION 72-GVJA-12 09124112 NORMAL 610 61
SCARP PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT 72-073A-11 09121/12 NORMAL SUBS 52
SIMP50N SOLAR PLANE HIGH-ZILOM-E AND LOW-2 72-QIJA-07 72/0374 PARTIAL STD 52
AI
130TDPC EXPERIMENt
STONE ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 72-012A-06 09122/12 NORMAL STD 52
ISOTOPES
WILLIAMS EhBRGITSC CLECTRCNS AND PROTONS 72-OIJA-05 09126172 NORMAL STD 52
IMP-J UAITCD STATES	 HASA-055	 10136172	 GBGC6NTRTC. 72-078A 10/24/13 NORMAL SID 55
AGGSON ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 12-016A-11 10120112 NORMAL STU 55
DAME MEASUREMENT CI SOLAR PLASMA 73-078A-10 10/36/11 NORMAL STD 55
BRIDGE MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA 72-070A-02 10/26/73 NORMAL $10 SS
FRANK MEASUREMENT CM LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND 72-016A-04 10126112 NCPLAL 310 55
ELECTRONS
GLOECXLER 5cL ID-SIAT3 DETECTORS 71-01BA-03 10/26/12 NORMAL STD 56
GURHCTT ELECTROSTATIC WAV95 AND NAOIO NCISE 74.016A-12 10/26/72 NORMAL SID 56
KRIMI015 CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS t2-676A-OD .12/031• NORMAL. SID 56
1030
J
• LA UACH • -•	 •• CURRENT SLAY .......
SPACECRAFT HAND CCOITRY AND AGENCY
	 DAIS
	
CRMI]	 type • ,I
•r•....................u•.•...•.•• .............0•U4u••P•..........•.4•••.....•.A HSSOC 10 EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
.PRINC.INV6ST.MAMC
A
E.14AIPL117 hAMd • FROSTY RATE NO.
-
CAPKRIHENt
MCOONALD SCL6e AND C4ISMIC.PA1 PAF13CLES 14-DICA-09 10/26173 NORMAL SID 56
' -	 Nlot mAONETic FIELD E.PERIMChT 73.076A-01 IOA6/lJ HCRM4L $10 56
GIM03ON GCLAN FLARE HIGH.I/LOA • C AND LO.-Z 13-0TOA-01 10186173 NORMAL SID by
C.PeRINCNTS
t STONE KLECtROh$ AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 11.0700.06 10/30173 NORMAL 310 57
ISOTOPE$ R
.ILLIAmb CNERCEtIC ELCCI.DNS A" PROIONI T3-01BA-05 10126/]] NORMAL 110 17
i IMP.F SCE ISEE-A
I NP-M PRIME SEE	 [$99 . 0 I
jj^
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. SEE ARIAUAI •1
INJUH-F sot H4.901C 1
INt ULIPAVIMtY EAFL SEE lug C
i
IP A
INTA 6ATELLITC SEE	 INTAOAT





	 IC EEACCH 74-089C-01 11/10111 NORMAL SID 00
ONTORCOCMOs 10 U.S.S.R.	 UNNhc.h	 10/30/73	 OCDCCXtR[C 13-OUZA 10130/]] NORMAL UhKh 50
UNANO.N MAGNETIC FIRE MCA6URCMCNT 73-0080.01 10130173 NORMAL UAKN so
UN.IIU.N ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUR6.CNT 73-0824•02 10130/]3 HORMAL UNKN S0
VtIMHO.N LOX-ENERGY PARTICLES 73-082A-03 10/]0/]J NORMAL UhAN as
?i l WIXND.N VLF EHISSICNS 7]-OGRA-04 101301]] NORMAL Uh%h 56
UH.NU-N ELECTRON CONCENTRATION AND 7J-0020.06 101JO/TU 00114AL UNION be
IEPPERATUPC










•^ ANDERSON ENgROETic SLCCTRChfi AND PPOtOhS .0 tilde	 -10 59
IIANC 00-6V TO 40 • ACV PPCTOA AhC 6 •!V i0 MOTHER .01 59
20-REV ELEDIFON PLASMA PROBE
FRANK NCT PLASMA MOTHER -03 09
DURRETT 10•hl TO 10-MNC MAGNETIC AND 10-N1 10 MOTHER -07 69
E60n02 CLCCIPIC FIELD TRIABIAL FRCUSG
HARVEY ACTIVE PLASMA EFPCRIMEh) MO".HCR-08. 60
I HELLIVELL VLF .AVE INJ g CTICN MOTHER-13 00 1
MEPPNCR DC RCCTRIC PIELCfi MOTHER • 11 60
NOVCSIADT LC.-ENERGY COSMIC-PAY CCMPOSITION "OTHER -00 60 I
MOIeR PC TO I3-HZ ELECTRIC FIELD P pOOC MOTHER -06 60
OGILVIE RPEL-tll MGN6ICFAL (SIX AXIS). d-EV TO MOTHER -02 60
10-KEV CLECTRCK 1PEC7RCMEtEP
RUSSELL MAGNETIC FIELDS MOTHER -04 61
SHARP PLASMA CCMPDSITIDN MOTHER -12 61
5 OpSON MCOIUM-CNOPGY CCSPIC PAYS MOTHER . 11 61
Vi LLIA.5 ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS MOTHER -09 61 I
I4Cf-U UNITED STq C4	 HASA.O6fi	 3NALF 77	 GEOCCNI PIC CAU6H TR APPROVED bl	
-
INTERNATIONAL	 ESPO
ANDERSON EhERCEFIC ELECTP CNS AND PROTON! AUGT-0 62
E4i01 5 C-CV TO 80-RSV ION AND ]D-&V TO )-R CV DAUGHTR-02 62
O PROBESE	 P	 PLASMA
FRANK PLASMAHOTr PLTOP AUGHTR-0J 62 ID 
UR NETT 10-HL TO	 10-RH7. MAGNETIC AND 	 TO VAYGNTR-OS 02 j300-x112 CLGOTPIL FIELD MONOAXIAILRIA  PNOUCB
FARM CPAGATICN RECEIVER AU611TA-06 62
_MELPLER ENERGETICC BPO C ELBCTRNO PROTONS DAUT-01 63
e.^	 NAMVEY






 C FIELDS DAUGH IR-01 63
IEEE-C UNITED STATES	 NASA-CSB	 2HALF TO	 HELIOCENTRIC HELDCTR APPPOVCO 63
ANDERSON 8 RAYS AND ELECTPONa HELDCTR-09 63
GAME 150-CV TO 7-REV PROTON AND. S-EV TO HELOCYR-01 '63
2.E-KEV ELOCTFCN PLASMA PPOEG
Be FEITEP LNCPECTIC PRCICN4 HELOCTA-08 64
HECKMAN HI(P-CNIRGV CCSMIC PAYS HELDCTR-OS 61
LC.•CNCRGY CDSPIC . RAY CCMP051TION RELOCTR-03 64`
MEYCR COSMI P RAY ELEC (PONS ANC NUCLEI NCLOCTR-Oa 611
-I	 •	 NGVESTAOT
OGILVIC MAEG $PICT 00.6 TEP POR A7U TO 10.000 CV IIELOCYR-11 6•
1 PCP CNAROE AND 1 TO 5.tl ANU PER CHARGE
SCARF 20.11 TC 1-.1S MAGNCTIC AAD 30-HZ IO HOLOCTP-07 64,
100-KHELECTRIC FIELD DETECTORS
SMITH MAGNETIC FidLDS HELDCTR-03 65
.	
TdSi.OERG 20-KFZ TO 3-PHZ RADIO MAPPING HELDCTR-10 65
L. STONE COSMIC-RAY CCMPCSITION HCLOCTR-12 66
VON ROSENVIN4 $MAR AND GALACTIC ENERGETIC PARTICLES HCLOCTR-0• 65
MILCOR SOLAR AND INTCPPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS HELOCYR-13 65
/CCPRELATIVe STUDY)
rs^
lots	 I CANADA	 CPC	 01/30/69	 GEOCENTRIC 69-0090 01130170 PARTIAL SUPS 65
UNITED STA%d	 NASA-055
BARRINGTON VLP PSCEIVE. 69-009A-03 01/36/70 NORMAL Goes 66
BRACE CYLIIDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE 69-OC91-07 01130/)0 NORMAL sums 66
CALVERT FIMEO FPIOUENCY SOUNDER 69-009A-02 01/30/70 NORMAL Goes 66
FORSYTH RADIO BEACCN 69-009A-O9 03/10175 PARTIAL ZERO 66
HARTZ Cosmic RADIC h013e 69-0090.10 0113017C NORMAL SUBS 67
MCDIARNIO ENERGETIC PARTICLE OETECTCRS 69-009A-01 01130170 NORMAL goes 6T










































POSITIVE	 ION MASS SPCCIROMCIER 	 IPICI
SWEEP PRE000NCY TOPSIDE ICNOSPI2RIC
SCUPPER ITOPI
RET.ROI ND POTChim PRCBE










U.ITCO STATCSNOAA-NESS	 4 OTP It CCOCSIITRIC
UNITCO STATES	 NABA-CA
ADVANCED VERY NIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER	 IAVHRMI
TIROS OPEPATICNAL VERTICAL SCUhDCR
ITOV5)
SPACE EhVIRDNMEhTAL MCNITCR ISEM)
DATA COLLCCTICh AND PLAYFERM LOCATION
SYSTEM	 IDCSI
UNITEDSTATES	 NOAA-PESO	 1 (ITR 76 CE000NTRIC
UNITED STATES	 NASA-OA
ADVANCED VERY NIGH RCICLUTION
RADIOMETER	 IAVHHAI
TIROS OPEPATICNAL VERTICAL BOUNDER
RCVS)
DATA COLLECTION AND PLAIFCRM LOCATION
SYSTEM	 IDES)
SPACE CNVIHONMCNTAL MCNITCP [SEMI
UNISCU STATES	 NASA-CA	 12/01/T9 CE000NTAIC
UNIT OL STAT6JNOAA-NES5
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RCSOLUIIGN
RADIOMETER	 IAVHRH)
TIROS OPERATICNAL VERTICAL SOUNDER(f OVS)
DATA COLLECTICN AND CLATFCUP LOCATION
SYSTEM IDCSI
SPACE ChVIPOLMENTAL MONSTUR (SEMI





UNITED STATES	 NASA-CA	 1 GTR 76 GEOCENTRIC
LASER RETPCFLEC70R0
UNITED STATES	 NASA-DA	 0712272 GEOCENTRIC
MLLTISPECTRAL SCANNER IN351
DATA COLLECTION SVSIem (DCSI
UNITED STAT [a	 NASA-W	 01/2275 GEOCENTRIC
MU.TIGP CCTRAL SCANNER IM51)
DATA COLLECTION System lots)
UNITED STATES	 NASA-0A	 09/0077 GEOCENTRIC
DATA COLLECRCN SYSTEM Kcal
RETURN BEAM Vt01CON CAMERA IPOVI
SEE EST
SEE LAGECS
LAUNCH • ....•.. CURRENT STATE. -----
•	 SPACCCRAPT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY	 0 I	 URBIT IYHe
u nnOU.•......• ....... .o••..I ...... .o.uu4u orris nouuuouunrn.•u u..
	 NSSCC ID EPOCH STATUS DATA PABC
.PRINC.IHVCBf.NAMC Ex PERIMChl NAME • MMOOVY PAfC N0.
• r
OAOALYN SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC AKALYICR 69.009. -05 W3070. NORMAL SUSS 61
OHITTCKCA SSCCP 1REO0ENCY SCUHOER 09.0091.01 01/D017C NORMAL tugs e)
1015 2 CANADA	 SRC	 041010TI
	 CE000NTAIC 71.OR.A 10104/14 NORMAL SUDS 67
UNITED STATES	 N12A-034
ANOCN 3914- t0 $6/T -A P000.1,T[R T1.0201 -11 021WT) hOPMAL SUBS 46
OAARINGTGN 4•.F RECEIVER 11.0241.0.1 02/04/1) NORMAL IUDs 66
DRACC 061NDRICAL CLECTPCSTATIC PROOe 7I.OW4b07 0210013 NORMAL SUDS OS
CALVERI FIRED /PEOUENCY SOUNDER 71-OR4A-02 0210410 NORMAL SUBS MS
FOM OYTH RAD10 BEACCN 71-024A-C9 03110/10 PARTIAL 19RD 69
HARTC CCSMIC RADIO NO156 11.0E4A -10 02104113 NORMAL SUBS 69
H91AKILA SOFT-PARTICLE IPELTROMETCR 71-0241-OS 02/04112 PARtIAL ITO 69
II@IMAM ION MASS SVECTRCMETEA 71-0244-06 02/04/0 NORMAL OURS O9
MATER RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYSER II-91IA.00 0210110 NORMAL SWS 69
MCOIAR.ID ONZA49TIC PARTICLE OCTCCTCRS 11.020.01 021041T2 PARTIAL all) 60
s11e PNE00 000 -4 FHOTOMETEA 71.024.-I2 02/04/13 NORMAL SUDS 69
WHITTEKER $.SOP FREQUENCY so1TI.0ER 11.014..01 9210.113 NORMAL SGUS 70
ISIS -A 	 SEC ISIS I
ISIS-0	 SEC ISIS 9
ISIS. .	 SEE ALOLETTE A

























































































nb♦♦g r•o •1r o ♦ rH4u nru ♦ u uq o ♦ b u ♦.. 	
....................................
Np OC 10 lPOC11 ITAIW 0114
,
PAQCU.RINCrIHVtfT .HANG
	 !AP[RIM[NI NAVe • MXODYV RATE N0.j
LLM IP SFC APCLLC li LM/AU CP y
LEN 14 $CC APCLLC 11 LM111.090
I,^ LENT In SCL APCLLC Ie LM/11. If0 ^I
' LCM ID SCI APCLLC I6 LM/ALTER
4 P	 LEN 11 SCC APCLLC IT LM/ILClP F
LOT
t
UNITED STATE$	 NASA A CN	 00/00/00	 CKQCCNTNIC L31 PROPOSED 74
LUNAR POLAR GPO-DAOOHTEM UNITED STATES	 NASA-CON
	 PADPSDiq	 SELENCCENIRIC LPQ-D PROPOSED TO




	 SCLCNCCCAIPIC LPO-M PROPOSED 75
1	 MAR INERYI	 0fl	 I UNITED STATES	 NA IA •0[S tf	
DNIODE
11/01/)]	 VENUS PLYOY41










73/DOTCHA SE !W SPCCTPCSCCPY 73-ONSA-05 11/03/74 NORMAL STD
^.r CHASE.	 JR. TWQ-CIIANNCL IR R ADIDMEIEP TJ-UBBA•06 04/00/74 NORMAL JERU TR	 V110 MARC h AND X-NANO RADIO PROPAGATION TJ-00SA•02 11/03173 NORMAL !f0 76
NUtl RAY ih f.Y ISION VNC ICOPAPNY 73-ONSA-01 03/1?1?O NORMAL ZERO t6ALSO FLUXDAICMACAO1CMEfEPS 73-OBOA-04 11/0317) NORMAL SID 76
{{,,
SIMPSON ENEPCLIIC PARTICLES 73-08500? 11/03/13 NORMAL $TD 17
,f	 MARINER 73 SEC 0API0,44
	 10
MARINER TTA $EE NJ$ 77Atp
'I	 IY,I MARINER 770 SEC MJS 770
4k	 M.I RIHER JUPITER/SATURN A	 SEC MJS 71A
MARINER JUVITlO/tA IBPN V	 SEC MJI )70
`C MARINER VENUS/MERCLPY ?J SEE MAPIhER 10
NABI NCN-J VENUS/MERCURY 9C! MARINER 10
IJ
Melee SEC MLTCORCID TECNhCLOOV SAT
4 METEOROID IZCMnLU4Y SAT U1I110 SIATLS	 NASA-CAST
	 001N/72	 GEOCENTRIC 72-0611 08/2)/7$ PARTIAL 5000 ITHUNC6 MCIECP01D PENETRATION 72.0611-01 041I7175 NORMAL suns IT
R METCORDLUOICAL SATELLITE SEC METCCOAT
NErEOSAY INTERMTICNAL	 CSNC	 2 OTF IF	 GEOCENTRIC MCIOSAT APPROVED 1010,N,, DIH,
INAGING MADICNETER METOSAT-01 1015
UNKNOWN DATA COLLECTION PLAIPCMM IDCPI METOSAT-02 101{
;i MJ3
	 1.74 UNITED STATES
	 NASA-COS	 CN/00177	 JUPITER FLYBY MARN77A AP!anven 17
BRIDGE PLASPA MARNT?A•06 77
11fl040100I ULTAAVICLCT IPECTR000CPI MARNYTA-04 76
ESNLCMAN RABIC SCIENCE TEAM MAP477A•0$ 70
IIANEL INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADICMETRY MANNY?A-CJ 78
NRINIGIS LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZED AND MANN??A•07 ?a
TLLOSCCPe
P	 LILLIC MLLTIFILTCN PNOTCPCLARIFLTCF. MARNI?A-11 752200.7300 A
NESS Tp1AX1AL FLUAGATE MAGhEICMETEFS MARN?7A-00 79SCARP PLASMA WAVE MANN77A-I3 79
IN I TN TV 
P"BIOGRAPHY
NARN?7A-01 79
YODf 0	 A0111•	 h0 MOOS PITELY LOMCAEPGY MARNITA-On TV
COSMIC-HAY TELl5C CPC
'.I WASWICA PLANETARY RADIO ASTPCNCMY MARNPIA-10 79
NJ5 ??0 UNITED STATES
	
NASA-CIS
	 00100/77	 JUPITER TLYOY MARN7?0 APPROVED 60ORIOGE PLASMA MARry 170-06 VOURp A0FU(IT ULIPAVI DLCT bPStl pC6C CPY XANN7tn-04 tlY
CSNLIMAN MADIO SCIENCE TEAM MARNT?B-02 BD
MAN EL INFRANCO SPECTROSCOPY AND RAOICNOTFY MARN7?B-03 50
'I XMIXtots LOW-ENERGY CHAPOCD PARTICLE ANALYZER AND NARN770-07 011 1E1.15COM.
I	 LILLIE YLLTIFiLTER PPOYCPCLARIMCTEP. MAAN?78-11 SI2200-7300 A1
NE56 "IF.I AL FLUXGATE MAONEIONETCPS MA011170-OS 01SCARF PLASMA WAVE MAPN7)H-0 BI1 SMITH TV IMAGING MARNITE-01 01VOOT HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY NARN7I8-08 tl$





IA PY PAD10PLANE	 ASTNChOMY NAGN?70-10 02
;7 MGlHCM SEE ISEL-A
I
r	 MIS SEE YCTECRCIO TECHNOLOGY SAT
NEUTRAL POINT EXPLORER SEE HAWMEYE I
NIMBUS 4 UNITED STATES	 NASA-CA	 04/08170	 GEOCENTRIC	 - 70-0351 01104171 PARTIAL BUD$ R2'
COTE INTERROGATION. RECORDING. AND LOCATION 70-GRSA-07 04/00171 PARTIAL SUDS 63
SYSTEM	 1101.11
HEATH BACNSEAT TOP I,LIP AVIOLCT
	
IBUV) 70-020A•05 06/00172 NORMAL SUBS !J
SPECTRDRETCR
HINDUS 5. UNITED STATES	 NASA-DA	 11111172




LAUNCH • ....... CURRENT STATE. •••••
•	 SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY	 OATS	 BRUIT	 TYPS
000•on u••H q•ugnH4lon••oonu••..s ..A.........••..••Anpl••.••.......•• NS{GC 10 D.C. STATUS DATA PAGE
•P01X61NVphNMC EP PGRIMENI NAME • MK001Y RATE NO.
SMITH INFRARED TEMPERATURE TACTILE PACICNEtER 72-091A-01 01/04173 PARTIAL SLS 44
f TACLIN NIY
TTPRI
IIU{ 0 MICROAAVE 6PICTRCMEI9P	 INEMSI 72-OOIA•03 12111/IS NORMAL $111 tl.
MILFEIT.
	
JA. ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROSAVC 71.0171.04 12/11/11 NORMAL BID no
RA01OM CTER I{SMR)
NIX0U 0 .0 S!E NIMBUS
NIN BU S-E 9CE NIM6G1 s
NIMPUS-1 UNITED STATE•	 NASA-CA	 MAY 1910	 4000ENTOIC -TVN.N^NIINIS APPROVED 1015.A.. 
etN TEMPCFATVIC/FLMIDI TY INF RAPID PADIC.6TCR ^S6Jf N1.03-F-12 BS
ITHIR)
GILLS Ca,M1LIMB PACIANCO 1h VCPIICN FADICMtl EF	 AFJ1• MI MI11• LOA 68I
PAC{{UBE•MODULAICC RADIOMETER (PYBI	 ^N^^ob ^ NIMBS-LO9 25HOUGHTON
KELLOGG TROPICAL VINO CNEBGY CCNVIRSICN AND 	 ly BIMBSeF-01 tl6
REFERS MCC LEVEL CKPCRIPCNT IT.CRLE)
SMITH NION AEEOLUTION INTRAFED RADIATION NImWe-02 no
SOUNDER IXIPSI
SMITH SARTII flA01ATICN BUDGET	 IEFB) NIY03-F-00 1016
ITALLIN SCANNING MILROM.VE SPECTNCMCTEP 46CA491 NIMBS-F-10 tl6
VONUUN TRACKING AND CATA RELAY NIM05-F-13 06
01LHCIT.	 JR. 9LCCTRICALLY SCANNING MICPOMAYE NIM65-F-03
BY
RADIOMETER (FINN)
NIMIIUS-G UNITED STATES	 NASA-CA	 4 BID TO	 OCOCCNTPIC NIN05-4 APPROVED 67
ALLISON I.PCFAI.F.UM)CITY IhfNAPEO PADICHETER NIOUS-0-10 at
RNIRI
FRASCR STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MIAIUPEMEhT-11 0INES-G-06 67
ISAM-I II




SOLAR Ah0 OACKSGiTl p ULTRAYICLG I/TOTAL NIMBS-G-09 an
CLONE MAPPIhO SYSTEM ISOLY1tCMS)
HOUGHTON STRATOSP14EAIC AND MESOSFHOHIC SCUNOER HINDS-4-02 Btl
ISAMSI
NOV19 COASTAL LONE CCEAN COLOR ICAhN9F NIMOD-4-03 60
JADGBSIit EA RIP RADIATION CUDGET 	 )ERG) NIMBS-G-01 Be
REICHLE. JR. REASURCMCHT OF AIR POLLLTICH FROM "INS-G-Btl By
SATELLITE (MAPS)
RUSSELL. 3HO LCMER ATHO5FHERIC CCMBOEI710h AND NIMGS+G-01 29
TEMPERATURE 6MPERIMENI	 ILACATEI
NOAH 2 UNITED STAT95	 NOAA-NESS	 10/15/12	 OEOCENTPIC TZ-902A 10114114 PARTIAL
ZERO 89
UNITED STATCSNASA-OA
DOSTHO. SOLAR PROTON MOKITCH 72-082A-01 10/16/14 NORMAL ZERO 90
NESS STAFF SCANNING BAD COME TER (SRI 72-002A-02 101INT4 NORMAL LBpD 90
NOAA J UNITED STATES	 NOAA-X930	 11106113	 GEOCENTRIC 73-086A 10/16/74 NORMAL STD 90
UNITED STATESNASA-OA
O06TROM SOLAR PROTON MCNITCR t1-006A-01 10/16/74 NORMAL STD 90
ROSS STAFF SCANNING "ADICM97EP 1591 T3-SEA-02 10/IC/T4 NORMAL STU 90
NESS STAPP VERY NIGH BESCLOTION PACIONCTEP IVHRRI IJ-0061.03 12/17114 NURMAL ZERO 9)
NSA 4 UNIT 'a STA 165NDAA-HESS	 11/10/14	 GCGCCNTRIC 74-009A 12/03/14 NORMAL UNKN 91
OOSTROM SOLAR PROTON MONITOR 74-049A-01 12103174 NORMAL UNKN 91
NESS STAFF SCANNING RADIOMETER ISO) 74- 089A-02 12/031Tt NORMAL UNAB 91
NE.5 STAFF VERY H1011 AESCLLTICN RAITU-MM IVHPR1 74-OBYA-93 12/03/74 NORMAL BRAN 91
HESS STAFF VERTICAL IEMPEPAtUPE PBCFILE RADIOMETER 74-009A-04 12103/14 NORMAL UNKH 92
IVTPR)
NAL-111 see SOLRAO IIA
NM-111 SCE 604PAD 110
GAD 3. UNITED STATES	 NASA-CSR	 OU/21172	 GCOCCNTPIC 72-065A 0a/211T2 NORMAL SID 92
BOYS S 
TEL 
L AP PHOTOMETRY 72-0681-02 06/00/13 PARTIAL 510 92
SPITLCR HIGH PCEOLUTICN 79LESCOPES 12.06EA-01 00/21/72 NORMAL SID 92
OAO-C SEE BAD 3
OCEAN QYNANMIC5 OAT. SEE SCA•At-A
ONE METER UV TELESCOPE UNITED STATES	 NASA-035	 1902	 GEOCENTRIC ONUVTEL PROPOSED. 1016
HENILE INSTRUMENT OEFINITICN TEAK CMUVT4L-01 1016
CEO 5 UNITED SYAIE6	 NASA-005	 01/22/69	 GEOCENTRIC 69-006A 01116114 PARTIAL SID 93
'LAMONT MEASUREMENT OF THE SELF PCVCRSAL CF THE 69-006A.06 07/IS/1A NORMAL SID 43
SOLAR LYMAN ALPHA LIhI
BGYB A RAY SPIQAChELICGRAPF 69-006A-01 01/10174 NORMAL 870 93
NEY ZODIACAL LIGHT MCNITOP 69-006A-07 03/2T/70 PARTIAL SID 9J
030-EYE SEE SC-1'
QSO-F SEE DEC 0




BOLOT C09MIC4X-RAYY SPECTR SCCPY SVGLTYiI1C3 OSD-I	 .06 94
SONNET CHROMOSPHERE PINE STRUCTURE STUDY 	 ^^	 .^>,1' OSD-I	 .US 94
DRUNCP, JR. HIGH RESOLUTION ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROPETER	 Ob^ 050-1	 -01 94
MEASUREMENTS
	 Oa
FROST HIGH-ENERGY CELESTIAL A BAYS. 050-1	 .07 94





_ _.^I.»..._.....,.,.. ...^^_.. .j..^. ^ _..._...-_ems.^„=^^::^..s._,..^.^._.........
/V
ALAUNCH r .......CURRENT s1A1E••-•-•






o.rrr n•	 NSODC ID CPDCN STATUS DATA PAGE
^PRINC.INVLBT.NAME CFPCPIMCNf NAME • MNODVY RATE he.
210V ICK NION005ITIVITV GRAPHITE CRYSIAL 030.1	 -03 90
10OCTROICOPY CP STELLAR AND &CLAP M PAYS
.CLLCR• JR. CLV FROM EARIN AND SPACE 050.1
	 .04 95
Cutts PLANETS A SZE MAI LTA
OUtCR PLANETS 0 SEC NJ& 110
9Y5. 6 UNITED $TAT EI	 DOD-LSIF	 05123169 GeCIENT.IC b9-0460 06013/69 NORMAL $to 96
M	 YATES CCIG CP.MUCLLCP TYOC. ECLAF . • F•Y 69-0460.01 05/2.1/60 NORMAL sip 90
DETECTOR , 2 TO 12 A
VATCS SCDIUM	 I00IDC	 ICINTILLAICP. 6AMMA.PAY 69.0460.02 06/13/69 NORMAL Sip 95
OCTCCTCP,	 19 TO 1175 NEV
YATES PAUTCN ALFHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE 69.04611.03 01/1312 NORMAL luOE 95
YATES LC.-ENERGY CLECIRCK DCTCCTOP 64-04OC-05 00RJI69 NORMAL 110 96
PIONEER	 A UNITED STATES	 NAIAA-CI&	 12/16/65 PCLIUCCNIRIC 60-1050 01101111 NORMAL 6909 90
BRIDGE $CLAP MIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP 66.IOCA.00 21103/1• PARTIAL auto 96
ESHLEMAN T•o-FREGuENCV OEACCH ACCCIVER 60-I4)DA-04 OV07171 NORMAL $me 96
FAN CC$M1C.RAY 79LESCCPC 60-1014.03 11/03174 NORMAL suds 96
MCCRACKEN COO.IC-RAY ANISCIROPY 01-IOCA-05 12/0314 PARTIAL IuD$ 97
PIONCCR	 1 UNITED STATES
	 NASA-Cis	 08/17/66 NELI000NTPIC 06.015A 02/09/69 PARTIAL SUNS 91
MCCRACKCN GGSVIC.AAV ANIICTACPY 00.0100.05 01/01111 PARTIAL IBIS 91
SIMPSON COSMIC-PAY TELESCCPC 66.079A•06 12103114 NORMAL suits 94
MOLFE CLECTROSTATIC ANALYZER E6-07DA-03 02/16169 PARTIAL Bud$ 98
PIONEER
	
a UNITED ITATES	 NASA-051	 12114/01 HELIOCENTRIC 02-123A 030311 NORMAL suds 96
OCRO CCSMIC OUST DETECTOR 67-123A.04 01110/11 NORMAL suds s1
ESHLEMAN TMO•FPCOUENCY 69ACCN PCCEIVER
-
61•I23A-03 01/20/31 NORMAL suds VV
MCCRACKCN CCS.IC-PAY AKISCTROPY 01.120A-05 00102/11 NURMAL Bull% 99
Nees SINGLE•A2I5 MACKCTCNCTER 61.123A-01 00102111 NORMAL suds 99
.Eased COSMIC-PAY GRADIENT DlT9C10R 61.123A•06 12103114 PARTIAL suds 99
.OLPE ELECTROSTATIC ANALV94R 01-I23A-02 01/25/11 PARTIAL suds 100
PIDIICeM	 9 UNITED RTAT95	 NASA.009	 11100/65 HELIOCENTRIC 65-100A 0$/19109 NORMAL SDp1& 100
BERG CC9MIC Oust D/TECtDR 60•ICOA-04 00119160 NORMAL SUDS 100
E5114EMAN Too-FRCOUENCY UTACCN RECEIVER 68-IOQA-03 12/0314 NORMAL SID 100
MCCRACKEN COSMIC.NAV ANSIC7000Y 60-IODA-06 05119/60 NORMAL SUDS 101
SCARF PLASMA NAVE CCTCCTOR 65-IOOA-01 05119169 NORMAL bull$ 101
SUNRTT tR1AF1AL PAGREICME799 60•IOOA-01 05119169 NORMAL Build M
MCODER COSMIC.RAV TCLCSCDPE 60-1000-06 00119/69 NORMAL &Ws 101
WULFF ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZCP 00.100A-02 12103114 NORMAL Base 101
PIONEER 10 UNITED STATES	 NASA-CSS	 CD/OJ/t2 JUPITER PLYDY 12.019A 0310372 NORMAL SID 102
ANDERSON CELESTIAL .CCNALICS 12.0120.09 03103112 NORMAL MTO 102
F!LLIUS JCVIAN IPAPPEC RADIATION 12-OIRA-05 O41OJ112 NORMAL ETD 102
GEHRCLS IMAGING PHOYOFOLARIMCIER IIPPI 12.0121.07 03103012 NORMAL $TO 102
JUDOS ULTRAVIOLET PYOTCMETRY 72-012A-06 03/0312 NORMAL STU 103
KINARD METCCROID DETECTCO5 72.012A-04 03/0322 NORMAL SID 103
NLIONC S-DAND CCCULTATICH 11.0I2A-10 0301112 NORMAL ITO 1.3
MCUYNALD COSMIC-PAY SPECIPA 72.012A-12 W1DJ/11 NOPMAL STU 103
SIMPSON CNAROCD PARTICLE CCNPUBITION 12-Dt2A-02 O]/W172 NORMAL STD 103
SMITH MAONCtIC FIELDS 12-OW-01 03103/12 NORMAL SID IPA
50UERMAN ASTEMP:PIMCTCCRUIO ASTRCHCMY 12.012..OJ OJ/03172 NORMAL CID 10,.
VAN ALLEN JCVIAN CHARGEC PARTICLE) E.P914IPEKT 12-012A-11 03103112 NORMAL STD 104
.CINOLRO ZODIACAL-LION/ IIO-COLOR 12-012A-14 0303/12 NORMAL STU 104
PPOTOPCLARIMETRY
.OLPO PLASMA C2PCRIMENI 72-OIRA-IJ 03/03/12 NCRMAL sip 104
PIONEER 11 UNITED STATES	 NAII-019	 04/06413 JUPITER PLYDY 73.0190 04106/13 NORMAL AID 104
ANDERSON CELESTIAL MECHNICS E3-OIYA-09 04/06/1] NORMAL STU 104
FILLIUS JCVIAN TRAPPEC PADIATIOA 1J-019A-05 04106/13 NOP IIAL STU 106
GENRELS IMAGING PHOTCPOLAPiMETER 13-019A-07 G4100/LJ NORMAL $ID 106
JUDGE ULTRAVIOLET PHOTCNETFY 13-0I9A-06 04/06/13 NORMAL SID 105
KINARD METCOPOIO DETCCTCPS 1J-0190-04 04106/13 NORMAL SID SOS
KLIUAE S-NAND OCCU4TATICN 73.019A.10 04(96/13 NORMAL STD 100
MCOONALP CCSMIC.RAY SPICIFA 13.019A-12 04100tl NORMAL STU 105
'PINCH INFRARCD RAOICPEIER 13-019A-00 041061YJ NORMAL ZCRU 106
NC36 JCVIAN MAGNETIC FIELD 73-019A-34 04/0613) NQRMA4 suds 100
SIMPSON GNARLED PARTICLE CCNPUSITICN YJ-019A-01 04100113 NORMAL STD 106
SMITH MAGNETIC FIRLOS 73-019A-01 04106113 NORMAL Std 100$OBERMAN. ASTEROID/MEfCORUIR ASTRCNCMY 73-019A-03 04/06/73 NORMAL Sip 106
VAN ALLEN JCVIAN CHARGED PARTICL95 E.PEPIMENT 73-019A•ll 0410607) NORMAL 610 106
.EINDCRO 2COIACA4-L10NT TO-COLCP 13-019A-10 04106173 NORMAL SID 100
- PHCTVPCLARIMETFY
.OLPC PLASMA GPERIMENT 73-01VA-IJ 04106113 NORMAL SID ION
PIONEER VENUS Told SEC PICKOIP VENUS PRCGC CBS
PIONEER .VENUS 1915 SEC RICNEEC V9NL5 A"Be Lee
-	 PIONEER VENUS 1010 SEE PICKEER VENUS VAGUE $01.
PIONEER VENUS 1970 $EE PICASSO VENUS F FOUE $MZ
PIONEER VENUS 1970 SCE PICNE9R VENUS PROBE 5.3
PIONEER VENUS	 1970 (VISIT SEE PICKGER VENUS ORultCR
PIONEER VENUS OROtTER. UNITED STATES	 NASA-063	 MAY 1976 VENUSCENTPIC PIWSDR APPPOVCD 101
ORACE LANGMUIR PROLE PIC110R-01 107
DROMN RADAR ALTIMETER PIOIDOR.02 101
CROFT RADIO SCIENCE TEAM P101BOR•03 t
OONAllue PARTICIPATING 1NEORIST CONAHuC 0101609.04 too






• LAUNC.I • ....... CYAMthl lTAII-•^••
/PACCM.Fr NAM{ COUNTRY AND AO{NCV	 SAID	 C9417 TYPO
o •onuuu•u..M •r n.orM ♦uun ♦• rM q...	 .....................................
	 ".Be to N.C.	 STATUS	 DATA RAGS
♦PRINC.INYe IT.NA MS {APERIMINI NAYe • ..Davy	 RAIL N0.
,AHSCN CLOUD PMOIUPCLAR1.91E6 PIDFOGA-06 10,
MNUDSIN NETIRDING POIFMIAL ANALYJFR 0101,00.07 ION
OAIUR64Y PARTICIPATING ThECRIST MAIU.IRY PICIROO.00 IOM
.CC ILL
PARTICIPATING IHIONIIT OCCILL PILFOGA.OV 100
RACY PARTICIPATING T p9CF1IT NAGY Platmoo-Io 100




$CAP$ OLCCTRIC PItLC 0919CIUS 01010DR•IJ 109
ICIIVRERT PAATICIRAIC•, RIOPIST ICHUUTAI PIG7Oo0.14 109
ITCPART PNOCPAMMAOLC WRAYIGLIT IPECIRUMCTIN PIOTOOR-15 104
TAYLOR RAOtCMETAIC T9PPCPATUPC SCUNDIhO PIPISGm-la 109
aXPeRIMINT
TAYLOR. JR. ION MAt/ aPIC10C.EIeR p101ec0.11 110
VOLF9 SCLAR YIND PLAIYA PITECIDA ptorOOP•1, Ila
PIONCCR VENUS PROD{ IUI UNITED S/AILS	 NAOA•045	 AUG. TR	 VENUS FLYBY PIOTSPA APPROVED 110
BAUER PARTICIPATING IPICRISI BAUCH PIUt,PA-00 110
DOHAHUC PARTICIPATINC THEORIST COhAHV9 1110790A•09 III
GOODY PARCI(IPATlhC THEORIST DCCPY P1ar,PA-10 111
IIUNTIN PARTICIPATINC THEORIII FYh/ak PIDTSPA-11 III
PETIFNOILL OIPFCNINIIAL v[nY •LCNG.E MlLI hF PIDIOPA-06 111
INT90PIACMETPIC TRACXIhG
PCTTCNOILL RADIO SCICNCE TEAM PIOIOPA•% 111
POLLACK PARTICIPATING THEORIST FOLLACM PIC16PA•12 III
SPENCER PARTICIPATING TPCCRIST SPENCER PIUIBPA-14 111
TAYLOR.	 JR. ION MASS SPECIFONIT90 PIOIGPA-02 111
VON 2AHN NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS /PECTPCNCIIR PIUYSPA-03 111
PIONEER VENUS PROSE Loo UNIICO STATES	 NASA-CIS	 AUG. To	 VCNYS LARDER P107,PB APPPOW90 Ile
Bacot INFRARED RADICMCTER P1a1BPB-05 112
HUFFMAN TICUTRAL PARTICLE MASS $FSCIRCMCTCR 41OPIP4.06 112
MNOLLENUENG CLOUD VARTICL{ kill IFCCTPCMEIRR Plu/tlpa•03 TIC
UYAMA OAS CMGMAT049APH PIOrdoo-ON 112
V g tIINGILL DIP/909NIIA4 VEPY•LChO• Iq LLlh6 p101,Pe-09 112
INTCRFCACMCTPIC TRACSthO
PAGtNt CLOUD 9AICNI. STRUCTURE. AND 410181.0.02 III
Dla TelUUT10h
SEIFF AT40aRN9R9 Sf pUCTUpC PIOrtl PB •01 11]
TOMAa80 $CLAP Chg AGY P9NAIRATICh INTO INS P1014II11-07 113
RTYOSPNEOE
PlouraR VENUS PPBNF Set UNIT90 STATES	 HAtA.OEN	 AU(j. 18	 VENUS LARDER Ployfin APPROVED III
PCTTm1GILL G11FER11I11AL -3P1 •1,C49-E459LISE PIDTB4c.o] 11)
INT{PrARCACTPIC TNACAIhO
ARGENT CLOUD eATCNT. ATRVCTURE. AND plard"C-00 113
DISTRIBUTION
Wrl ATMDOLHEPe STRUCTURE PICr,PC-Ol IN
Suomi INFRARED RACICVC19P 1-I0IePC•04 IH
PIONCIR VENUS PROBE IM2 UNITED STATES	 NASA-015	 AUG. TO	 VENUS LAAOCO PlaTa PO APPROVED 114
PCTTENGILL DIFFERENTIAL VEF1-LONG • 1ASELIh9 PIUT,PC-DO [14
INIERFIROMETRIC TRACMIhO
ARGENT CLOUD LATENT. IIPUCTUAII AND PICrBpo-02 114
DISTRIBUTION
STIFF ATNCSPHERE STRUCTURE PIOTEPO-01 114
SUOMI IAFNAREO P.APICYETCP PI01Bpo.c. 114
PIONEER VENUS 1 10009 $NJ UNITED STATES	 NASA-CIS	 AUG. To	 VENUS LANOCR PIOTtlPO APPODVCD 110
PETTLNGILL DIFFERChTIAL YERY-LUNG-9AS9LIhI PIC70PE-03 110
INTCAPCRO-9101C TAACRIhG
-	 AAGCNT CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE. AND PIO/tlp!-09 116
01tl TRIOVTION
SCIer A1.03MMLOE OTRUCIURE PIa T,P9-01 110
SUOMI the AAPeD PACICM9TEN PIOIOPC-0. EIS
PIONCCR-A SEE PICNICS	 a
PIDN9EA. e .BEG PICNERP	 7
PIONCCR •C $99 PIPh90P	 8
PIONEER-D BEE PI:NIER	 9
PIONEER-P age PIONEER 10
PIONEER-G SEE PICKIER. II
RADIO ASTRONOMV EXPLORER 	 SEE PAC-E
RAE-0 UNITED 9TATIS	 NASA.DSa	 06/10/73'	 SCLENOC9NTPIC 73-0391 06/10/]]	 NORMAL	 SID 1016
6/GNC Step PREOUENCY RADIP.ET000 1J-039A.01 04110/73	 hCRMAL	 010 II.
SIONE RAPID-DUAST RCCCIVERS IJ-03VA-02 06110/13	 NORMAL	 BURS 1011
Stake CAPACITANCE PROVE 73-039A-03 00/101IJ	 NORMAL	 STD 1011
RELATIVITY See OP•A
AM 20 UNITED STATES	 000-LEAF	 03100/1D	 GCOCENTRIC Mesa APPROVED 116
FAENOUM TRANSIGNOSPHEPIC areCC1T. CN YIDEOANO 9-20	 •0, 116
RADIO SIGNALS
PEPIN BTRAT09PHCRIC ACROSOL PACPILC 0.20	 -04 116
CBSCRVATIOh6 NEAR SUNRISE/SET
UYEMINAMI HCRI20N UV RADIANCE PROFILE CBSCPVATIONS 0.20	 •03 110
ROVCP 10 SEE APCLLC IS LY/ALSEP



















• LAUNCH • ....... CURMLhT SPAIN ......
•	 SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY	 DAIS	 CROIT TYPE
nuuuO•••I•..R.•.•.....LU.1•n••nn4I46.....•••.....A I .......	 n• I••In	 onI	 A4.l a NSSCC ID EPOCH	 STATUE	 DATA PACE
•04 INC. I NV (II FNF NE CA0E419ENI RAMC • MMDOTY	 RAZE N0.S
Party
 IT $at APCLLC IT LM/ALSIP
I	 CC Std Ac-C
S	 60 Get At.0
S	 At SSD At•E
6 270 0EE ALCLCf I g T
53 .1 UhlT00 SIAIlS
	 PDO-LIAP	 41/0.1711
	
GEOCLNYRIC $1 T3 .6A APPOOV90 116
CAMICA NCUIRAL OLhS11Y ENI911IMINT
	
ICCLD CATRCDt STY)•OA•OJ 116
GAUGE)
MAMCOS DYNAMICS Cl PCLAR AtOCIPht PE AND p1)•p1.11 116
ION"0"909
MCISAAC I.IAXI.L PICK/IECINIC ACCCL40C MCTC R 11113•6A•10 111
MOOMEY NCRt00Nd,	 11.100 NEVI PARTICLE 11173•4A-04 117
IPECT10Y919M
MOpMlY PROTON•&LIMA PARTICLE O geCTCM SICJ•6A•011 111
AOCM6Y EN000CT IC tL9CIPCh 10.1- 1.0 Me V)
	
PINION BTIJ•61.06 III	 C
PIIILpRICK VELCCIfV MASL IPRINDOJ1EA $171•6A•9I 117
0M1 ROY ELECTRIC FIELD C11Ie11VA11CN6 eft)-OA-07 IA
OMIDDY MAalleIDMeno STYI•GA-04 SIT
SMIODY ELLCIPOSTAf IC ANALYS01 STIJ. IA-09 11t
UWKNO.N NEUTRAL DCNSItI S11`E010ENi3 ICCLO AND STTJ-OA.01 111
14T CAIMGDI GAOCESI
•ILCNAN IL t C IN STATIC AN",I,. SI N • EA • 11 1t0
.ILOMAN RETARDING POICh1161, AhALVIIR Sf73.04.13 III
53-3 SEE IEIF 74.1
SAN MA4CO 4 UNIT90 STA/CS	 NAIA-CPS	 000111/14	 4000INTRIC /6.0.91. WOW4	 PARTIAL	 too Ili
ITALY	 CRA
NC.fuN NCUTPAL AIMOSPHIPC CO.PCSIIiCh 14.COVA•02 02/10/74	 ROPMAL	 SIP 110




SAN MARCO C.2 Net BAN MARCO 4





MAY 107,	 GEOCENTRIC TAI-C IPpROVEU 119
CLANK ANALYLII OF EATP AGALACIIC X •AIY 5CURL91 EAS•C	 -01 119
CLARK ANALYSIS CF G ALACTIC ..AAV 401,IICRI SA1-C	 •02 Ito
CLARK CONtINUOUS X• MAY FLUCTUATION NON)ICM OF e.S.0	 •03 120
ICCPPIC 9.1
CLARK X-RAY ARIORPTICN CChTGUPS OF LAIC GALAXY SAS-C	 -04 120
OAS. D Set lug
OATS INC RCM.
SE-C SEE tCLSAP 10
SCAS4T-A UNITED STATE&	 NASA-DA	 2 CIA TO	 GOOCChTRIC OEAST-A PROMO/CO 120
step
 73-6 UNITCD STATES
	
000-1;EON	 WAWA	 GEOCENTRIC I113•15A APPROVED 120
MARCO) ACCELCAC09TIO CINSITY COSIPVATIOM ST73-5A•01 190
MARCOS ICN DONSIIY GAUGE/ ATIJ-04.02 120
PPILOMICK MASS SPCCTPOMCICP bf IJ.IA-03 171
PMAO SCLAR W IAPtPPENT ST13-DA•04 tat
PRAG fLCCIPOSIATIC ANALVICP ST73.OA-05 121
PRAG RETARDING P011hTIAL ANALV3CR STT3.6A-06 ICI
PRAG CLI.VLF AECEIVEA 9TH-64.01 UI
SEEP 74-3 UNITCC STATUS	 OOO.LIAP	 1 GTR 76	 CCCCCNTPIC ITN-2A APPROVED 'Igo
FENNCLL NYpRCGEH•FCLILM MASS SPECTROMETER INC. I174.2A-00 121
AND NO
	 10-00 MOT, PROICNI 0.2-100 KEY)
3010,11ON LC.•ENEPOV PART14LE $PECTPGMCTCR 5T74.2A-02 121
KELLY LO.-ChtPGY PARTICLE SENSORS (O.I.IOOMCV) Sf14-2A-03 III
KCLLY PROTON-ALPHA OCTCCIOR 490-100 HEY) IT14-2A-04 1=1
MOLCR Be ELECTRIC FIELDS ef14-2A•01 122
SAGALYN ELECTRIC Fl g LCS-ION DRIFT ST14-2A-05 110
YAMPOLA 91'eR6ETIC ELECTRON 10.02. 9 NEVI ST14-2A-01 122
MAGNETIC OPCCIAC.ETCP
alsP NO.N RL• 111.02N BEE 304PA0 14A
$ESP IIO.NPL-111 . 9294 see SOLPAC 110
$ESP P72-2A age AM at
Step P73 . 5 see SESP 73.5
SbP ST3 . 5 SEE 13.2
$IRIG •A I.,LY	 09100/I6	 GCOCCNIRIC SINIO.A APPROV90 102
SMALL APPLICATICN$ INCH SEE Tie.,
SMP SCI SCLAP MAXIMUM MISSION
5-3	 1 See 5.6•A
SAS 2 SCE SMS-0
1037




•	 "VIN	 •	 .......fyuM[hl 0014 ••••••
•	 /PAC KRAFT NAY[ 	 L'WNIPV AND IGCNCY	 OAlt	 ORBIT TVC
n•4AA.A.6•..1.R•.Aq•AA..•.......An•....•$•$.a*..... HA AAUO.su• I....•HN Unpo•• hIEWC 10	 RRUCH	 STATUS	 DATA PAGE














































































VNIICD STAT90	 NOAA•he/l	 WWP4 OECCENTHIC
UNITED STATES	 NAIA-CA
VISIOLC • IRP PAMPO SPIN. CCAA PADI0.91e14
IVIISRI
.c To'NOLOOICAL DATA CCLLICTICh AND
IRANIMIS/ICh System
EhtfOSTIC PARTICLE OCNIIOM




















VISISLL. I NFNANED SPIN-ICAh RAOIDMIIR
IVIISRI










HIGH PESOLUTICK UY SPECIPGMCTER
BROAD RANGE GAMMA-4AY EXPERIMLI
NAND A-RAY IIAOING %PeCTPCMCIER
HARD A-RAY $PCCIROMCTCR





















1- TO 0-A POLAR A• PAY MCNITOR
B- 10 16-A $CLAP X.RAY ILNITCR
44- TO 60-A $CLAP X-RAY MCNIICR
ITO- TO IDOO.A IOLAR CUV MONITOR
1000- TO NCO . A CCLAR UV MCNITOR
0.0- TO J-A . $CLAP. A.RAV MCNIICR
1- TO 24-A $CLAP X-RAY MCNIICR
CCNTINUY. 18,8 AT AND MACNCAILM LINE
(9.71 A AND 9.42 AT 00611OR
BRAGG X-RAY PCLARIMLTLR















1110- TO /BOO-A IOLAR UV $PtCTPO.$TE.-




1- TOO-A SOLAR X-RAY MCNITCR
1. TO 16-A SCLAP A-AAY MOhITCR
4M TO 60-A SCLAP I-PAY MCNITCR
%TO- 10 1000-A SOLAR LUV MONITCP
74.OJSA 00117171 NORMAL
14 .0!2.-01 0$111174 hCAMA4
74 .011b01 901)1114 hON-4
14.OJJA .62 00011171 NORMAL
14 .0$0 .03 0"1)171 NOM.AL
H . Ol1A .04 0"111/4 NORMAL
YO.011A 0"00116 NCRMAL
16.011A •04 01/J017S NCP.AL
I6-011A.00 0113"?$ hORMAL
16 .0110.01 olt JOT if NORMAL
16-011A.01 011.101TS NORMAL
NEB-OIIA-BJ 01130b NORMAL
6 . 0-C	 APPROVED






















71 .OBaA 01100173	 11GRMAL

















































































































r LAUNCH • +-•----CUPRCHT STATE
	 -
I"LCRA/T P/,'C CCUnIPY APO 11111	 DAY! ORBIT TYPE
•yA•• n u•oro•41•u•o•ru
i
•4••u••... O..V•.2••••O•n......)•O•••nMn.•0.•••• N$JDC 10 EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
•VR INC.INVI{R..0 I4PCfl IMEh , 	NAME • MMODYY NATO N0.
A
fARIPLIN 1080• TO 1]00-A ICL AR UV MONITOR ORD-110.00 111
I	 ANCPLIH 0.0• TO 3-A ECLAP A •RAY JE IICU 6RD-II0-12 IJ3
MRSPLIN I- 10 20-A $CLAP A-RAY POHIICR Sftn-IJB-IJ Ili
MCCMIN5 CCIITIhUUM leas AI	 AND MIGhEIILP L1ht SAD-11U.03 131
MlCMINS






sMAINERb X_ AT YCNITOR IOd-L4 A. 0.5 . 3 A. 5AD-190-02 123
1.4	 At
VAMPOLA ICLAR FLARL RLtCIAChS SND.110.22 133
YELLER
	
JR. G[CWRU HAL-f21PA MPP!{TRIAL SLY - SRO-110-10 IJJ
PC TEC to  1
MCLLCR.	 JA. GEDODADNILK07RATERAEITRIAL !LV - SRO-116-19 131
OC(C CT ER 2
SONRA0 NI !C! EOLRAD JIB
SNAD HI-TRIPOL !GC ICLRAD IIA
SOLRAU JII-TAIP IOC SOLRAC 110
SOL PAD-C Ste SCLPAD ID
$PACC 0agtne UNITED STATES	 HASA•CPSF	 12100/10 4CC49NTHIC SHUTTLE APPROVED 134




SPACCLAU AMPS MCCULC SEC AMPS
bPACI It A4 TROHDMY MISS SSC ONE PLTER UV IELlICCFL
SPACCLAU IN UV TCLOSCCPE 599 ONE MCIER UV IELESCCPC
1	 6PACELAB-SOLAR UhITFO STATES	 NASA-C66	 MIA SPLUSOL PROPOSED 1019
ACTON SPECIAL PURPCOE FACILITY CEFIhITICh TEAM SPLOSOL-04 1020
DUN" ChE "ETCH SONAR IELCSCOFC FACILITY SPLOSOL•01 1020
DEFINITION ICAP
PETERSON ICLAR NAND wP1V FACILITY DEFINITION SPLUBOL-03 1020
TEAM
{	 •I THBflOC SOLAR AUV-NV • SC I T X-RAY TELESCOPE 5PLB50L•02 1020
DEFINITION TEAM•14JyY{1	
SRATS JAPAN	 ISAS	 02/21/15 GEOCENTRIC 76.014A 04101160 NORMAL sums 131.
FUGONO (CHIC COPPOSITICh 70.014A-07 /	 / 134
HIIIAC ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 76.014A-05 /	 / 135
MAI SUCMA ICLAR P-RAY MCNITOR t5.014A•01 /	 / 135
MIYALAMI PLASMA OIA GNCSIS 70.0144.06 /	 / 135
CIIYA CLECTNOh OEN{ITY MEASUREMENT 75.014A-04 /	 / 135
DSHIO HYDROGEN LVMAh-ALPHA 70.014A-02 /	 / 135
TONMATSU I(OCOPCNAL UV GLCM AND EARTH UV ALBCOC 75•0I1b03 /	 / 135
SND-IIA SEE SCLPAO IIA
1I 72-2A SCE NM p
6IP PROBE SEC ISCE-C
SYMPHONIC . " PEO REP OF GERMANY	 Cf.	 04/00/75 PVMPH-0 APPROVED 1020
PRANCE	 CNl6
SYNCH MelEGROL SITILL A SEE SMS-A
`	 SYNCH MCl En PUL 6ATELL 0 SEE 545.0
i	
tAIYD See SRAIJ
TD	 I SEE To IA
TO 14 INTERNATIONAL	 TOAD	 02/12/72 GEOCENTRIC 72.014A 02/11/13 NORMAL SUeb 135
PC .,AOCR SCLAP X-RAY MCNIIOR 72.OIIA-06 02114173 NORMAL sues I3S
MAMPEPMAN UV STLLLAR SPECTROMETER 72-014A-02 02114113 NORMAL SUBS 131
LAUEYRIE SPECTROMETRY OF PRIMARY CHANGED 73.014A-03 0211473 NORMAL SUBS 936
PARTICLES
LAUCTRIE SPECTROMETRY CF EAT,JTERRESTRIAL P RAYS 12.014A-04 07/02173 NORMAL .SUBS 136
I^	 LAUEYRIE 0AANA•RAV MEASUREMENT 72-014A-07 02114173 NORMAL SUBS 136
-	 MONFILS 6TCLLAR UV RAOIATION CAPCPIMENT 72.014A-01 02/1413 NORMAL SUBS 136
O CCHI ALINI SOLAR GAMMA SAYS IN T	 50- TO 500-MEVFE 72.014A-05 02114173 NORMAL SUBS 131
II
ENERGY RANGE
TORSS-A UNITED STATES	 NASA-OTOA	 03100/79 GEOCENTRIC TON55-A APPROVCO 1020
iDRSS-O UNITED STATES	 NASA-OTOA	 .06100179 GEOCENTRIC TOASS-B APPROVED 1021
TDRSS-C UNITED STATES	 NASA-RICA	 10100/79 GEOCENTRIC TDR50-C APPROVCU 1021
UNITED STATES	 000•hAVY
	
09102172 GEOCENTRIC 72-069A 12/00/H NORMAL STO 1021.^	 TIP	 1
ARMSTRONG TRIAAIAL PLUAGATE PAGHEICNETER 79-069A-01 09/02/12 NORMAL STD 1021
tIPOS .H	 - UNITED STATES	 NOAA-NESS	 3 OTC 17 CECCEHTRIC TIPDS-h APPROVED L021
BOSTPOM SPACE ENVIRONMENT PCNITCP TIROS-N-04 1021

















IL   
1D3 •F 599 ESSA E
IRACK1DAM ALLAY SAT SYS	 BCE Y0099-A
T014CKODATA RELAY SAT SYS	 SEE TOROO-0
1RACK.DAYA RELAY S.q ITS	 59C TDAIO•C
TRIAD 1 SEE TIP	 I
TRIAD 01.	 IN OCR TIP	 1
UM 6 UNITCO KINGDOM	 SRC	 10/1!/11 GEOCENTRIC 1b.OTIA 10/16174 NORMAL SID 151
UNIT 41St Li	 NAIA-C64
ooro O.Y TO 20-NCV CLINIC A PAY WITH A 71-0716.01 10/16/11 NORMAL SID IGI
ROTATION COLLIMATOR
BOYD HIGH RCIOLUTIC6 SOURCE IPICTAA 14-OTIA-03 10101074 NORMAL SID 150
ELLIOT HIGH-CNCFGY CCSMIC X-FAV IPCCIAA 74-011A-06 10/13111 NORMAL $TO IJ4
HOLE FLL-iMY MONITOR 11.0116-06 10/16/11 NORMAL !10 136
PUDND6 3- TO 10-NCV 1RY SURVEY 11-0116-03 1!/03/11 FAPTISL 65D I]6
POUNDS POLAPIMCTCP/TREE IFOMC IEP 11-011X•01 10/16"1 NORMAL 114 136
UNITED KINGDOM 6 SEE UK C
VILA	 SA UNITED STATES	 OOD•LSM	 06/35/69 GCOCENTRIC 69.0100 06123169 NORMAL STD 136
BANE SOLAR MIND CXPEPPCNT 69-0460-05 10/01/1] PARTIAL 310 139
BAMC NEUTRON OFICCICR 6V-016D-01 06/X/69 NORMAL .1R 139
CHAMBERS SOLAR A-RAY DETECTORS. 0.0 10 3.0 A. 69-0160.02 00000/51 1106MAL STD ITV
1	 10 6 6.	 1	 10 16 A.	 11 10 00 A
AL906SADK OSN MA•PAI Al1NONENY 69.0660.06 06/IO/01 NORMAL STD 139
VELA	 OA CUSAFI SLE VCL1	 ^A
VELA	 30 UNITED STATES	 DCD-USAF	 03125/09 CE000NTRIC uV•016E 031]]169 NORMAL SIP 130
BAMC SOLAR MIND EXPERIMENT 69.016E-06 01100174 PARTIAL 6U0! 140
664E NEUTRON DETECTOR 69-016E-01 01100/11 NORMAL SUDS 110
CONNER COSMIC M PAYS 69-016E-06 01100/71 NORMAL 5UDS 140
SINGER SCLAR PAPTICLC 1CLCSCCI'CO 69-010[.0] 0)/00/71 NDPNAL SUDS 110
SINGER ELECTRON 09TECTURS 69-016E-01 01/00/74 NORMAL SUPS 140
VELA	 SO IUSAEI SCC VCLA	 .4
VLLA	 6A UNITED STATE!	 000-LSAF	 0.1106150 OCOCENTRIC 10-027A 01106/TO NORMAL STD 140
DIMS SCLAR MIND EXPERIMENT 10-021A-06 06/12"2 PARTIAL 6103 NI
SAME NEUTRON DETECTOR 10-021A-01 01/06"0 NORMAL 610 191
CHAMBERS SOLAR .-RAY OETECTOPS. 0.0 TO 5.0 A. 70-021A-02 01108/t0 NORMAL STD 141
1	 TO 6 A.	 1	 TC 16 A. 11 10 00 A
KLOOESA09L CANNA-PAY ASTFCACNV 70-O2TA-00 011081TG HOANAL $TO 141
SINGER SOLAN PARTICLE 7ELE000PEL )0-021A-05 04100/TO NORMAL SID 145
SINGER CLCCIPON DETECTORS 70-0256-01 06/00"0 NCRMIL SID 111
V&A	 bA IUOAP) SEE VELA	 CA
VELA	 60 UNITCO 6TATCS	 OCO-63AF	 01106110 GEOCENTRIC 70-02TH 01106/50 NORMAL STD 111
BANS NEUTRON OCJCCICP 70-0'118-01 011CA/TO NORMAL STD 142
XLCOCSADLL GAMMA-RAY ASTPCNCMY 70-0310-04 06104"0 NORMAL BTU 142
SINGER SCLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES 10-027U-03 011001?0 NORMAL SIP 942
SINGER CLCCTPON DCTECTCPS 50.0218-01 01100110 NORMAL STD 112
VELA	 60 (USAF) SEE VELA	 60
VILA	 9 ITRII = VCLI	 SA.
VELA 10 tTPM) SEC VELA	 E0
VILA 11	 ITRI) SEE VILA	 CA
VELA 12 ITAI) SCE VELA	 40
VIKING-A LANDER UNITED STATES	 NASA-C35	 3 OTR 15 MAPS LANDER VIXO-AL APPROVED _ 142
ANDERSON 0E13POLCOY VIKG-AL-06 143.
BICMANN POLCCM AN ANALYSIS YIXG-AL-04 143
HARGRAVES MAGNETIC PPOPOR/ICS VIXG-AL-10 H]
HC55 METEGPULDGV EXFEAIMCNT VIRG-AL•OT 145
KLEIN BIOLOGYJMVCSTI6ATION VIKO-AL-00. 143
MICHAEL. JR. RADIO SCIENCE WIKG-AL-11 115
AUTO" FACSIMILE CAMERA VIKG-A4•06 111
NICR EATRV-ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTUPC V1K0-AL•03 111
NICR ENTRY-ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION "VIKG-A4-12 116
SHORTHILL PHYSICAL PROPERTIC! tNVESTICATICN VIKG-AL-01 111
TOULMIN.. 3RD A-PAY FLUORESCENCE. 6PCCTPOMCTCR VIKO-AL-I3 144
VIKING-A ORBITER UNITED OTATE5	 NASAKlS	 '3 OTR 10 MAPSCENIRIC VIK4M APRDVCU 113
CARR ORBITER IMAGING VIKG-A:-01 115
PSRNER IR SPECTROMETER -. EATER VAPCR MAPPING VINO.A •05 145
KIEFFER IS RAOICMCTPY -- THERMAL MAPPING VIKO-A -02 113
VIKING-4 LANDER UNITCO STATES	 NAIA-CSS	 3 CIA TO MAPS LAHOCR VIK4-04 APPROVED 145
ANDERSON SCISMOLCGV VIKG-01-00 146
.BICMANN MOLECULAR ANALYSIS VSKG-BL-01 146
HARGRAVES MAGNETIC PROPERTIES VIKG-BL-10 146
HESS METEOPO400Y EXPERIMENT VIKG-BL-W NO
KLEIN BIOLOGY INVESTIOATICN VIKG-BL-03 . 146
MICHAEL. JR. RADIO. SCIENCE VIKG-BL-11 144.












•	 LIUACN•	 .......CURRENT STATE
•	 fPACLGRAMT RAMC	 CCUNTRY AAO A41NCY	 0ATL	 CROIT TTPC
U•.ogH000q a 11u•u•lu...A .....I•..........  ........... u...M4............•. NSSCC I0 	 EPOCH	 STATUS	 DATA PACC





• LAUNCH • •	 •CURRENT STATE......
•	 /PAPCCRAIT NAME COUNTRY ANO AGINCY
	 OFTI	 CASIT TYPE
••AN•• Is••Y•......•..U•U••AA••A'$ .0
	 H A•OA•••o on•nMAHOUnnoo••A•U•A••A NISOC 10 EPOCH	 STATUE	 DATA PAGE
•PRINC.INVEST.NAMt ER\IMENT NAMER • MMODIY	 RATE N0.
NItR INTPY•A/MD6PFl AI O /IRUCTURI VIKO•M.-Ol NTNItA ENTRY•A1M0 VEER{ C CCPPCIITICA YPO•R-It I
SHORTHILL PNY$IC&L PRCFIRIIES INVESIIOTICN VIXG•IN. NT
TOVLMIN. )AD Y-RAY FLUCRCSCINCI SPECIRCVIICR VING-GL-10 140
VIKING-0 OR01TV UNITCO STAICS	 NAIA-CIS	 1 O1R TO	 MAMSCINTPIC VIKG•S APPROVCO 14
CARA ORDITtR IMAGING VIMY-S -OI NE
FARM[: IR SPECTADM{TEK -• MATIF VAPOR MAPPING VIKG•• •OS IN








4. SPACECRAFT ANN EXPERIMENTS LAUNCHED OR INACTIVATED
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 1974, AND MARCH 31, 1975
i
Title	 Page
+	 4.1	 Spacecraft Launched ............................. I ...... 	 1045
4.2 Spacecraft and Experiments That Became
Operational Off .......	 1051	 i
4.3 Spacecraft and Experiments That Became














This table of spacecraft successfully launched between April 1, 1974,
and March 31, 1975, contains active spacecraft and other spacecraft for
which little is known beyond launch date and initial orbit parameters.
This second group informs the scientific community of spacecraft
launchings that may be relevant to their studies. Some information
concerning those lesser known spacecraft is available through the 	
1SPACEWARN Bulletin (see the Introduction to the January 1975 report).
Launch dates are listed chronologically along with spacecraft
common name, NSSDC ID code, spacecraft funding country, and orbit type.
Spacecraft orbit parameters (epoch date, apoapsis, periapsis, incli-
nation, and period) are also included for each spacecraft entry in the
table. Distance and time parameters are shown inkilometers of altitude













SPASlS PII 7/44414 NRR
SPACECRAFT NAME 11400:	 19 IUN)INV 1 2 LNTA1 LAUNCH GATE GPaCN DATE DABIT TYPE ARJAPSI) PCRIMSIS INCLINATION PERIOD
COSMOS 636 1+•RIGA L.b.S.M• 04191". 0410+12. EGOCENTRIC 219.0 IV{.0 el.0 29.4
CO5409 639 1..019. 1..0.6.4, 04,94/14 06/00/11 E000ENtRIC 239.0 299.0 01.3 09.0
1911.0.04 /.-020A UNITED STAICO 01/10/11 WWI. GCOCCN;RIC 260.0 103.0 94.5 22.9
1411 . 0200 11.0.00 UNITCD STAT15 44,10,74 06/13174 GEOCENTRIC 830.0 766.0 44.6 101.4
I9 TI+O2UC T..O]OC UNI ten STA195 04,10/11 01/12/16 OCOCLNTRIC 031.0 003.0 91.0 95.0
COSMOS 640 14.021A U.S.S.R. 04111/11 01/12/11 EEOCCNTRIC 236.0 205.0 01.2 56.9
.ESTAR I 11.0221 UNITCD V ICS 04,13114 04/14116 GEOCENTRIC 0091.0 )0166.0 0.6 1415.3
.06bly1 1/21 11.091A L.O A.F. 941201N 04/21/1 1 GEOCENTRIC 40113.0 6.6.0 60.4 118.0
CgSWI 641 11.02.1 HSdA. 04/23/14 04124114 GEOCENTRIC 1000.0 1445.0 14.0 114.6
COSMOS 6.2 74-0241 M.0.6.P• 04023/74 94/24,14 GEOCENTRIC 1600.0 1305.0 7,.0 114.0
105006 67, 11.024[ L•E.S.x. 04/2)/11 0412411 OCOCENTPIC 1005.0 IJ68.0 71.0 111.6
CCEM00 411 11-0240 U.6.O.R. 0414Jp4 0412.111 GEOCENTRIC 1606.0 1305.0 14.0 11..6 1
COSMOS 646 U•Oi+° U.S.S.R. 04/25/11 04/2+111 GEOCENTRIC 1506.0 1185.0 71.0 114.6 '•
COSMOS 646 34.OJ4P U.S.S.R. 0./3)114 01/21114 GEOCENTRIC 1000.0 1365.0 7,.0 11..5
406006 6.7 T4.024G U.S.S.R. 04121,74 04/14,14 GCOC6N/RIC 1500.0 1380.0 190 114.6 C
GUARDS 660 14-0213 0.5.0.5. 04121/74 0V2.114 GCDCENTNIC 1506.0 1385.0 11.0 Il..5
091909 17 1.-005A U.s.b.R. 04,2417, 04126/14 GEOCENTRIC 9010 a71.0 61.2 102.6
MOLNIVA 21 4 74-044A U.S.S.R. 0./26/11 04/21,14 GEOCENTRIC 40000.0 46].0 6z.9 131.0
COSMOS 6.9 74.OATA Y.S .4-.R. WEE/11 04/10/14 GEOCENt RIC 80.0 109.0 02.0 89.3
COSMOS 660 71-09BA U.S.S.R. 0.12911. 01/30116 GEOCENTRIC 1413.0 1300.0 1..0 113.5
Cosmos 651 7.-OJ.A U.S.S.R. 05,1017, 05/16114 GEOCENTRIC 216.0 206.0 40.0 89.6
COSMOS 952 74.030. U.S.S.R. 06/10/1. 00/16124 GEOCENTRIC 304.0 196.0 65.0 99.1
Cosmos 652 7,.OJlA U.S.S.R. 05/15/14 06116/74 GEOCENTRIC J09.0 190.0 640 09.3
cosmos 65. 7.-G)JA U.S.S.R. 05,11/14 WWI, , ECFCENIRIC 211.0 261.0 40.0 09.1
SM5 . A 1A.033A UNITED Sl AIIG ES1I11T4 01107/74 GEOCENTRIC 165.1.0 ]a13z.a 1.9 1136.1
INTCRCOSMUS	 11 11.034• U.S.S.R. 05/11/14 00/15/14 GE000NTRIC 620.0 .0..0 500 9..5
COSMOS 066 7A-03)4 U.S.S.R. OV21/74 05/221Y1 GEOCENTRIC 519.0 620.0 21.0 96.9
COSMOS 636 14-.361 L.1.5•N• 06/27/11 OD/18/74 GEOCENTRIC 354.0 194.0 51.6 69.1
LUNA 22 74-OJTA U.R .S. O . 00/29116 0610211. 6ELCN000NTPIC 221.0 219.0 19.6 130.0
COSM09 607 11.036A U6S.S.N. OVJV7. 05/31114 GEOCENTRIC 311.0 152.0 62.5 09.2
ASS 6 71-0391 UNI TED STATES 05130/1. 0212J/75 CEDCE14141C 35800.1 15163.4 1.1 1436.1
P..95YD 1 7+•0401 UNITED STAT06 00/0)/11 02116110 GEOCENTRIC 1243eO.0 2998.0 59.1 3016.6
COSMOS 655 T.-041A U.S.O.R• 06/06111 00/0117,. GEOCENTRIC J04.0 200.0 66.0 29.1
1974-042A I.-0.9. UNITED SIATEs 06106/1. 06103/24 4EaCRNTPiC 191.0 130.0 110.5 69.8
COSMOS 659 74-0134 U.E.S.P. 00112,21 06114114 GEOCENTRIC J60.0 190.0 .62.6 69.7
Cosmos 660 74-046A U.5.8.R• 00/15/14 00/1911. GCOCCNIPIC 1995.0 409)0 61.0 109.2
COSMOS 661 74.045A U.0.5.1. 06/21174 00I22111 CEOCCNTPIC 655.0 513.0 14.0 95.0
SALUTE 3 74.0461 U•6•S.P. 06120/74 00126/24 GEOCENTRIC 220.0 219.0 51.6 29.1
COSMOS 662 24-047A V.6.S.R• 06126/)6 06/29124 GEOCENTRIC 199.0 276.0 70.9 95.4
COSMOS e6] lA •OAflA L•S.S.R. 06/22/14 06/10/14 GEOCENTRIC 1007.0 912.0 61.0 1,04.9
COSMOS 664 74-049. U.S.S.R. 06/29/24 06/30114 GEOCENTRIC 3.1.0 205.0 72.9 90.0.
COSMOS 465 71-OJDA U.S.S.R. 06,29174. 06/3017, OEDCCNt RIC ]9]61.0 63310 42.9 1610.0	 4
SOYDz	 11 7.-OSIA U.S.S.R. 02/03/2, 01106/74 GEOCENTRIC 211.0 250.0 91.6 a,.1
METEOR 10 7.-OBA. U.S.S.R. 01109,74 01110114 GEOCENTRIC' 909.0 912.0 81.2 102.6
COSMOS 66. 74-0531 6.S.S.P, 071217, 07,1317.. GEOCENTRIC 351.0 191.0 62.0 89.6
197,-054, 74-054A UNITED STATES 47/16174 07122111 GEOCENTRIC 13167.0 134.5.0 126.1 .60.4
AEROS 2 74-OSSA EEO .CEP OF 4CRMANY 07,16174 00106)14 GEOCEN791C 040.2 21..a 91.6 95.2UNITED Sutea
MOLNIYA 2110 1..056• L.5.9•P• 01/23/21 0712.114 GEOCENTRIC 40900.0 .60.0 62.a 237.0
COSMOS 641 74.057A U.S.S.R. 01/2511. 0726114 GEOCENTRIC 3.2.0 162.0 65.0 .9.5
COSMOS 668 7.-OSBA U.S.S.R. 07/25/14 01125111 GEOCENTRIC 519.0 261.0 71.0 92.2
COSMOS 469 74-059A U.5.5... 0712611. 01/21114 GEOCENTRIC 230.0 200.0 BI.3 66.9
MOLNIVA 1-5 14.060A U.S.S.R. 01/20111 07130121 GEOCENTRIC 35990.0 35250.0 0.1 1439.0
COSMOS 670 11-001. U.S.S.R. 0.106/14 00/01114 GEOCENTRIC 307.0 212.0 90.5 69.E










































































H{IOC	 IP SUN 01x0	 CUMIa1 LALNCN DAIS CPUCN OATS 6061f TYPO APO.PSIS PCRIAPSIS INCLINAfICN PERIOD
74.0<p UNI1t0 ICA110 C6/09.74 Co/10,74 GE0Ce.T414 STOOD 69J.0 96.9 1010
74 . 0644 U.S.S.R. a"W?, oS/1J,74 4.004e7AIC 219.0 146.0 61.0 66.6
T•-066A UNITCP 6TATC5 96/14/74 WIW4 4TOCCNIMIC 402.0 110.0 110.3 69.9
?4 . EG6A U.S.S.R. Go" 6l74 06/11111 GEOCENTRIC 6.6.0 640.0 61.0 Oho
71 . 0020 U.S.S.R. 00,20174 06/21/14 OCOCLNt Ale 270.0 26.0 81.0 69.6
T..06dA U.b {. p . 06/20/14 06134/74 000CCNtalc 14L0 162.0 16.0 09.5
1.-069 . U.S.S.R. 00120/14 Otl/30174 49000Nta14 1426.0 IJ6s.0 74.1 IIJ.7
1. • 010• NCTNCR1.AN06 0601017. 04131114 4000CNTPIC (161.0 261.0 90.1 99.0
UNITCO STATES
74.0r11 U.S.S.R. 09/111. 09/1411• ItOCANtRlc 6.0.0 799.0 14.0 101.0
71 . 072A 4.6.6.9. 09/19/21 09/29/1• GC0GCIOTRIC 1019.0 1461.0 14.0 II3J
74 . 0120 11110.9. 09/19/14 09130174 otoct NIHIO 1019.0 14bl.0 74.0 116.1
2..0120 U.S.S.R. 09/1411• 09/20/l4 GCOCENTRIC 1619.0 101.0 74.0 113.1
1. •0120 U.6.6.A. 09/1907/ 011120/74 GCGCCNTRIC 1619.0 1431.0 14.0 110.1
14 .0124 U.u.S.R. 09119/1• 09/20/14 GIOCINTPIC 1019.0 101.0 74.0 115.1
14.672f U.S.S.R. 09/19/76 09/20/1. GCOCCNTAIC 1019.0 161.0 140 115.1
71-0720 U.S.S.R. 09119174 09/201t4 4C0CGNTRIC 1619.0 1.51.0 740 113.$
74-Cl2N U.S.S.R. 84/1011. 09/20/14 GCOCCNf RIC 1619.0 1451.0 26.0 115.3
74.0TSA U.S.S.A. 001)0114 09121174 9C0CLITRIC 101.0 406.0 C5.0 69.1
14.0141 U.S.S.R. 09120174 09127/14 4L000NT"tc 616.0 201.0 21.0 92.2
11 .0104 UNItto $f.IC{ 10110174 1011174 GEOCENTRIC 111000.0 J5e00.G 0.0 110.0
14-0760 U.S.S.R. 10/1111. 10/12/74 4E0CENTPIC 711.0 292.0 )110 94.6
14 . 011 4 UNITLa NINODCM 10/15/14 10116174 GEOCENTRIC 557.0 312.0 2.9 96.1
UNITED STOICS
74
.0784 U.S.S.R. 10116174 10/19/l. GCOCENTRIC 211.0 140.0. 02.0 59.0
1•-0191 U.S.S.R. 10119/71 10/2017, CCOCENTRIC 1052.9 992.0 6300 106.1
74.000A U.S.S.R. 10122174 10125114 GCOCCNf RIC 349.0 225.0 12.0 90.4
74-0814 L.B.9.R. 10/2.174 10/26/74 GE0CENTRIC 40614.0 656.0 62.6 710.4
7A-062A U.S.S.F, 10/20/14 10/26/14 4000ENINIC 152.0 100.0 40.0 69.5
74.0tl2A Ur6.S.P. 10120/71 1012911• GCOCCNTPIC 917.0 055.0 61.2 102.5
14-044A 4n6.S.P. 1012011. LUNAR LANDER
14-000. U-1760 6T.195 10125/1. 1013011• GEOCENTRIC 27:.0 162.0 06.7 64.9
14-0800 UIJTC0. STAT95 10129/74 11/0124 . 4EaceNr P 1C 635.0 620.0 91.1 95.2
l4-085C U1111CO STATES 10/2911. 1013117• GEOCCNTRIC 3790.0 15.0 91.0 126.6
74-006A Cn6 A.R• 10/31/14 11/01/1• GEOCENTRIC 10410 204.0 141 9..1
7.-001 . U.S.S.R. 11/0111• 11/02/14 GEOCENTRIC 115.0 201.0 42.0 69..
74-080A U.S.S.R. 11/o4174 11/05/113 GEOCENTRIC 243.0 219.0 61.3 tl9.1
74.069A UNITED STATES 11/10/7• 11114/7+ 7 10ENTRIC 187.7 1.3.6 101.7 11.9
74-0090 INTCPNATICNAL lilts/74 Il/16174 GEOCENTRIC 1455.0 160.0 101.1 11.9
1.-Ue9C SPAIN 11/10174 11/10/74 GCOCENTRIC 155.0 1430.0 101.0 "..a
UNITCO STATES
7..090A U.S.S.R. 11116174 11117114 GEOCENTRIC 3440 21J.0 12.9. 69.0
74-091A U.S.S.R. 11/20/14 11/21,74 GE0CENIPIC 493.0 201.0 11.0 92.0
74-992A U.6.S.P, 11/21/14 11122/74 GEOCENTRIC 4069.0 650.0 42.0 132.0
74-0934 UNITED STATES 11121/24 11/22/14 GEOCENTRIC J5699.1 249.7 20.0 639.0
74-094A UNITED NIRGCOM 11/23/74 11/24174 GEOCENTRIC 36595.0 39696.6 2.2 699..
7.-0951 U.S.S.R. 11121/24 11/28174 GEOCENTRIC 3.5.0 214.0 12.9 59.6
74-096A U.S.S.P. 12102114. 12103/74 GEOCENTRIC 223.0 171.0 61.1 66..
70.097A f60 PER OF OCRMANY 1211017. 01116/15 116LI000NYA:C 1.0 0.3 0.0 190.2
UNITED STATES
14-098A U.S.S.R. 12113174 1211/74 GEOCENTRIC 410.0 Iu2.0 02.0 90.2
7.-099A U.S.S.P. 12/17/74 12/16114 4000ENtRIC 910.0 061.0 51.2. 102..
74-IOCA u. S.6.p. 12/14174 12/19/74 GEOCENTRIC 666.0 615.0 74.0 95.3
74-IOIA PEG PEP OF GERMANY 12/19/14 121211?4 GEOCENTRIC 40916.0 30705.0 1.2 1616.0
PPA6CE
1.-102 • U.S.S.R. l0/R1,7. 12/22174 4WC24TPIC 40670.0 6.1.0 62.9 137.0
11.101.. U.S.S.R. 12121174 I21CS174 GEOCENTRIC 454.0 436.0 C5.9 93.2




















SP{LpCRAIT NA.- Nu ;" 1+ 1111IN9 CCGNYRY LAUNCH GAZE CPOcF DAIL ORBIT TYPE APORP61a PERIAP313 INCLINATION PER100
COOMJ6 700 S..IO]' 4rO .S.U• HIJ P/l . IEIRF"4 k9aCCNt R1G 1019.0 916.0 37.0 ICbO
GOSm45 101 74-I04A u.S.Rrfr 16/3)/1. 13126/79 6E000NTRIC 339.0 110.0 71.4 19.0
6UYO2 11 10.0010 4.,7.9.9. 01/11116 al/It/Ia GEOCENTRIC 309.0 193.0 61.6 91.7
Cos-as )oz 16.00.' U.S.S.R. evil,?6 01/Id,76 CCOCCNTNIC J34.0 810.0 il.. eq.?
CO3MO6 101 10.0003 4.5.0.0. 01/21/i5 011t2170 4¢0<KNTRIC
LANOSA) a 75.001A MNI I EC STATED WAS170 031!1116 GCOCCNT4IC 911.0 291.4 G9.1 103.1
GO1R03 101 YO.OV'A 4.0.60. 91/9]/10 01/llgp GCpCENTRIS 329x0 21J.0 )t.G 60.6
W-os 100 16.001, m.6.S.P. 01126176 01/29110 GEOCENTRIC 524.0 261.0 71.0 92.3 !^
COSMOS 700 /S-OOTA U.D.S.A. 01/]006 01131176 GCOCENi-IS 39012.0 035.0 02.0 719.0
CO5MO0 101 76-000A 4.'1.6.4. 03/00/15 0200" is GEOCdNTRIC 560.0 005.0 74.0 95.2
Mu4NIYA 2/II ID-009A O.a.5.u. 0)/00/15 OI/o1,76 GEOCENTRIC .0000.0 640.0 62.0 137.0
STA-111TE 7R-OIOA FRANCA 02000/)0 02/0//10 GCOCENTRIC 1141.0 607u0 45.1 104.0
SM! •U H•OIIA U.III[b 60'12! 0214C76 03110,73 GCOCKNI RIC 30800.0 35 776.0 1.0 1135.9
Cosmos 106 70-013, 0.6.6.4• 01/li/10 03/3,7a GCOCENTRIC 1493.4 NOhO 99.9 113.6 C
cos-as 109 06.0131 U.S.S.R, 02/12/76 02/13176 GEOCENTRIC 333.0 160.0 62.5 69.1
SRIR 73.91.1 JAMAN 0211916 0.1061)0 OCOC9NTRIC ]IUr] 253.0 3I.1 120.0
COS-00 710 75.010• 4.5•S.F. 02136015 WRTIFS OEOCENTNIC a6s.0 lao.Y 90.0 69.0 i
cosmos 011 10-0101 4.5.O.P. 9"WIS 03""M GCOC6NTPIC 1030.0 1..9.0 14.0 116.5
COS MOS 112 76.0160 U.S.S.R. 03/36016 p0/01115 Gtl OCENTRIS 1030.0 1449.0 14.0 115.5 S
C06ma0 113 I0-016C U.E.O.R. WSW' 03101110 GEOCINTA14 1030.0 1449.0 74.0 415.5
CO5P06 114 16.011C bib.S.R. 02120,76 03MI75 GrocENTR1C 1020.0 1449.0 74.0 115.5
J1
L04000 its 10.016: u.!•O.t. 02/20,76 03101/76 GCDCCHTRIC 1630.0 1.49.0 74.0 116.5. {
C06Mo3 710 15.01', 4.9.S.R. 02/t6/16 0]/01/)5 GEOCENTRIC 1830.0 1.49.0 74.0 115.5
COSMOS 717 10-0106 U.S.S.R. 02/20175 0]/01/10 OEOCONTRIC 1630.0 1449.0 11.0 115.6
CO3.05 116 15-0161 U.S.S.R. 02/Sa110 03101110 GEOCENTRIC 1530.0 1449.0 74.0 IIar5
IWO-OVA 1E-011' UNI ICO O11t98 01la/75
005-05 719 75.016• u.S.D.R. 0]112!10 03/13/15 GEOCENTRIC ]59.0 182.0 ?..0 a9.3
Cal-us 730 70-019A L•O. LF. 03/21175 03122115 GE000RTRIC 200.0 323.0 63.0 a9..
COSN08 TI 75-420A U.S.$... 01126116 0312)176 GEOCENTRIC 2.1.0 210.0 01.1 es.0
COSMOS I9f 16-041A U.S.S.R. 0]/271)5 0319807% GCOCENTRIC J69.0 210.0 71.4 89.9





4.2 SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS THAT BECMIE OPERATIONAL OFF
This table identifies spacecraft or experiments placed in an
operational-off status between April 1, 1974, and March 31, 1975.
The table is ordered alphabetically by spacecraft common name. For
each spacecraft listed, the following appears: spacecraft common
name, NSSDC ID cone, spacecraft funding country, launch data, date
the spacecraft was placed in an operational-off mode, orbit type,
and spacecraft orbit parameters (epoch data, apoapsis, periapsis,
inclination, and period). Distance and time parameters are shown in
kilometers of altitude and minutes except for heliocentric orbits,
which are shown in AU radial and days.
Experiments that became operational off during this period are
listed immediately below their associated spacecraft entry. The
experiment NSSDC ID code, experimenter's last name, NSSDC experiment
name, and date the experiment ties placed in an operational-off mode
are given for each experiment. To indicate that aspacecraft was
not placed in an operational-off mode, even though some of its
experiments were in such a mode, the column indicating spacecraft
operational-off mode date is blank.
a
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D
	
T .I	 LAPLPIMLNIGP	 CAPIRIMLNI NwC	 PLACED  •
OP DPP
	,j	 1907.0366	 63-0704	 UNITED 4tAT0[	 05098/61 11401!4 OYIiet63 YCOCCNI9IC	 II47.0	 1001.0	 09.9	 107.0
	
1	 4ANOCAI 6	 70•004A	 UNITED O IgCO	 01 /CC//0 I / 97 W I$ 940OLNINIC	 918.0	 947. • 	99.1	 103.1
74 .004A•01 M1I45IE1N	 METVIN 9l AM YIOICCN I R0V1 CAMERA 9Y01CA	 06/06/70
MAHINCR 1077.0011	 UNIICO 611180
	
11101"1	 1 1	 VCNVI PLY11
M	 IS•OtlGA•01 HURRAY	 TCLCVtb10N PHOTOGRAPHY	 03/24/75	 {
	
r	 6.CV9E0 A	 71.099A	 UNITED 6TATC8	 Iv IC1R WIWI 09/00/11 490CENTRIC 10119.n	 141.7	 1.8 116.1	 A
71 .0041. 01 HOPP.4H	 CHANNEL ELECTION MMTIPLI[PO IIfN	 OY40174	 +j
	
16	 CL[CIRCCTATIC ANALY1146
71 .0994. 01 FRIT1	 40LID•6TAIC PROT04-ALPHA PARTICLE 	 090W,
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{' 4.3	 SPACECRAPT AND EXPERIMENTS THAT BECMIE INOPERABLE
o;
This table identifies spacecraft or experiments that became
inoperable between April 1, 1974, and March 31, 1975.
	 The table is
ordered alphabetically by spacecraft common name.
	
For oach spacecraft•
listed, the following information appears:
	 spacecraft common name,
NSSDC ID code, spacecraft funding country, launch date, date the
spacecraft became inoperable, orbit type, and spacecraft orbit
j, parameters (epoch date, apoapsis, poriapsis, inclination, and period).
Distance and time parameters are shown in kilometers of altitude and
minutes except for heliocentric orbits, which are shown in AU radial
and days.
Experiments that became inoperable during this period are listed
immediately below their associated spacecraft entry. The experiment
NSSDC ID code, experimenter's last name, NSSDC experiment name, and
date the experiment became inoperable are given for each experiment.
To indicatethat a spacecraft was not placed in an inoperable mode,
even though some of its experiments were in such a mode, the column
indicating spacecraft inoperable date is blank.
i
r
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• LAVNCH	 OAIt SIC	 IOLCH	 CROlf TVIE APO-	 RCNl. INCLb
•6PAGtGNAOT NAMf NbJUt Itl fVNp INC CLUAIPY CAI[	 PLAC[0	 DATE 1P610	 ADDIS	 NAtILN	 PERIOD
ILL.• • •	 . •
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ND.,
j	 AC-C /0.101A VNITSO STATES 12/16/10	 /	 /	 OVID"& OGCCLNIRIC J039.4	 030.1	 ONH	 ITT.$
1 13•IOIA•06 PCL[ CLCOCU 9CURC! IICUTAAL MASS 9PCGIRJMf Ith 09/00/)4
( ^^	 APMLO 14 LM/ALO9P 91•O0K UNITED EfAff9 OIA31171	 /	 /	 LUNAR LANC3h
1 ?I-OVec.19 BATES LLAAP LUST 09RGTOR 11/0111,
All 6 I4.03U UNITEo 6TA I CS 061JO174	 /	 /	 09011I16 LCOCCH tRIC 11606.1
	 00/61.4	 1.1	 14361.1
4. 029 A-Ol A.NAOY 1.06-f N[AOY PNCTGA/!L[CTAON C.MCYIMCNT 0tlI01/14
14 .09A-00 CHIN. 4COSVhCHA0NOU6 VERY HIW RESOLUTION 061/0/14
M.OIC.IfIF 14VNAN1
03430 4 12.992A INTERNATIONAL 11/11171 09/10/74 09/07,1) 4604b.TNIC 4330	 930.0	 Y"I	 46.1
12-09ZA •01 BOYD POIITIV9 ICN OPEC T OON9 1CR 04110/14
11 .0 914 .41 VW [ANN h0L19AL MA50 9PeGtoon TfA OVIflm
1t• b9tM 0J NUL 104111 AUPOMAL PAA1ICL9 9PCCIRCMCICR 04/1011•
-
1 11.IIIA-11 Be JACCO SCUfHCAh POLAR CAP OD AN PANTICLG 0./10/1.f..
SPECTAC.Ef6o
12 . 0911 . 00 L46f KCPIHCPh PCLAR CAP OCLAh IMMYICLE 04/11/1•
1PCCTRO-gleN
IUOS 1 11-OOEA INICRNATIUNAL 01/il/TA 06/06/14 00/19/13 4tOC9Nf g G 136419.0	 4906.!
	 91.9	 15104
11.000A-01 LLLIOT ILbXGATC MIGNETC.91CR 04101/2,
11.001.-02 PItiCLLA CLCCIRCh AND PAOTCh MEA5UNCMENIS ITS 96/0!/1.I,
CV-60 K1110
12-oOt o- 03 Pt It4S !CLAP VLF COSIAVAIION OB/o2/4
/t •0011.04 PAGO PARTICLE CCuhfER T6LC000PC 06/02/1.
?I. OEEA-06 DILYCRTH H1411-ENMV 9LECTACN5 Oslo,/74
^j 72-GOIA•Ob PCSCNBAUIR SOLAR ♦ IND MkARUMEVCNT$ I2JO OV-16 %9VI 0610A114
17,.0*6A-07 IECHTIG MICNCMETE000IO DCIECTOR OSIOlII.
IMP• / 71-019, UNITFO 51.TED OJ/1J/ll	 /	 I	 OVO6/YJ LOCCEHtAIC 191013.*	 9844.9	 11.1	 0919.5
f1-019A-01 NEED MCASVNCYCNT C2 MAGNETIC M1IELCM WSW.
11 .019A-09 AGGSON CLECWATATIG 01ILDS 10101114
71.019A-03 GURNEII ILCCIW'ZTAIIC .AYES AND RADIO 10/01/14
L0199 .. IS.A
} 71 .019A-06 MOANK LC.-4NOROY PACTONS AND 9LCGIRUNS 10/01/p,
CI
II.6I9A•06 A.0409CN MEVIUM•EAeAOY SOLAR PROTONS AND 1010;114
I tLECIRCHS
i 11-0191.01 OCSTPCM SOLAR PPOTCN MJNITDFIh0 LAPCRIMfNI 10/0217.
11 .0141. 9E MC*ONALO SOL,N AND GALACTIC CaAWC-RAY ETU0194 10/01/43
4.. 11.019 A•OV SIMP"h NUCLEAR CUYPCSITION Lf 40343/4 AND 63LAR 13/OUH
PANIICLG NAOIAfl0N3
?I-019A.11
 BA v1. TAI AXIAL PLUM GA Tk PA44tt0 Y Cteff IOIOk/14
7I-0194 . 19 KELLOGG ELCIIUCSIATIC SAVES AND RADIO 101091M
AD10E •. MIhN
)1-01'11 • ;] HADD O CK INtfPPLANCtAMY LONG-NAVfLCN41H RADIO IU/02/1.
A514ONCMY GAPERIMCNT
71-0191 . 11 A400Ch CL CCTROBIATIC	 AVE5 Ah0 RADIO 10102/1.
4015! -- LSYC
NIMBUS S 72-097, UNI19C STATES I1/11/11
	 /	 l	 09'01/1J OEUCENfRIC 1101.3	 1069.4	 94.9	 197.2
12.0971-04 M4C11LpCM TCYPEMATUNC/NUMIDIIY	 INPMARLD RA01 pM4f C4 03/11/TO
ITHINI
090 1 I1-0631 UNITED STATES 09/29/11	 W/OV/1, 09104/)3 UCOCI19TRIC 421.1	 191••1	 33.1
	
91.0
1 11-043A•01 NEVPQNT A-PAY AND EUV SPICTRDNeLIOGkAPH 14 TO 01109174
400 AI
II .OtlJ M09 1OVSBY 4h ITC-L 14117 COPLrv04RA PIf AND CAiAlME 0110111.
ULTNAVIDLET COPONOGAAPHf
11-Otl J, • b] OCIOP ION SCSMIC A-RA\' CAPLRIPON, 01/0911•
H 71.003A•04 CLARK CCtlMIL A-R1Y {OUNCES	 IN THE RANG4 07,0917,
1.0 ID 9 A
71-083A-01 PCIf RIGN PAPD 6CLAR A-RAY MCN11CAINQ 940917
615.1 70.104 U	 OtAIkO 12111110 011011I6 09/00/13 LE000NIRIG 434.1	 006.0	 b9	 7,5.1.
10 • I07 A•01
GJACC
41,1.40431 A"-SKY A-PAY SURVEY 01/9A q!
SOLRAO	 9 66-OITA UNITCO STATES OJt Q4t6S 10/00/'4 01/15/13 4MCOENIPIC 166.0
	 501.0	 SO.,	 98.0
i
60 •0I7A-01 KROFLIN SOLAR RADIATICN	 t TEC?f RS Wo0174
R
-
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